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In our efforts to bring you history lessons, we often overlook the most
timely examples of ongoing happenings. My task is to keep you working
on TRUTH, AS IT WAS AND IS, while we example “today” and tell you
who’s “fudging”. What do I mean? I can’t possibly comment each day on
happenings and possibilities; we haven’t enough paper to print it all even
if I could do so. There are some fine resources out there, readers, and my
hope is that you are trying to keep up with them. I know that some of our
own close friends and workers are never at rest while making every
possible effort to move forward with “rebuilding” freedom. When you
disrupt your enemy’s planned game, he doesn’t know what to do. When
you know TRUTH about happenings-he
can continue to lie, shout his
lying innocence and then bully his way through-but,
when the people get
fed up with the lies and bullying ways, he will be found out!
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Well known expert witness on cults, Dr. Carl A.
Raschke, on July 14, 1994, wrote a letter to Attorney
General Janet Reno which I will include here. Please
keep in mind that Dr. Raschke is an expert used by the
Justice Department in cult and ritual abuse cases.
[Quoting:]
Dear Attorney General Reno:
With this letter I am formally requesting that the
U.S. Justice Department investigate what constitute
accusations by citizens of the municipality of Gilmer,
Texas that since February 27, 1994 certain federal and
state officials have acted in concert with yet not positively identified members of the Federal Bureau of
Investigation to obstruct justice and assist in a cover-up
of the real circumstances surrounding the disappearance, and very likely death, of an adolescent girl named
Kelly Wilson.
This letter also supports what I understand is a
complaint and request for investigation by Galveston
attorney and former court-appointed special prosecutor
Scott Lyford to the Office of Investigative Standards at
the FBI, mailed to you as certified correspondence in
recent weeks regarding the selfsame matter.
Such accusations include deliberate leaking of select information and documentation by representatives
of the FBI, in collusion with the Texas Attorney
General’s office and unusually friendly reporters from
in order to undermine the
investigation of a court-appointed special prosecutor
and sabotage his case at a time when the prosecutor and
his investigative team were under a judicial gag order;
the use of special influence and pressure to “rig” a
grand jury in Upshur County for the purpose of protecting criminal elements and intimidating witnesses to

the point of violating their civil rights under the U.S.
the abuse of power in the state attorney
general’s office to manipulate public opinionand influence the outcome of a grand jury investigation with the
aim of further harassing and punishing those with
information about a crime through civil litigation. It is
the belief of many people in East Texas, according to
interviews and research I myself have conducted since
early March that the alleged cover-up and efforts at
obstruction of justice are aimed at protecting certain
law enforcement officials and residents of Texas and
Arkansas involved in illegal drug-trafficking, money
laundering, and child abuse and pornography. Furthermore, certain parties implicated in such a syndicated
operation have also been identified in . . . press reports
as principles in the activities in the state of Arkansas
allegedly connected closely with the well-known
Whitewater case.
I ask that your office begin an immediate and swift
investigation of this matter in order to obviate the
public appearance that the U.S. Justice Department is
moving slowly to keep quiet the kind of alleged scandalous, public wrongdoing presently under investigation by the Congress of the United States.
I enclose preliminary documentation concerning
the case and your jurisdiction in the affair. I would
note, in particular, a front-page
article of February 27, 1994 in which an unnamed
“federal agent”, who in context appears as an FBI
agent, is quoted as publicly savaging Mr. Lyford’s case.
I am sure I do not have to tell you that for any FBI agent
to attack, in a newspaper, the work of a court-appointed
special prosecutor, particularly when the outcome of
such an attack has been growing public suspicion of
official wrongdoing at the state and federal level, as
well as the cover-up of criminal actions, is the height of
reckless, unethical, and unprofessional-if
not illegal-behavior.
If the quotation was made off the record and not for
publication, then I ask you to investigate the possible
breach of ethical standards of the journalistic profession in support of a criminal cover-up and aiding in the
harassment of the citizenry by certain representatives
of
For the record, I am a full, tenured professor at the
University of Denver, where I have been employed in a
full-time, professional capacity for almost 22 years. I
am a well-known expert witness and consultant to law
enforcement and defense teams involving occult-re-

lated crimes, and a published author of extensive repute. This past year I was asked to serve in a public,
advisory capacity to the U.S. Justice Department in
matters involving religion and criminal activity. [End
quoting.]
The following is the introductory portion of a front
page story appearing in the February 27, 1994 edition
of
News, [quoting:]
The case against a police officer accused of raping
and killing a woman whose disappearance he was
investigating is based on virtually no physical evidence
and the recollections of an &year-old child and a
woman who has been accused of lying, according to
court records and law enforcement officials.
The FBI office in Tyler is so skeptical of the case
and its underlying allegations of Satanism and rituai
murder that it has offered to make available to other
investigators records that could help exonerate the
indicted officer.
“This investigation is a mess,” said one federal
agent, who asked not to be named. [End quoting.]
On May 19, 1994, Special Prosecutor Scott Lyford
wrote the following letter to the Office of Professional
Standards of the FBI. [Quoting:]
Enclosed
please find copies of portions of an
article that appeared in
of
February 27,1994. The article quotes an FBI officer in
Tyler who asked not to be named.
This comment constituted an improper intervention by the officer in a case being legally pursued by a
special prosecutor. As such, the action was unethical
and disciplinary action should be taken.
cc: Hon. Janet Reno [End quoting.]
By the way, readers, that FBI agent’s name, from
Tyler, is Gary Hewitt.
KELLY
TORTURED.

& MURDERED

In a [30-page] interview with Connie Martin on
January 4.1994 at the Harrison County Jail in Marshall,
Texas, many facts were revealed concerning the disappearance of Kelly Wilson and the ordeal she was to
suffer for approximately nine days. Connie Martin and
Wanda Kerr have both stated in interviewers that Kelly
Wilson was a “birthday present” for Geneva Kerr.
Present at the interview were: Steve Baggs, Scott
Lyford, Debbie Minshew, and Brooks Fleig.

The following is excerpted and, at times, para,hrased, from Connie Martin’s testimony:
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Connie, Wanda, Wendell, Don Holeman left Gene
md Geneva’s house and drove to the video store and
licked up Kelly Wilson. They then returned to Gene
lnd Geneva’s house, where Kelly was gang-raped.
I’hose present during the rape were Danny, Wendell,
Gene, Geneva, James, Don, Tammy, Daniel, Danny,
Raymond, Connie, Sgt. James Brown, and Wanda.
After Kelly had been repeatedly and forcibly raped,
everyone got dressed and went
the woods behind the
house. They forcibly took Kelly there. The people that
went into the woods with Kelly after she’d been raped
In Gene and Geneva’s house were: Danny Kerr, Wendell
Kerr, Don Holeman, James Brown, Tammy Smith,
Wanda Kerr, Connie, Gene Kerr, Geneva Kerr, Raymond
Smith,
#3, and
#4.
“They took her to the circle in the woods behind the
house. Danny had the ‘blue bag’ with the rope, beads,
and ties for tying people down, and Danny had the tape
(grey) to put over Kelly’s mouth. [This is the same bag
which was later gathered as evidence. ] Danny had
big black police flashlight that he got from his brother
Ronnie. James Brown had a police flashlight that he
wore on his belt.
“After tying Kelly’s hands and putting tape over
her mouth, Geneva told Danny ‘go over there and get
I could see them when he shined the
the robes.’
flashlight on them. They were white.
“When Danny got back with the robes, they undressed and Danny, Geneva, Gene, Wendell, and Don
put on the robes.
“Geneva’s robe was white with black trim around
the opening on the hood. The other robes did not have
a hood. All the robes had a black star on the left side
called the devil’s star. It has six sides (points). The
robes slipped over their heads. When they had sex, they
had to lift the bottom of the robes.”
They all proceeded to continue with the sexual
abuse of Kelly. She was then held prisoner in
behind the house, given no food or water, hands tied,
with tape over her mouth.
Each day they would drag her out of
shed into
the woods for group rape, beatings, and torture. The
beatings included repeated blows to
abdomen and
vaginal regions.
The reason for this will become
evident later in the narrative. She was not cleaned up.
She was not given food. She was held captive with
restraints, given very little or no water. She grew very
weak.
“When Geneva talks in the woods, she uses a deep
voice that is very scary, like the devil is talking. When
the men talk in the woods, they use a deep voice that is
very mean and sounds like the devil talking. They also
talk with their eyes, especially Geneva. She stares at
people, and they know its their turn [for sex].”
Sgt. Brown was among those named who were
present for the repeated rapes of Kelly Wilson.
“Kelly had tears running down her face. When
Kelly would try to fight us, Tammy would say ‘you be
still, you fucking bitch.’ Wanda was laughing.
“Geneva said, [to Kelly] ‘I’m going to use my
satanic powers on you.’
“Danny said to Kelly, ‘We’re going to kill you.“’
Kelly was continually dressed, returned to the shed,
taken out, gang-raped and tortured, returned to the
shed, and
daily cycle would continue. Kelly, of
course, became very weak and was unable to walk after
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days of this kind of cruelty and torture-and
no food.
They used an electric shocker [battery] on various parts
of her body. At one point, using Kelly’s own blood,
“Geneva drew a witch’s foot on Kelly’s chest between
her breasts, and said, ‘you are under my power.‘”
In one of his visits to the Kerrs while Kelly was held
captive, James Brown was described as driving a green
and white van. On other evenings Brown showed up in
uniform driving a patrol car.
After days and days of this repeated torture and
abuse of Kelly, Connie states in her testimony, “I could
smell Kelly in the barn, when I walked around to the
back door to go in. It was a real bad smell.‘*
At another point: “Geneva told Kelly, ‘We’re giving your soul to the devil.“’
On the last night of Kelly’s captivity, Tuesday-

(The following is
quoted verbatim from Connie Martin’s testimony:]
Tammy, Don and Raymond came to Geneva’s house
about 8:30. James Brown got there about 15 minutes
later, about 8:45. He was in uniform andin a patrol car.
1l:OO that night-Gene
and Geneva, Wendell and
Wanda, Danny and Connie, Tammy and Don, James
Brown, Raymond,
#3 and
#4
went to the shed to get Kelly.
Geneva opened the door to the barn. Kelly was
sitting on the floor, leaning back against something in
the barn. She looked “spaced out”. Danny
Wendell
went into the barn and picked her up by her arms. When
they brought her out, Geneva said, “This is the day
you’re going to die-we’re
going to sacrifice you to
Satan.” Kelly was then carried to the woods by Wendell
and Danny. She was taken to the same place in the
woods, the circle inside the circle. Geneva then began
pointing out, one by one, who takes their clothes off
first. The ones that took their clothes off were: Geneva,
Wendell, Danny, Don, and Gene. Then Danny had oral
sex with Kelly. Then Wendell had oral sex with Kelly.
Then Don had vaginal sex with Kelly. Then James had

_.
oral sex with Kelly. Then Gene hadvaginal sex with Kelly.
Geneva then knelt down between Kelly’s legs.
Geneva stuck her whole hand up inside Kelly’s vagina.
I think she used her right hand. Geneva pulled out
some of Kelly’s private parts (about the size of an
orange). [Remember the repeated blows to the stomach
and vagina?] She pulls the stuff out with her right
hand, and holds a knife with her left hand, and cuts the
part loose from Kelly’s body with a knife. She took it
around to each person, and held it in front of them for
them to take a bite, then drew a mark on each person’s
chest with the blood from the parts.
She put the rest of the body parts in a black garbage
bag. She handed the bag to Danny. She goes back to
Kelly, drops down between her legs, and cuts off her
right breast. She stands up to show people, the blood
dripped on Kelly. Geneva then put that breast in the
garbage bag. She did the same thing with Kelly’s left
breast. Geneva then goes and stands over Kelly’s head.
Geneva gets on her knees, leans over, and stabs Kelly
several times, saying, “You are sacrificed in the name
of Satan.” Wendell passed the flashlight, and is shining it on Kelly. Danny has the black bag. The blood
coming out is a bright color. Danny comes over and
puts a rope around her head. The rope was in the blue
bag. It was a beige, brown, or white rope around her
neck, and then they used a yellow rope around Kelly’s
legs. They hung her in the tree, a small tree over behind
the circle. Then they let the blood run from Kelly’s
body into a pot. We each drank some of the blood from
her body. We drank it from a white cup. Then Wendell
and Tammy took her down.
Then they cut her up. [End of Connie Martin’s
testimony.]

HOPE
Through a confidential source,
said, “They killed Hope.” When asked who Hope was,
the response was that she was a l&year-old girl from
California who was good with the children. They really
liked her.
When Connie Martin directed investigators to the
location of human remains in Simpsonville [see Ex61, the remains were identified as “human”. I am
told that those bone fragments are probably those of the
California girl named Hope.
These bones would later be identified as a “pig
bone” -and later still, the bones would disappear altogether-more
lost evidence in a long chain of events
toward cover-up.
THE

MENA

CONNECTION

?

Through two independent confidential sources,
has received confirmation that Wendell Kerr
was running drugs.
Wendell drove truck for U.S.A. Trucking and frequently made trips to Mena, Arkansas. Insiders at
Mena tell
that U.S.A. Trucking is frequently seen at the Mena Airport. That same Mena
insider informs me that there are at least two satanic
cults in Mena-that
are known
SMALL
IN

NOTE
FILE

There was a small typed note in the Attorney
General’s file on this case which reads, [quoting:]
January 24, 1994-CaIled house, reference Kerrs,
In interviewing different insiders concerning this when they lived up north, Ohio maybe, years and years
case, and inquiring what became of the body, I was told ago, where satanic sacrifices were done by Kerrs, were
confidentially that after Kelly was cut up, she was put forced to move because of this nature, then showed up
in the freezer. Later, the Kerrs ate her. Her intestines down here. Was done in a barn.
high school student-Gilmer-witwere fed
dogs. When asked why, the response
ness to several satanic sacrifices where kids were inwas, “Because it’s cheaper than dog food.”
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volved at the Kerrs. Signed: Paula [End quoting.]
Insiders have also informed me that the Kerrs, at
one particular time, had anywhere from 3 to 5 human
heads in their freezer-which
would be taken out and
placed on the table during dinner. Sound impossible?
No. Hard to believe, yes. It happened.
Consumption of human flesh was such a regular
and on going part of the Kerr’s life, that when investigators asked one young Kerr what a special occasion
was, the answer said is, “When we went to
store and
bought pork chops.”
The children were taught how to remove the brains
from babies skulls after they had been killed. The
children described measuring the babies brains and
placing them in plastic bags. When asked, “What did
you do with the brains then?” The answer was, “Have
them with eggs.”
KELLY’S

MOTHER

SPEAKS

OUT

The following are excerpts from an interview with
Kelly Wilson’s mother, Cathy Carlson, on May 18,
1995-Kelly’s
birthday.
Rick: The question has come up about what Kelly
was wearing at the time she disappeared.
Cathy: She had on the more faded, light blue color
of blue-jeans and they were cut off-almost
down to her
knees and she rolled them up a little bit. They were not
real short. She had a very, very old rugby shirt on that
had the white cuffs and white buttons. She had loafers
on and she had all of her jewelry and her watch on.
Rick: And what was her jewelry7
Cathy: Its been so long. She had a coin ring on; a
dome ring; a diamond & emerald ring that we had given
her for graduation early; a little ring that had a very
tiny crown with a tiny, tiny diamond in the middle; and
she had her watch on-that was the gold and silver, that
had an, almost like the twist-o-flex band where the
links were taken out. And I don’t recall her having a
necklace on her. Her good necklace her daddy had
given her she did not have on.
Rick: Was any of this jewelry recovered at the
time?
Cathy: No.
Rick: None of it?
Cathy: None of it. Her father and I sat here, with
his wife and my husband and we, her daddy draws
better than I do, and he drew off and we explained
exactly what the rings looked like. We’ve not gotten
any jewelry or anything.
And there is also the question I had from the very
beginning-where
are her car keys? Because she had a
very unique key-chain that she had gotten in New
Orleans, when she had gone there with her father. It
was the acrylic type. Do you know the face mask of New
Orleans? It was on that style. It was a lady’s face, with
red lips and a star on her cheek. An1 the keys were,
they never appeared to be an issue with anybody. We
kept screaming, where are her keys? You know, you’ve
got to find the keys. The keys are somewhere, along
with the jewelry and everything. We don’t know what
happened. She had it on, we know that.
Rick:. I noticed in going over some of the old
articles that you were very supportive of Sgt. Brown
early on.
Cathy: Well, the reason for that was, I had no legal
counsel. I had no support system at that time as far as
anybody related to anybody that could give me any
information as to what I can and can’t do. In other
words, we were isolated. And, I didn’t know if I could
publicly go out and say, “1 feel he’s involved. I think
he’s involved.” Because from the very beginning, and
we have it on a tape, on a news tape of the news station,
that I had said, “Well, I’ve had to defend him from the
very beginning.”
And that was the first time that my
friend had noticed anything, really different with me.
And, the thing of it is, from the very day that she
disappeared, which, unbeknownst to us, we had not
lived here that long-l didn’t know the people in town
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and I certainly didn’t know James Brown. And they
would come up and say, “Well, what about James
Brown?”
Well, I would automatically come to the
defense, you know, and these were people that have
lived here-co-workers
and friends, and I would say,
“Well, what do you mean about James Brown? He’s the
only one doing anything on the case.” [See Exhibits 4
and 5.1 And,of course, I would put up a defense and, of
course, naturally, they would draw back and not say
another word.
Rick: Sure.
Cathy: But this happened periodically, from the
very beginning. And I even confronted him. I said,
well, I laughed one day and I said, “Well, James, they
told me, what about you?” He didn’t have a comment.
So, in other words, we didn’t know whether to take a
public stand or not. So this was just rumor. All we
heard was, “What about James Brown?“, no specifics or
anything.
And then when it came about-he
was
arrested on Friday, and put in jail. We saw him on
Monday; my husband and went to talk to him Monday
afternoon. And that was when I knew he was involved,
some how, some way. If nothing else, he knew what
happened-partially

we went in to talk to him and, at that point in time he
had not talked to his lawyer yet. I said, “Who is doing
this to you?” We sat down there with the glass between
us, and one of those telephones with the very short cord
that doesn’t stretch. So, you’re very uncomfortable
anyway. You don’t know what to say. And he wouldn’t
look at either of us and Robert was standing up beside
me and letting me talk first and I said, “Who is doing
this?”
And he said, “Those people.”
And I said, “What people?”
And he said, “Those people.”
And I said, “Scott and them?”
And he said, “Yeah.”
And I said, “Well, what do we need to do and who
do we need to talk to? We have got to find her. Can you
tell us anything? Where is she, or whatever?”
He never said, “I’m sorry.” He never said, “I am
innocent.” He never called her name. He never looked
us in the eye. All he said was, “It’s wrong, it’s wrong,
it’s wrong.”
And I said, “What are we suppose to do? Who
should we talk to?”
And he said, “Talk to my lawyer.”
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And 1 said, “Who’s your lawyer?”
And he said, “David Moore.”
And 1 said, “Look, we have tried to work together.
Brent Ward who did the perjury was also-David Moore
was his lawyer at the same time. And 1 said, “Well,
that’s a conflict of interest, James, because David is
Brent’s lawyer and we have pushed too long and too
hard to get him because of that perjury charge. Why
would you ask federal and state immunity?”
And he said, “Well, David Moore told me he’s
going to drop Brent and,” how did he say it? “.,.and
represent me.”
And 1 still argued with him. 1 said, “That is a doggone definite conflict of interest.”
1 said something
like, ‘you’re gonna send Brent down the river’ or ‘all
this work we’ve done and’.. .ln other words, he knew it
was a conflict of interest and 1 was not in agreement on
that. Then, 1 don’t know what else 1 said-not muchand then Robert talked to him and he said, “Will ydu
give us an idea? Do you have any location of where she
might be or this or that?”
All he could say is, “It’s wrong.”
It’s wrong that he got caught is what it was, in my
opinion. You know, that’s what he felt was wrong. “I
shouldn’t be here” and all this kind of stuff.
So, we left and 1 told Robert, “You get in the car...”
.
said, “Go talk to David Moore; he’s over at
Todd Tefteller’s offlice right now. He said, “Go talk to
him.”
Well, we got in the car and 1 knew, right then and
there-you
think about and you hear all these people
saying, “What about James Brown?” And all this is
kinda going on in your head and stuff. And 1 told
Robert, “YOUget in the car. You go straight home. We
are not going to speak to Todd Tefteller, David Moore,
or anybody.”
Rick: At what point did you have a feeling that
Brown was involved? Was it then?
Cathy: Well, before we saw him, on December 7 of
1993, that’s when Scott and Debbie and Brooks Fleig
came to the house and said about the Kerrs. It was only
about the Kerrs at that point. The day that he was
indicted, 1 had come home for lunch. I was working in
the office and 1 came home and 1 was leaving the house
about 12:50 p.m., close to l:OO, to go back to the office
which I’m just five minutes away, And, at this point we
had no clue James-his
name had not been mentioned.
(Sherifij McAllister drove up and said-he got out of
the car and 1 had talked to McAllister maybe one time
during this whole thing, because he wasn’t working on
the case, supposedly. And he said, “They’re getting
ready to hand down 8 indictments and 1 wanted to tell
you before you heard it on the news.” He said, “Seven
of them are involved with the Kerr family and the last
one, the eighth one, is James Brown.”
And 1 said, “Does he know?”
And he said, 1 think he said, I’m pretty sure he told
me, “Yeah, I’ve called him and I’ve told him.” Now, 1
wouldn’t swear on a stack of
because by then 1
was in shock.
And 1 said, “Well, tell James, if somebody is making him a scapegoat, we will go before the media and
the public to his defense.”
At that point we had not seen James.
That Thursday, that Wednesday, he had been indicted on Friday. He had been down, 1 think, almost a
week at that school. Well, that Thursday, 1 believe he
left on Friday, and that Thursday he came by the house.
And usually he would call me at the office or 1 would
call him, or he would call here at the house if something
was going on-which was never anything. And he just
stopped in. And it was odd because always, he never
did just drive up and come in. He always called us
prior to. Well, my mother was here and he just came in
knocked on the door and came
that
afternoon,
in and he started talking about the bones, or
some bones that had been found and there wasn’t
anything to it-it was some animal bones, and if anybody called us then it was about. ..he said, “I’ve checked
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Gfassman, Human Skeletal Identification Laboratory,
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Identification of skeletal

FOfENSlC ANTHROPOLOGY
DATE:

f received On Wednesday, January 12.1994, from Investigator Steve Baggs, a bag
containing a fragmented bone shaft and approximately 10 small fragments of
additfofiaf bone recovered from Upshur County,
The transfer and a forensic
anthropologic analysis to determine whether the remains were human were requested
The skeletal evidence has remained in my laboratory.
The recovered bone shaft measured 115 mm in length with a midshaft diameter
ranging irom 14 to 17 mm. The remains are completely skeletaffzed and indicated
burfaf deposition. A
matrix adhered to the bone and was easily removed with
NO
existed on the bone and a time interval of greater
months
was Suggested. No maximum time since death could be estimated with the existing
materials.
The bone
is missing both the proximal
distat joint surtaces. Comparative
morphology suggests that the bone is probably human and represented
subaduft tibia.
were taken of the shaft in anterior-posterior and
ctandarda of human and ngnhuman arlilrl& acwrdlng 10 Chllvaquet,
et. 01.(1087). The bona ohaft
WIUlwu alandards but , more closely algns
itself with humans.

compared

0PlNlON: Bacod on morphological
and radiographic
al~uft arid
fragments
human (subaduft tibia), although an
unequivocal determination cannot be made.

it out. There’s
to it and I wanted you to know
before I left.” And then he brought up the subject-we
were advised not to talk about the Kerrs from the
conversation with Scott and them in December. Because they said,
keep it between you and Robert
and don’t talk about this with anybody else.” Which we
didn’t. 1 didn’t talk to my mother or anybody about it.
And I didn’t talk to James Brown because 1 asked
him, when they [Scott/Debbie/Brooks]
were here on
December 7,1 turned to him and 1 said, “Are you going
to tell James Brown about this-suspicion
with the
Kerrs?” Logically, because he was working on the case.
At that pointthey said, “No, we’re not going to talk
to him about it right now.”
Of course, we didn’t. We had not had any conver-

sation with James Brown about the Kerrs being under
suspicion of being involved, asweweretold onDecember 7. And here it is January and he’s talking about it.
So he brought up the subject of the Kerrs and he said,
“Oh, that’s a big mess. I don’t know what they’re
doing.” You know, just downing Scott and them’s case.
And we didn’t say anything because we were utterly
shocked that he was even discussing it, because we
didn’t know that he even knew anything about it. He
left.
And that very night, my mother and Robert and my
husband and 1 were sitting around and 1 said, “Wasn’t
that an oddvisit? You’all thinkthat was kinda Strange?”
And yeah, we all agreed, because he had never just
popped in the house to tell us something. And he was
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very nervous the whole time he was here. And he got
livid-he got extremely angry that Scott and them were
even investigating the case. I mean, it was a turnabout.
I had never seen him act that way. So, it was strange to
all of us.
When they said he was indicted, well, naturally it
was first for me to come to his defense because, you
know, it’s just not real. My lord, he’s suppose to be
working on the case. You can’t imagine-but
try to
imagine that you had trust that this is the only guy in
the United States working on your child’s case and he’s
been indicted.
Rick: I understand.
Cathy: McAllister came and told me that, and
then...
Rick: What about the Lyford team?
Cathy: OK. I went back to work and I want to say,
probably, around 3:30 or so, Debbie Minshew called
me. She said, “I’ have to talk to you about something;
are you going to be home? We’re going to have to come
by the house; we need to talk about some things.”
And 1 said, “Yeah, come on.”
And that was the night they had the news conference; they came to the house first. And they came and
told us he had been indicted and that, I guess they were
all in jail or something. But, they told us about James
at that point. And, of course, we were defensive. But
then, the thing about it was, when I saw him in jail, I
knew. That was my first suspicion that he was involved. And I have tried to tell people that. I have tried
to tell the Attorney General and everybody else.
And then, Scott and I would correspond, or Brooks,
mainly with Scott. Scott would always talk to me. If he
wasn’t in, he’d call back as soon as he got in. He would
try to be as truthful and honest with the questions I had
and, it was, after Brown was indicted, I know I talked
with Scott in detail for the first time on a Sunday
afternoon. And I want to say it was two weeks later or
a week later, or something, not a prolonged period of
time-and
1 had specific questions. I said, “How did
this come about?” And that’s when he was talking
about
Child-when
was with one of
the case workers. And then that’s when he just blurted
out that James was involved.
So what I did, I would call Scott or Brooks would
call me-so they would communicate with me. And
like I said, they were honest, upfront.
They would
answer, as much as possible, all questions. And my
question being, “We’re not going to find a body, so
what happened? Why are you saying this? How do you
know James is involved7 How did it come about?” And
that was the story about Raymond and everything. So,
I listened.
Because, I said, “I will listen with no
prejudice, because I want to find out what happened to
my daughter. And if we can’t find her, we’ve got to
have resolution as to what happened.” You know, still
hoping you’d find something.
Rick: If you were to just stop for a moment and
think of a brief statement about the overall situation, as
you look back on it, is there anything specific you’d like
to say in print?
Cathy: Had I known then what I know now, I would
never have trusted James Brown to the fact that he was
the only one solely working on the cast. That I had the
confidence that he was the only one truly working on it,
instead of trying to cover it up.
I did not trust the FBI. I do not trust the AG’s
[Attorney General] office because I personally have
had to deal with them and I know what’s been going on.
Rick: Can you talk about that a little bit?
Cathy: It’s just very evident that they do not want
to get involved, that they are focusing strictly on the
boys, and we had begged them to please come in, give
us the help, but start from the very beginning and go all
directions.
Rick: What do you mean, the boys?
Cathy: Chris and Brent. Chris Denton and Brent
Ward. And it appears that the AG’s office is focusing
strictlv on them.

Pape
You can say this-1 have no trust whatsoever in the
legal system.
Rick: Well, I can tell you, so you know, I have
nothing but total regard for Scott and Steve and Brooks.
Cathy: Oh, yes, I do, too. And they, one thing
about them, they treated us with respect. They did not
treat us--because we don’t have money, we’re not
upstanding in the community, we are just working
people. I am a professional but they did not treat us
indignantly, where we have been treated like that
through the AG and FBI, terribly so.
Rick: Who at the FBI’s office have you been
working with?
Cathy: Well, I don’t work with him anymore. Gary
Hewitt out of Tyler. And I had also talked to him
probably in March and I wanted to see the videotape.
The videotape of her making the deposit, supposedly,
which I had no proof she had ever made it. I had no
receipts. Did they pull the records to the ATM? Did
they do this? Did they do that? Did they check all the
records at the video store?
Nobody would ever get back to me, they would just
say, “Oh, oh, oh...*
And I asked James Brown immediately to let me see
the tape before making the deposit and he said, “The
FBI has it and it’s being enhanced.” And it was always
one excuse after the other. And, “We’re looking at it.
We’re going to enhance it.”
I called Gary Hewitt in March and I said, “I want to
see the tape. Where is it?”
And he said, “Well, the AG’s office has it, so you
call them.”
Shane Phelps came up the next week or so and we
had the first meeting we had with him. And the only
reason he chose to meet with us-what had they come
up here for? I don’t know what. The grand jury was
meeting on Kelly’s case or something. And the only
reason he met with us was because he knew the media
was outside and he had no choice. He was backed into
corner and he tried to get hateful and rude. And I said,
“I didn’t come in here hateful and rude; now sit down
and calm down. But I’m not upset and you don’t get
upset.”
When the meeting was over I said, “1 want to see
that videotape.”
And he said, “Well, I’ll let you.”
And I said, “Am I going to have to go back to Austin
again?” I said, “Well, has it been enhanced?”
Andhesai~~*sure,sure,youcanseeit.”
And I said, “Well, ok, if1 don’t have to go to Austin to get
i~theowdtimcyoucomethrough1wanttoseeit.”
And I’ve never heard from the man since. And he
had called me, he said, because I had told him that I
would not work with the Upshur County Sheriff’s Department and I would not work with the Gilmer City
Police-so,
he said, he had pulled out his beeper and we
said, “Well, why don’t you contact all these people who
have contacted us and given us all this information?”
And he said, “Well, tell them to call me.”
I said, “Well, you’re telling me that if they’ll place
a long distance call to you, you’ll talk to them7”
And he pulled out his beeper and he said, “I have a
beeper.”
I said, “Yeah, sure.” And I said, “Ok, when I call
you, then you’re going to be beeped and you’re going to
return my call as soon as you can?”
‘Yes.”
Well, I called him. I waited two or three weeks.
And I know he had been through here going to that
Kentucky Fried thing.
Rick: What is the Kentucky Fried thing7
Cathy: There is a murder, I think, of five people in
Kilgore twelve years ago that a state representative’s
son has been indicted for.
So, I called. She took a message. I told her who I
was and 1 said, “I’m calling about the videotape that he
said I could see and he will know what I’m talking
about.” And I have not yet heard from the man.
It’s been a very long journey and it’s not getting

7

any easier.
Rick: Where do things currently stand in terms of
Brown?
Cathy: His suit is in William Wayne Justice’s
court. And they are trying to make a decision, as to
what I’m not sure.
Rick: What about Dan Morales? Has he taken any
interest in the case?
Cathy: I have never talked to the man. I think he
made a comment on TV, something about understanding parents in situations like this, they’re emotional.
In other words, we’re lunatics. Raving lunatics.
He has not talked with us. He is not keeping in
touch with us because he said, when he did an interview
with the Kentucky Fried Chicken people, after the
media was talking to him and they asked a question
about the families. And he said, “Oh yes, I am supportive of the families. I am in communication and contact
with the families.” Of people he is working with, not
just Kentucky Fried Chicken people-and
that is an
out-and-out lie.
Rick: If you could say something to the Lyford
team directly in print, what would you say?
Cathy: To the Lyford team? Oh, goodness, I’ve
never had to put it into words.
The worst thing that happened was when Scott was
prematurely pulled out by the AG. I fully believe they
were headed in the right direction.
I believe that they were the only ones that had come
in here with an open mind and had this thrown into
them. They were adamant. They were professional.
They were forthright in investigating the case.
It’s just that they had not enough time to do it
before they were pulled out prematurely.
I think it’s ridiculous for James Brown to sue them.
And I cannot express my gratitude enough for how
they have worked with me. [End quoting.]
SOME

CLOSING

THOUGHTS

Whenever the Justice Department’s own expert
highly criticizes their investigative activities, as in the
case of Dr. Raschke at the beginning of this article, you
know there are some serious problems afoot.
The long string of events leading to the ultimate
release of the accused in this case just stinks to high
heaven.
For example, whv is Representative Bob Glaze so
powerful that a phone call from him to the Attorney
General’s office can effectively shut down and obstruct
an entire investigation and criminal prosecution from
a court-appointed prosecutorial team?
Why is it that there was no transition or debriefing
between the Lyford team and the Attorney General’s
office?
Why is it so incredibly obvious to anybody that the
Attorney General’s office does not want to investigate
the Kelly Wilson case?
Where exactly are the legal and investigative records
in this case?
If a small-staff, no-budget newspaper is able to put
together this many aspects of such a complex case over
two thousand miles away, why can’t the FBI, Justice
Department and Texas State Attorney General’s office
with their deep pockets, computers, and unlimited
manpower7
Why is it that the media, throughout this case, has
been so busy pointing fingers at the wrong people, that
the victimizers and criminals are exalted to the position of victim; while those true victims of brutal criminal activity are only made to suffer more greviously by
an ill-informed media with a private agenda of their
own to protect7
Why is it that the town of Gilmer will go to such
great lengths to bury and cover up truth, rather than
face the facts that won’t go away, and deal with the
problem head on by prosecuting those responsible for
such criminal activity7
Why, indeed!
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RAY

RENICK

Please let us not forget our friend Ray. His crime
is in telling too much-NOT knowing too much. He is
in prison for knowing too much, but of course it is the
“telling” that causes the Big Guns to come down on his
head.
I will leave this to the Editors to offer an address if
possible. Ray was sentenced to some 8 years in prison
(which I will speak of a bit later), has served already,
some 900+ days and with time for “good behavior” will
perhaps be free soon. “Soon” being an unknown factor.
He has been transported to Wasco, (CA) for more
evaluation of his “mental” state (which was fine before
they got him) and to conclude where he should be
“stationed”.
Ray came against the entire filth and garbage of the
political system in San Luis Obispo County, California.
It was definitely not a romance story from there on in.
He, like Gary Wean, could not stomach the corruption
and actually became involved in everything going on to
the extent of being able to research it, document it and
the
share it. Our plans have NOT changed-when
manuscript is ready (and I believe our precious Laurie
is working on it) we will get it somehow into press.
Hopefully, for Ray, we will run it in series AGAIN as
we offered it prior to now [see
CONTACT]-but
that means “years” ago as the time
flies. I don’t think I owe Ray nearly the compliments
or support for struggle that I offer Laurie. Laurie is just
like you, or Dharma, or me-or anyone. Except, she
attends those who cannot attend themselves-diligently.
Laurie was fairly nearby Ray’s place of incarceration so she has kept correspondence and support running. She continues to send encouragement and contact with Gunther in Austria. She corresponds with

Maholy-in
addition to running a FULL-time family
and working. We never seem to be able to send flowers
to the ones who truly deserve the honor. Many of you
do the same and, precious ones, the rewards shall come,
for as the Teacher said: “You nurtured me when I was
sick and you visited me in prison.”
If need is not
present when helpless in prison- there canbe no worse
“rainy day”. There may well come the time when
simply “to serve” the sentence in good behavior is the
WISE thing to accomplish-it
does not make it easier.
I would ask you who contact Ray to offer the suggestion
that he attend the remainder of his sentence further
inland if possible, please, and if there is a choice. I
realize the fear of Atascadero but it might well be a
place of getting some rest and regaining some health
stability.
I have great and incredible sympathy and empathy
for such as Ray Renick, who simply is trying to personally do something about that which is WRONG and
ends up with loss of spouse, all property and, finally,
even loses the bit of “nestegg” to the legal process.
This, however, may well be a good visual lesson to
you who would rise up with guns and threats against the
Big Rotten Fish of the System. They bear the POWER
to put you out or away and we need live minds- not
dead bodies-if corruption is to be cleared away. The
facts are that once the LAWS HAVE BEEN ACTUALLY BROKEN there is little that can be done in court
even if the judges wish to give leniency.
WIN
GOD’S
WAY
I have to remind ones of you who would insist that
I serve your needs when you go forth in the name of
and Law-that
to break the laws of the
land because you do not think them to be right-won’t
get you more freedom, it will get more of you into

Write to Ray Renick
Most of our readers are familiar with Ray’s writing on corruption within the legal system of San Luis
Obispo County, California-which
Ray has dubbed the
Ray has recently been sentenced to 8 years in prison, with credit for time served, for his indiscretions,
which we’ve written about over the past months.
Ray does read
but understandably is very isolated sitting in a prison cell. Your sharing letters
to him would be most welcome. You may write to him at:

Ray Renick
WASCO STATE PRISON
D/S/A/l 09
P. 0. Box 5500
Wasco, CA 93280-5500

incarceration-FLAT
BROKE. Make THEM break the
laws- and then, at least, we have a chance to get your
freedom.
Anytime there are weapons or threats of
violence involved-“THEY”
have the power to silence
you one way or another. The hardest part, however, is
the feeling of helplessness and being forgotten. Even
in the worst of sentences, as with Snell, it can be faced
with peace and faith in the realization of loving brotherhood who appreciates the human brother and stays in
touch in loving remembrances.
Ray can now fill his
time preparing to write a far greater manuscript, a far
more mature and important parable for you-the-people.
YOU DO NOT HAVE TO EXPERIENCE THIS SAME
JOURNEY

Now, you see, there are others to join the march and
who have great abundance of inside documentation.
knowledge and information to JOIN together in a bond
of strength, for with publicity comes security. They
haven’t dared to just destroy Ray’s mind or
suicide him-the results of that would be immediatefrom US.
I suggest the CLC get in visitation with Ray as soon
as possible and ask him how he wishes to handle
material for the paper. We will be pleased to run his
writings as quickly as he wishes-in
series, while he
begins to write his new story. THIS is the way we
FIGHT! With truth-not
guns. I share the ABSOLUTE view of Little Crow: You may come to visit me;
you may come to
meetings and you may well protect
selves by carrying guns-but DO NOT BRING THEM
WITHIN MY PLACES. LEASTWISE, DO NOT LET
IT BE KNOWN. WE HAD MAN ONCE WHOWAS
GOING TO SERVE SOMEINTELLIGENCEDIGGING
FOR US AND HE CAME WITH TWO GUNS AND
ACTUALLY WAS FOOLISH ENOUGH TO SHOW
THEM IN A RESTAURANT AND FLASH THEM TO
THE GROUP. THIS IS IMBECILIC AND STUPID
BEHAVIOR-WE NEED NO GUNS FOR OUR TASK!
IN BRINGING WEAPONS AMONG US YOU JEOPARDIZE EVERYTHING WE STAND FOR. THE
FOOLISHNESS IS STILL SPOKEN ABOUT AND IT
HAS BEEN YEARS SINCE THE INCIDENT.
If you feel a need to belong to militias-belong!
If
you feel a need to carry a “legal” weapon+arry
it. Just
don’t even THINK about bringing the attitude within
my circle of family. Even the Native Indians KNEW
BETTER ABOUT BEHAVIOR, the warriors NEVER
brought weapons within the circles of their women and
children. I don’t care what your SEX might be-you
are the family and children of GOD, and violence or
weapons of WAR may not be a part of our public image.
And, no, certainly we are NOT going to shake-down
everyone who comes through our doors to check your
pistolees or knives, poison capsules or dart-guns. DO
some7 Yes, but I watch closely and it is never known
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by others. We have no gathering or group so what is
legal on the street is legal in any place we might have
a business meeting or local gathering. We aren’t any
different from any other “phoning circle” (even MCI);
we have people who ask if they could be called by a
friend, if we are going to have a meeting-and
it is
honored.
The list does NOT represent any kind of
membership in anything. And if Bill Clinton would
wish to join us-we would be quite happy to feed him
cake and punch. We respect all life, all humans- as
SACRED. If they are not functioning within God’s
laws, shooting them will not change an iota of their
sacredness but would certainly diminish our own.
If a man declares himself to be my enemyFINE! My weapons will destroy him and those
with him WHERE IT COUNTS! The point is
perhaps to WIN? Yes indeed, so&it. (I!!) Ifwe
have someone of our deadly enemies who, say, is
going to catch a bus to come to destroy us-we
don’t need to
hurt
we simply cause the party in point, TO MISS
THE BUS! Or, much of the time, we simply
divert the missile trajectory or have you in another place having just “thought” you needed a
trip elsewhere or to another room. You never
realize, unless we tell you,
“call”. If “they” can’t hit you, they can’t damage you! If they have no cause to arrest you OR
can’t seem to connect with you--they aren’t
harmful, are they? If your nose remains clean
and clear--they
have no reason to wipe it for
you! YOU WIN THIS WAR FROM WITHIN
THEIR SYSTEM-NOT
OUTSIDE FIGHTING!

if under another label, immediately-at
thevery lowest
prices possible. Then have the source bottle with your
New Gaia labeling. I appreciate your attending this. I
realize the ones who SHOULD be doing this are away,
but please don’t wait until their return. Each of you
also have toattendFAMILY needs-for,
after all, there
is no other need to attend the world. Ponder it. We
have, however, promised to make available the items
we know to be helpful in this time of tribulation -and
WE SHALL DO SO. THIS MUST INCLUDE REPLACEMENT FRIENDLY BACTERIA. I also want
you to keep the public informed about the value of the
Grape Seed product and/or Tree Bark as Free-Radical

BILITY AS “TIME” PASSES AND WE MUST
“COUNTER” THAT INTENSITY.
THOSE RAYS
WILL PASS THROUGH ALMOST EVERYTHING.
SHELTERING HELPS AND BENDS THE DIRECT
BLAST BUT WILL SIMPLY SCATTER THE LASER
BEAM AND THE MORE INTENSE RAYS CAN GET
ON THROUGH JUST ABOUT EVERYTHING. If, for
instance, you put enough lead in your roof to stop
them-your
roof would fall in from the weight and, if
not, then the presence of so much lead would be most
harmful. You are going to be able to build in protection
from common spelta hulls but now you don’t have the
process or the availability to fill those needs. Will you

from New Gaia

Products

TO

14-DayParasiteCleansingProgram
I’m going to ask again TODAY-get
in
touch with producers of andlor resources for:
DHEA. Melatonin and Glucosamine.
I also
suggest that you have a resource for GABA and
KAVA for those who are under great stress and
have not yet built systems to the point of countering the symptoms. These last two are great
anti-stress NATURAL products for offering a
bit of sedative and bringing about a bit of tranquility under stress. If you can take a bit of
DHEA each morning and a Melatonin each
evening along with a booster when you can’t
sleep or need a buffer of some kind, GABA and
KAVA, YOU CAN BE ABLE TO COUNTER
THE ATTACKS
AGAINST YOUR EMOTIONAL STABILITY AND THE NOW CONSTANT
PULSE WAVES ASSAULTING
YOUR ATMOSPHERE.
I would ask that New Gaia have the products, even

1”

60

$18.00

Call (l-800-639-4242)
today for ordering
information
and/or a free Catalog.

details, call

scavengers
We are moving right along with regular users
of Gaiandriana, but these are not always introduced
into our resources’ Gaia Droducts. When we have Dlant
facilities and take over ihe full manufacturing df the
Gaia products we will introduce all this into the one
solution for best integration use. Until then we need to
make-do and always there will be the “new” users of the
Gaia products or ones who do not have availability of
same. We will, after having facilities, be able to drop
the prices of the product at any rate-because
there will
be no “third party” interests to be involved.
The
present producer can be rewarded directly but differently. I do not like being “controlled” by third party
interests, no matter how clear and fair they are. Why?
Because I can’t alter the product as I see the need arise
like I can when I send Dharma to feed the drias something “else” that increases the frequency of solution or
supports a mutating linkage as we move along. Remember something,
students, we have radiation
FLARES in cosmic energy flow and Drias are living
cells. This means we HAVE TO GIVE THEM FULL
ACCESS, AT THE MATURING TIME, TO THE OPEN
ATMOSPHERE, SUN OR NO SUN. WE ARE IN
EXCELLENT POSITION AS WE
FOR
THE “NOW” TIME-BUT THE INTENSE RAYS WILL
BECOME STEADILY MORE MUTATING IN CAPA-

EVER have resources enough to get his job done properly? I can’t answer that for it is something you must
attend.
You are acouirine all vou need as resources: how
that comes to be’preseited is quite another matter-for
in the long run you have to protect the processes or they
will be taken from you. At some point as life dwindles
and changes upon your place, you will need gold, for
instance, for life t&e--not coinage. You will need
apparatus to run your vehicles without processed carbon-based fuels and thus and so. At the present timeyou will lose the ideas to the Big Boys who will simply
take the wherewithal FROM YOU. You must realize
this as you work, for HOW you present things will make
the difference in what you later have and do not have.
We can only pray that ones who promise help can
produce that help. If not, we find another way-but
they can forget assistance in their ventures if they have
simply lied to us. We do not respect blackmail nor shall
we serve same. Further, we do things because they are
the RIGHT THING TO DO, not to further some person’s
agenda for self. Remember:
Dharma, E.J. has a meeting this morning which
requires his attention, please take this off so that it can
be put into action. Then we will return directly to the
subject in current presentation.
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DNA

COMPUTER

UPGRADES?

Stranger than science “fiction”, this article comes
from the April 1 I issue of
[quoting:]
To the astonishment of even the most wild-eyed
optimists, a promising new avenue is opening in computer science.
Spurred by a paper published a few
months ago describing the solution of a difficult math‘ematical problem using the chemical units of DNA as
computing symbols, researchers are planning systems
that would use the genetic material for computations
that would in some cases thwart even the fastest
supercomptuters.
One new proposal is for a memory bank containing
more than a pound of DNA molecules suspended in
about 1,000 quarts of fluid, in a tank about a yard
square. Such a bank would be more capacious than all
the memories of all the computers ever made.
Another project is a computation that would involve manipulating DNA molecules. It would take four
months to complete and would yield, at its end, the
answer to a problem that, with a conventional computer, would require more operations than all those
ever performed on all the computers ever built.
Researchers explain that they now realize that in
DNA nature has created an extraordinary, special purpose computing system. DNA and the genetic machinery that processes it store and retrieve a prodigious
amount of information-all
that is needed to design
and maintain every kind of living organism. Scientists
think they can make DNA work for them by using the
same genetic machinery that generates living organisms to solve mathematical problems.
The nascent field of DNA computing got started
only five months ago

50

years
with an article in
by a leading
computer theorist, Dr. Leonard Adleman of the University of Southern California in Los Angeles.
ON

EBOLA
BLAMED
“HUMAN
ACTIONS”

This Associated Press article, from the May 11
issue of the
(Hew Mexico) RECORD, gives
us the politically proper perspective on the Ebola virus
outbreak in Zaire, [quoting:]
NEW YORK-An
euidemic that has killed more

rodent-borne

moreprevalen:.
largelybecause
ot unusually wettinten.

than 100
IO!] people in a remote
city in central Africa is probably due partly to a deteriorating environment and inadvertent human actions that
encouraged the spread of a deadly microbe, researchers
said Wednesday.
“Something happened that made this epidemic,”
said Dr. Robert Ryder, an infectious disease specialist
at Yale University who has lived in Zaire.

“You’re probably dealing with people living
right at the edge-no
running water, no electricity,
many people on marginal subsistence. The health care
facility will be overwhelmed. It takes a constellation of
events that has to collide, and you’ve got an epidemic
on your hands,” he said. An epidemic of Ebola virus
infection in Zaire in 1976 was exacerbated by hospital
workers who used unsterilized needles when treating
the patients, Ryder said.
a

Knigtit-R-r

CLOSER LOOK
‘ThedeedlyEbolavirus,a type of hemorrhagic.fe4ver,undermines
the Mood’s clotting function, rapidly deqroying body organs.

The Ebola virus was first
identified in western Sudan
and nearby Zaire in 1976. A
second outbreak occurred in
the same region in 1079.
Sudden malaise,
fever, muscle pain,
headache and sore throat
followed by vomiting,
diarrhea, rash and heavy
bleeding. Virus affects liver,
spleen, kidney and, to a
lesser extent, pancreas,
central nervous system and
heart. Fatality rates range
from 50 to 90 percent.
Direct contact
with infected blood, organs,
secretions, semen or
contaminated needles.
2-21 days.
SUSCEIVIBIL~YAll ages.
Relief of some
symptoms only. No known
cure.

Infectscells:
small clots appear

small capillaries,
shutting off blood
supply to organs
and killing them

BiOOd:Thickens and
siows as clots grow

Hemorrhages
under the skin
- aooear

Die and liquify:
red snots m-w
hi:
Stick to Mood
vessel walls, fitting
together in a mosaic

Thickens;drifts
through bloodstream

swrca:

OFFICER

FACES

COURT-MARTIAL

Notice the injection of Holocaust propaganda into
this article on totally unrelated topic. The Khazarian
Holocaust injunction: Saturate the media- tie it into
every conceivable nook and cranny, including the cooking column-wring
out every possible ounce of
aanda value! This Associated Press (Pat Robertsonowned) article comes from the May -7 issue of the
[quoting:]
WATERTOWN, N.Y .-As S-year-old Lawrence
Rockwood looked over the ruins of Dachau, his father
told him about another Nazi concentration camp, one
he’d helped liberate during World War II. It was a
defining moment for the boy who would follow in his
father’s footsteps to become a career military intelligence officer. “My father told me that these camps are
not the creation of a few evil, brutal men,” Rockwood
said. “They’re really the creation of cynicism and blind
obedience to authority.” Now, the Army captain faces
court-martial for leaving his post to investigate reports
of human rights abuses at a Haitian prison.
“I had information that people were being tortured
and executed and bodies were being taken to the dump,”
Rockwood has said. When his superior officers shrugged

OVER

PROBE

OF

HAITI

PRISON

it off, he filed a complaint. That meant he’d never be
promoted again. Since his career was effectively over
and delay might cost lives, Rockwood went to the
prison himself. Later investigations by Danish police
monitors and a U.S. congressman confirmed that conditions were subhuman. [End of quoting.]
The May.4 issue of
this to add, [quoting:]
Capt. Lawrence Rockwood told a
hearing that his military oath of office
lowed me, but compelled me, to place
and the president of the

has
congressional
“not only alloyalty to the
United States

do

before obedience

to my immediate

superiors.”
FEDERAL
CIA
IGNORANCE.

PANEL
FINDS
COVER-UP
NOT MALFEASANCE

Speaking of congressional hearings, the Associated Press tests your credulity with this May 12 article
in the
[quoting:]

MAY 23,199s
WASHINGTON-A
House Intelligence [There ‘s
on oxynroronl) Committee investigation has concluded
that CIA officials did not understand their legal obligation to inform Congress in the late 1980s ab&t the
collapse of the agency’s spy network in the Soviet bloc.
The CIA in February admitted to the committee that it
improperly kept the congressional oversight committees in the dark about the loss of agents, which it later
learned was due mainly to the treachery of Soviet spy
Aldrich Ames.
The committee concluded the CIA’s failure to disclose the agent losses, as required by law, was due more
to ignorance than an intention to mislead. “At lower
levels of the CIA, where the counterintelligence
investigation was being conducted, it appears that no one
ever thought to bring this matter to the committee’s
attention,” the committee said in a report released
Friday.
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communication takes place through digital technology.
“I think the government has gone way over the edge
in invading privacy and trying to enforce wartime
security on a peacetime population.
We’re trying to
give the general public the idea they can do something
about it,” said Fat Mullarkey fllh-oh, is rkat a clue?],
a Bellevue, Wash. hardware engineer and one of Nautilus’ developers.
DEATH
MACHINE
READY
FOR FEDERAL
EXECUTIONS

yesterday to demand more compensation for their suffering. They came in support of a petition filed by
right-wing legislator Avraham Herschenson, who contends that regulations discriminate against survivors
who arrived in Israel in its early years of statehood.
SPIELBERG
TAPING
STORIES
HOLOCAUST
“SURVIVORS”

OF

And more from the May 8 issue of

The pieces are falling into place: the 1994 Crime
Act, the 1995 Domestic Terrorist Bill, the Oklahoma
City bombing-and
now, a shiny, new lethal injection
chamber. Are you getting nervous yet? This article
comes from the May 7 issue of
[quoting:]
TERRE HAUTE,’ Ind. (AP)--Thirty-two
years afDEPARTMENT
OF DEFENSE
PUSH
ter the last federal execution, the machinery of death is
“TROOPS
TO COPS”
in place once more. At the U.S. Penitentiary in Terre
Haute, the government has opened a $300,000 lethal
is there more here than meets the eye? Is this injection chamber-an
antiseptic place with green tile,
program tied into the military mind-control projects? dominated by a modern-looking death gurney. PrisonYou be the judge! This article by William lvfatthews is ers will be strapped into this motorized death-bed with
from the May 15 issue of the NAW TINES, [quoting:] five Velcro restraints, arms outward
intraveWASHINGTON-When
he was in the Army, there nous tubes snaked through a small opening in the wall
were few things Sgt. Isaac Ruiz liked better than jump- and into the nearby private room of the executioner.
ing out of airplanes [Z
it-Z
too!]. During
The 1994 Crime Act prescribes death for 60 crimes,
the Persian G&f War, the former 82nd Airborne Divi- ranging from murder of the president to bombing a
sion soldier oversaw Iraqi prisoners of war and guarded federal building, such as the blast in Oklahoma City,
the 82nd’s headquarters. Ruiz was happy in the Army. Okla. Inevitably, the new chamber will be used.
A communications specialist and later a trumpeter in
an Army band, he planned to make the service his
career. Then, with a shock, the drawdown abruptly cut
his tour short in 1992, “I thought there was no life after
the Army,” Ruiz said. It turned out there was. Ruiz,
30, is now a cop. “I love this job,” said Ruiz, who works
in Arlington, Va.
Now the Defense and Justice departments want to
encourage more communities to hire former service
members.
Through a $15 million program called
“Troops to Cops”, the government hopes to help both
beleaguered police departments and service members
whose lives have been disrupted by the drawdown. The
goal: Help 100,000 veterans get law enforcement jobs.
JUDGE
RULES
VICTIMS
MAY
SUE GUN
MAKER
From the April 1 issue of
[quoting:]
SAN FRANCISCO-In
a landmark decision expected to have national implications, a San Francisco
judge ruled yesterday that victims of a law offIce massacre can sue the manufacturer of the assault weapons
used in the July 1993 tragedy. Superior Court Judge
James L. Warren ruled that Florida gun manufacturer,
Navegar Inc., can be held liable under California law.
Unless overturned on appeal, the case will be the first
in the country in which victims have been allowed to
pursue a lawsuit against a gun manufacturer for injuries suffered.

FREE
SOFTWARE
BLOCKS
GOVERNMENT
SNOOPING1
From the May 12 issue of the
[quoting:]
SAN JOSE, Calif.-Three
computer engineers
worried about government intrusion are offering software over the Internet that they say turns personal
computers into telephones that can’t be tapped. The
free Nautilus program is intended to circumvent the
Clipper chip and other measures that law enforcement
says it needs to catch criminals [synonymous
as more and more

some wearing six-pointed, yellow cloth stars like those

The $3UO,ooOfederal lethal injection chamber in
Terre Haute, ktd., features a motorized deathbed.
HOLOCAUST.
“SURVIVORS”

HOLOCAUST,
HOLOCAUST!
WANT
MORE
HELP

Here we go again. This comes from the May 8 issue
,f the
[quoting:]
JERUSALEM-Hundreds
of Holocaust survivors,

Videotaping the stories of 75,000 Holocaw survim
vors is going to be a long haul for SteveB Spielberg.
“This is a work that will never be over,” says the
director of
the Holocaust film that
won seven Academy Awards in 1994. “This is a oncein-a-generation chance to rescue the troth about the
Survivors of Shoah, a foun~~on Spielberg
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ago,

than 1,300 interviews. Its goal is to speak with ouefourth of the 300,000 survivors worldwide in the next
two years.
ADL
HATE-CRIMES

REGISTRY

From the April 20 issue of the
SAN DIEGO-The Anti-D~ama~on League of San
Diego County has started a computerized registry to
better analyze and combat the problem of hate crimes
and incidents of bias. Every law enforcement agency in
the county has agreed to turn over its police reports of
hate crimes to the ADL for posting on the registry, saiif
Morris Casuto, regional director of the organizatioh;
a

MILLENNIAL--.
EXTRAVAGANZA
MAN’S
TRIBUTE
TO “JESUS”

jc$

This article comes from a recent issue of
highly
Kbazarian
[quoting:]
The social calendar for the end of the millennium-which
is currently booked with lavish New
Year’s Eve bashes, assorted UFO invasions and, on a
less cheery note, forecasts for the fiery destruction of
the entire planet-is about to get a little more crowded.
From Vatican City to Orange County, Caiif., plans are
afoot for the biggest blowout Christmas celebration
world has ever seen:
A multimedia Jesus stadium show-featureing
chestras, choirs, special effects and gargantuan slide
presentations-is
being assembled by impresario
Pecoraro of Anaheim Hills, Calif., for a 1999-2001
world tour. This project was started by the late Bob
Jani, a Walt Disney producer whose credits include
several Super Bowl halftime shows
and the Magic Kingdom’s Main Street Electrical Parade. Before his death six years ago, Jani collected
50,000 slides depicting the life of Christ for this “Biblical Art Masterworks” production.
Other Christians have proposed Jesus block parties
special charity drives
global prayer vigils.
“No one would let their grandmother’s 100th birthday go by without a tremendous celebration,”
author Jay Gary. “So we shouldn’t let the 2,000 anniversary of the birth of ksus pass without giving him a
magnificent tribute.” [Atfirst
a
._
a

_.
a

.
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battle (Some god.!]. How did Mr. al-Hassan die? He that some
leaders
that martyrsuccumbed after a bout with cancer. Therein lies an inflation is spinning out of control.
“Nowadays, everyone who dies can be called marunexpected consequence of the peace talks between
Israel and the PLO. There aren’t as many Palestinian tyr. There has to be some standard,’ says Ali el-Khalili,
a Palestinian journalist and author who has written
These allegations may very well be true. However, martyrs-or
as they are known in Arabicfocus is probably more for propaganda purposes, than dying in religious clashes these days. Yet martyrs are about the phenomenon. “But it’s not easy to come to a family
for any real concern on the part of the media. From so prestigious that every family wants one. So, Pales- and say, ‘Your relative is not a martyr. He’s just dead.“’
It’s easy to see why martyrdom is so coveted. For
(British Columbia), tinians who have died in car accidents, after lengthy
‘quoting:]
illnesses and even in farming mishaps while plowing Muslims, there is no higher honor.
According to
BEIJING-Aborted
human foetuses intended for their fields, are being declared martyrs by their fami- Islamic belief, a martyr goes straight to paradise, where
Usually, the declarations are he sits next to God, is absolved of all.his sins and enjoys
numan consumption are being sold for as little as $2 in lies and communities.
the Chinese city of Shenzhen, according to a Hong made in ads placed in local newspapers. So many of the 70 virgin brides. [No
Kong newspaper Wednesday.
The
deceased have been decreed martyrs, in fact,
withjihadfiverll
newspaper said journalists from its sister publication,
had gone to Shenzhen, across the border
from Hong Kong, to see if foetuses were being sold.
Shenzhen hospitals carried out 7,000 terminations last
year, including a number on Hong Kong women seeking cheap abortiohs. At private clinics, aborted foetuses
could be obtained for between $2 and $4, the newspaper
said. There was no evidence, however, that foetuses
5/22/!M RICK MARTIN
were being sold in large quantities to middlemen for
sale in Hong Kong.
In a letter dated May 14, 1995 to a
reader, Michael states, [quoting:]
Zou Qin, a doctor working at the Luo Hu Clinic in
As you may know, they locked me up in the “Hole” for a conspiracy perpetrated by another inmate,
Shenzhen, said the foetuses were “nutritious” and
involving an attempted escape! I’m totally innocent...
claimed to have eaten 100 herself in the past six
This inmate, one “Norman Wright” said he was going to involve me in his bullshit, now they have
months. She said the “best” were the first-born males
me under investigation and will most likely find me guilty, convict and transfer me to another
from young women. “We don’t carry out abortions just
maximum security location. Perhaps the new totally underground facility at Florence, Colorado. It’s
to eat the foetuses,” she said, but added that the foetuses
all below ground. No windows, 5 levels. Just another one of their butcher shops. Oh well.
would be “wasted if not eaten”. The newspaper said the
I have had Kick Martin informed so that he may ask the readers to start a massive letter campaign
foetuseswereeatenasasouptogetherwithporkandginger.
to the Warden and Camp Administration, telling them that I’m innocent of any type of escape charge
Dr. Warren Lee, president of the Hong Kong Nutrior conspiracy.
tion Association, said, “Eating foetuses is a traditional
I need to find out the name of the Regional Director of the B.O.P. in Kansas City, and the phone
Chinese medicine deeply founded in folklore.”
number and address. If you can find out, please pass them along to Rick to print in the paper.
I’m housed in the Cuban Unit, up at the big house. I think I’m the only “white” person in here.
RESPONSE
TO DISASTER;
This place, the cell is only 4.x 9’, steel and concrete. there is a lot of coughing going on in here. The
JAPAN
VS U.S.4
orderly tells me that it is from all the T.B. (Tuberculosis) cases in here. There are two inmates with
hepatitis, also-ACTIVE. The water coming out of the 60-year-old pipes is very dirty, unfit to drink1
From the April 30 issue of
So far, all 1 have ate, is the boxed cereal. I’m afraid of the other food. I’ve lost weight, due to not
[quoting:]
eating. I’ve had 1 shower. All I have is underwear and a pair of slip on shoes, used. 1 have contracted
TOKYO-When
a country is suddenly confronted
athlete’s foot from the shoes and no shower. My sink takes 10 minutes to drain, the toilet runs over
with a terrorist poison-gas attack in its capital city, it
when I flush it. Conditions like these are inhumane, to say the least. [End quoting.]
seems perfectly natural that the government would take
In another letter to a
reader, also dated May 14, Michael says, [quoting:]
steps to beef up law enforcement.
But what seems
I’m in a lot of trouble. Now they claim that I’m guilty of “Subversive” acts against the government.
natural has not been borne out in Japan since the
I have to find out a lot of things or they are going to bury me in here forever!
morning of March 20, when 12 innocent people were
They are thinking I may know about the Oklahoma City disaster! That is non-sense! I know
killed by nerve gas on the Tokyo subway. The governnothing! I might add, I do not know anyone who does know about that!
ment has declared forcefully that it has no plans at the
I need national news media, TV-CBS, NBC & CNN to be told that the prison is interrogating a
moment for sweeping new laws like those introduced
“possible” material witness in the incident-then
this will all come out!
this past week in the U.S. Congress in the wake of the
Things are heating up now. I’m at, or darn near, my Little Big Horn! [End quoting.]
Oklahoma City bombing, calling for more police manIn a phone call to
late last week, I was informed that Michael was being charged with
power and greater investigative authority.
Subversion-as
a result of them finding four newspapers in his cell. The papers?
“We must protect ourselves,” read an editorial in
IS. I was also informed that
the
the nation’s second-biggest newsMichael is sounding desperate in his pleas for help.
paper. “But one way to counter the criminals is to react
calmly. If freedom of thought is considered one of the
values of our civil society, it would be playing into the
Governor Bill Graves
criminals’ hands to get carried away in response to
State Capitol Bldg., 2nd Floor
what they did.”
MORE
ASIA-BASHING;
HUMAN
FETUSES
SOLD
FOR
FOOD
IN CHINA?

MichaelMaholyUpdate

“.

“The sense of order in Japanese society is not due
to the police,” noted political scientist Masataka Kosaka
of Kyoto University. “We see this problem as a more
general responsibility...We have created an atmosphere
in the community, an expectation that people will obey
the law and respect others. We constantly teach that to
one another. That is more important to Japan than giving the

SURPLUS

OF

MUSLIM

MARTYRS

We’ll wrap up this week’s NEWS DESK in a lighter
vein, with this article from the May 15 issue of
[quoting:]
RAMALLAH, West Bank-When
Palestine Liberation Organization offtcial Khalid al-Hassan died
recently, he was promptly dubbed a martyr-a
revered
title in the Islamic religion reserved for heroes who
sacrifice their lives for God or homeland, usually in

Topeka, KS 666 12
Phone (913) 296-3232
Fax: (9 13) 296-7973

Warden Willie Scott
U.S.P.-P.O.
Box 1000
Leavenworth, KS 66048
Camp Administrator, Mr. Campbell
U.S.P.-P.O.
Box 1000
Leavenworth, KS 66048
Regional Director,
Mr. Paterick R. Kane
U.S.P.-P.O.
Box 1000
Leavenworth,

KS 66048

Michael Maholy
#19365-009, Dorm: B-2
LVC
A!5
P.O.Box 1000
Leavenworth,Kansas66048
REMEMBER:
Please include
his
name and inmate number
on any U.S.
Also, each letter
Postal Money Orders.
must have your name and return address
on the envelope.
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thing which comes FROM war.
This is written in the form of a letter and I would
GOD
HEARS
like to take this opportunity tooffer it here, for many of
THE
HEART’S
CRY
you readers in this audience-served
God and Country
AS WELL
AS THE’SONG!
in THAT war. This does not lessen any involvement of
anyone before or since, but this man happened to have
As we move through this journey-don’t
fail to served in WW-II-no more and no less.
notice the ANSWERS to the heart’s cry unto God. He
will respond and, if you are “open” to possibilities, He
[QUOTING:]
will show you the way. More than this, He will bring
back unto you the song and joy of that original “thing”
May, 1995
which seemed lost and gone forever.
This can be
Dear ex-G.1.s of World War II:
presented in everything from a house (a real “home”) to
When you read these lines, it will have been fifty
a transitioned being. Each has a “life” that NEVER is years since the German Wehrmachf was forced to lay
lost-as long as there is memory and real “caring”, it down its arms on the 8th of May 1945. For all of us,
becomes a thing again to hold. Perhaps it may not be Germans and Americans alike, the fiftieth commemoin the same holding-but
most often it will be BET- ration of the end of the war will awaken long forgotten
TER. God, basking in the love of your giving in memories, and thereisnodoubt
that most ofus willalso
appreciation for the little things-will
offer you abun- think of dear comrades who lost their lives in the
dance which can fill the arms as well as the heart. conflict, and never had a chance to grow old amidst
As a former German
Would not a gift be ever so much the better coming back children and grandchildren.
ten-fold than that of demanding for simple acquisition
combat soldier who had twice been wounded on the
of some piece of property7 Patience and awaiting a Russian front, and came back from the “Battle of the
sequential advantage is always rewarding if your work Bulge”-fighting
around Bastogne, badly frostbitten, I
is continued without focus on that which “was” -that it cannot help but also think of those Americans who
can again come forth in its proper cycle. Moreover, in fought against us in that cold winter so long ago, and
the coming “again” also comes the logical use and froze, hungered and feared the enemy artillery just as
placement. If, for instance, you have not resources to much as we did. I shall never forget the faces of the first
hold a thing-then
why not earn enough that you can dead G.1.s I saw during the “bulge”: a dozen or so young
again acquire it? Better!?! When you put aside “things” fellows, who could have been my classmates, had lost
and give up “time” and things to serve God, God will their lives defending an indefensible position around a
make rewards in loving return for that which was burned-out half-track. I pitied each and every one of
“given”, be it person or thing.
them, and those they had left behind in America.
Remembering G.1.s that we captured, I shall always
By the way, precious ones, it will be a long time
before ALL is lost along your Western Coastline. In the remember how much “like us” they were, in looks and
foothills of the Angel’s Crest, it will remain quite
secure for a long time and, furthermore, there will be a
need for those to reclaim that which remains. I HOPE
my people are listening for when funding comesthings of this sort MUST be considered.
Everybody
can’t and won’t be in one place, such as Tehachapi. Let
us always use an open mind for possibilities. So be it.
To change the subject, I am holding something
which I feel may contain some food for thought right
now which is somewhat relative to the
material being offered. It is not the “same” but relates
to that which is taking place with various players we are
beginning to recognize. Please remember that MOST
of the people on what you might call “the other side’:
ARE NOT, You are NEVER to harbor judgment and
hate upon anyone, ESPECIALLY your enemy. An
enemy is only an enemy until he becomes your friend
and nothing is more valid and glorious than to hold
friendship.
As you ones are looking back at the war years of
World War II as has been the most recent focus in the
50 year “celebration”, perhaps it is time to share what
has been offered by Hans Schmidt in
of May 1995 entitled:
You have ALL been sold, by the
Banditos, a bill of goods buried in lies and horror. If
you do not know truth, you know not your enemy and
may well yet kill off more friends. To continue to honor
only the lies lessens the meaning of that which was
honor in giving-which
is, after all, the only positive
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demeanor: I, certainly, never felt any animosity toward
them. As a matter of fact, on one particular day early
in January of 1945, a few of us Germans and ten
American POWs were sitting deep in the safety of the
cellar of a Belgian farmhouse while the American
artillery flattened the village with salvo after salvo of
heavy shells, and “enjoyed”, if one can call it that, a
bottle of Schnapps we had discovered hidden underneath heaps of potatoes.
It was then that we raised, among ourselves, the
question as to who was fighting for rhe just cause and,
I must admit, the arguments of our American “buddies”
did not soundvery convincing. But all of us agreed that
we hoped for an end of the war soon, and there was not
one who was not anxious to get home as soon as
possible.
The incident took place in the very first week of
January 1945 in the village of Tarchamps, approximately 4 miles SE of the center of Bastogne. I assume
the ten G.1.s (most ofthemsuffering fromslight wounds
and frostbites) were soldiers of the 35th U.S. Infantry
Division, likely of the 134th or 137th Infantry Regiment.
who even
an
After the U.S.
artillery bombardment had subsided, I received the
order to take the G.I.s, under the guard ofjust one other
German soldier, back to our regimental HQ near the
hamlet of Schleif. Arriving there after many hours of
trudging through deep snow (in order to avoid the
incessantly exploding American shells near the roads),
we discovered that the HQ had just received a direct hit,
and could not accommodate any POWs. Soldiers of the
5th German Parachute Division guarding U.S. POWs
in a nearby railroad tunnel also were not able to help
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since they already had more than 300 Americans on
their hands, more than they could take care of. We had
no choice but to continue our way in ever deepening
snow, and constantly being accompanied by exploding
shells, to the small railroad station of Schimpach,
where I knew our divisional HQ was located. There,
finally, I was able to turn the POWs over to a higherranking non-commissioned officer.
When I took leave from the Americans, one of them
who had obviously realized the trouble we had taken to
get them back to relative safety, called me over and
gave me his U.S. Army-issue compass as a small token
of gratitude. During the rest of the war, this American
compass came in very handy while we were fighting
near Budapest and, later, in the Austrian mountains.
Only after I had been given the compass did I realize
that, upon capture, we had never body-searched the
POWs. However, since they had not given us any
trouble while trudging for hours through the snowdrifts, I decided to keep this knowledge to myself.
While in the past 46 years I have met many former
soldiers of the U.S. 35th Infantry Division who had
been captured near Bastogne, I was never able to meet
one of “my” ten POWs. [H: Well,
am
this for that VERY ONE!
Bless you,
over again and has
Should any readers of
this Brief remember this incident, I would like him to
get in touch with me. After Schimpach they had a far
better-than-even
chance to get through the War alive,
although there were many instances when trucks full of
G.I. prisoners were, obviously mistakenly, strafed by
Allied P-47s or P-5 Is, causing many casualties. [A:
with you and hasn’t ever lost track of
whereabouts!]
After this digression, I would like to get back to the
major reason for this Open Letter to former American
soldiers of World War II. As I am writing this, the
newspapers
the
And, as if there
had been no Cold War, and no Iron Curtain after 1945
that had brought untold suffering and Communist tyranny to hundreds of millions of people in Central and
Eastern Europe, Americans and Russians are now not
only “celebrating” their April 1945 meeting at the Elbe
River that split the German Reich in two. Now, on May
9th, 1995, President Clinton will even travel to Moscow to take part there in commemorating the Allied
victory with the (former???) Soviet comrades. I personally think this is
How must the French and
British WW-II allies of the United States feel, when
they are thus slighted?
you
fairy lies,
doesn’t it?]
I am fully aware of the incredible propaganda
campaign concerning the “Nazi concentration camps”
that has been unleashed since January, when the 50th
anniversary of the liberation of Auschwitz was celebrated.
This propaganda campaign will not abate
until the powers-that-be have squeezed the last drop of
(seeming) gain from it. Reading all that nonsense,
(including the claim that “500,000 Gypsies were killed
by the Nazis” and a new story that an SS-officer had
used human thumbs as light switches in his home
[N. Y. 4-lo-95]), it becomes apparent that every single
lie of the immediate postwar years has been resurrected.
It is as if historical revisionism has never
existed. Will it have the desired effect? I personally
doubt it. I rather compare it to the last big bursts of a
gigantic fireworks that ends a memorable day. -Fifty
years of lies having their last fling-.
The cruel
awakening is sure to follow.
I am sure most of you will by now have an inkling
that much that is being told about the Third Reich is
pure propaganda, and many of you will know from
whom it emanates, and who-what group or country-

benefits most by it. This then brings me to the essence
of this letter to you: are you still certain
?
and
YOUR
Before I continue, I would like to state that whatever I write is not meant to denigrate your bravery, your
good intentions, your patriotism or to insult those of
your comrades who died in the war. Even if some of you
had been skeptical of Roosevelt’s war aims, there was
no chance to shirk your duty. Like it or not, you had to
accept the draft, or volunteer for war service. No
matter what country: if the nation is engaged in a great
war, a young man cannot take it upon himself to refuse
to join his schoolmates in uniform. [H: Have you
a
light duty OR are in charge
?
a
prime example. The Elite who MAKE THE WARS,
WARS-NEVER
SUFFER LOSS IN ANY WAR!]
Furthermore, in our mutual memories (i.e., for Germans and Americans alike) we shall forever cherish the
comradeship we experienced in the war. Whatever we
may think of the result of the fighting itself, a soldier’s
front experiences are unique and should later not be
defamed by others who were not part of the effort.
Nevertheless, fifty years later, while many of our
comrades have since then already died a natural death,
those who are still around should be the wiser and more
objective. Former American soldiers must realize that
in spite of all claims to the contrary, Germany had
never threatened the United States, and there is no
proof that “Hitler wanted to conquer the world”. (With
what, one may ask, was he supposed to have done that?
Without a large fleet, without strategic bombers, and
with a few LSTs that could not even cross the English
channel?) [H: Better think about this, readers, for

of Europe would have become the victim of abject
slavery for hundreds of years to come. [II:
Old American soldiers of World War II do not have
it as easy. For them there is really but one statement
one can make, that which you see around you now: the
decline of the (your) nation, the increasing criminality
and the growing immorality, mis
what you have been
(knowingly or unknowingly) fighting for.
Let me explain: I have always believed that this
rich, great nation could be a paradise on Earth for most
of its inhabitants, no matter what race or creed. Instead, the wealth of America is in the hands of a tiny,
arrogant andcallous elite that cares not for the common
man. This behind-the-scenes elite twice this century
used the might and power (and you soldiers) in the
furtherance of its major aim, namelyworld domination.
Ironically, however, one cannot dominate the world
without “owning” Europe, and this was not possible as
long as there existeda strong German Reich. Germany
had to
Now it has become clear that all efforts of the
American oligarchy have come to naught. The best laid
plans of these supergangsters, as I call them, have gone
awry, But in the process of trying to conquer the world
with YOURbodies, they have ruined this nation.
The United States is getting weaker by the day. The
armed forces are being cut back to bare bones, and we
can be certain that no war on the scale of World War II
could ever be launched and fought again by this country. The once almighty Dollar is near collapse, and
most of you will lose all your life savings when an
already inevitable hyperinflation will take its course
soon. The beginnings of a (totally unnecessary) race
war can already be clearly discerned by those who do
not avoid the dismal reality by incessantly watching
baseball or playing golf. The new men in Congress,
most of whom have only been recently elected, will not
really be able to stave off the unavoidable catastrophe, no matter
how good their intentions.
I could go on. What I am really
saying is simply that you should
use this year’s anniversaries
to
quietly honor your comrades who
died so long ago. They deserve to
be remembered and honored.
I
will do the same. Especially for
you it would be wrong to celebrate
a victory that was not

Hans Schmidt
Ef
P.O. Box 11124
Pensacola, FL 32524-1124
Fax: (904) 478-4993
DONE UNTO YOU TIME AFTER TIME. Right
now consider McNamara (a prime USURPER) who
tells
a
a

now
the HELL
THEY have
mistake, a big, big, gigantic

the
was all just a

When the war was nearly over, and when the first
gruesome pictures of the concentration camps were
shown,
used the headline “Now we
know what we have been fighting for”. To me this
certainly was a sad statement regarding U.S. war aims.
We German soldiers had it easier: We knew all along
that if Germany had not launched a
attack
on the Soviet Union in June of 1941, the millions of
Soviets who had been poised in offensive formations
would have overrun the Reich, and hence
EUROPE, within the weeks to follow. In that case, all

[END OF QUOTING]
I ask that you who read this and have information
regarding participants-or
just plain good old G.I.splease contact this person. He can be reached at: Hans
Schmidt, P.O. Box 11124, Pensacola, FL 32524-l 124,
USA. Fax: (904) 478-4993. I also ask that this and
possibly a few other current issues of
sent
to Mr. Schmidt, Editors. I
like these people to
feel free to share information for our readers from
FIRST
ACCOUNTS. You cannot hide TRUTH
forever and it is TIME to have those who were there and
KNEW how it REALLY WAS, come forward. Thank
you and God bless each of you.
I would also offer a copy of a letter to a lawyer who
shouts and spews the lies about what happened “over
there” according to the ADL B’nai B’rith propaganda
machines. There was one terrible incident in which
many were slain; it was called the Malmedy Massacre,
for reference. Almost none of the “on-line” information has any validity whatsoever and yet is referred to
by the Jewish warmongers over and over again just as
Schmidt has
are the false tales of the Holocaust.
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responded to one of those writers as follows:
[QUOTING:]
12 January 1995
Mr. John T. Barber, Esq.
126 East King Street
Lancaster, PA 17604
Dear Mr. Barber:
I read your letter to the editor
paper regarding the
Malmedy Massacre with
great interest.
Permit me, a German veteran of the
“Battle of the Bulge”, to
If you ever wonder why the United States is now not
only in decline but on the road to self-destruction, you
may hold up a mirror and look at yourself, for it is
seemingly intelligent people like you who are too lazy
to use their God-given powers of logical reasoning in
order to discover the truth, or at least rot accept all the
war propaganda garbage still spewed out, as truth.
Rather than go into the Malmedy situation in detail
(my knowledge is found in enclosed newsletters, etc.),
I am wondering whether in the last few days you have
also written a letter to your local paper protesting the
dismissal by Newt Gingrich of the new historian of the
House of Representatives because the lady was one of
the very few Americans having sense enough
a
Well, did you protest, or were
you too cowardly to give your opinion in the affair?
For, isn’t it true that defending Mrs. Christina Jeffery
might cause the wrath against you of that tiny minority
that
And, since you are so righteous about Malmedy,
while whatever happened at the Baugnez crossing was definitely
an
of
a combat situation. How many
officials will the ever so righteous American “justice”
system
(and sentence to death by hanging) for the Waco murders?
for that
also, readers!] Incidentally, the
Shirer book is just about the worst one to use in learning
about the Third Reich. Shame on you for quoting from
it.
Sincerely,
H.S.

In
all the facade of memorials and weeping, it is becoming quite evident that
there are treasonists in the woodpile.
There were no ATF people killed in the building
although many work there. The records from the Waco
“episode” were housed in that building and hearings
were due. Children who were supposed to
“just happened” to be kept out of daycare THAT
BLACK helicopters were
above the building early
and again just before the explosions-TAKING
OFF
PEOPLE FROM THE TOP OF THE BUILDING. Then,
at the time of the bombing, there were two above the
building “doing something”. One of Billy Boy’s prior
bodyguards was killed in that blast-and he was due to
testify AGAINST Bill Clinton and Mrs. at the current
“They” are just about to get more in
investigations.
their basket than they can carry. KEEP THOSE CONFERENCE CALLS AND TALK SHOWS
There
is a David Hall
5,

ofCONTACT] near Oklahoma City
who is “catching up” but he has to have witnesses and
FACTS. He can’t do what I just did-simply tell you
the underground knowledge for he has television news
programs and if he speculates too much in the “right”
direction he will be taken off the air.
ENSLAVEMENT
You would be surprised at how many slaves around
the world DO NOT KNOW THEY ARE ENSLAVED,

[END OF QUOTING]

100%
power

I don’t need to add more to this but I will, just this
bit: There was as focus of Mr. Barber’s vile original
glee over the “fire bombing through the window of his
home in Alsace by persons unknown” and one Colonel
Peiper was burned alive, it is exactly as with other
“Patriots” that he met his fiery end-from Zionist Jews
who fire-bombed the house. This was done by Jewish
terrorists (Mossad Mishpucka) just as was the murder
of Gordon Kahl, American Patriot. And then, of course,
serving the same brand of Elite thugs, the murder of
Mrs. Weaver and son in Idaho.
Americans, I just don’t hold out a lot of hope for
your country’s freedom. You simply cannot see the
trees for the massive forest before you, burying you,
lying to you and cheating you of your very existence.
LET ME ASSURE YOU FREEDOM FIGHTERS
OFONEMAJOR,MAJORTRUMPCARDTHATYOU

that

they
with
a
Then, IF you
are caught for anything-forget
presumed innocent.
McVeigh is in a cell with NOTHING except a 24-houra-day surveillance camera on him every second-to
break his spirit and drive him nuts enough to “confess”.
This is America?? This is justice77 Even if he DID IT,
he is PRESUMED INNOCENT UNTIL THERE IS
TOTAL PROOF IN A JURY TRIAL THAT HE IS
INVOLVED! REMEMBER??? YOU ARE SLAVES!!
WAKE UP.
KNOWING

TRUTH

How can you know I speak truth on this subject7
Because I KNOW history, the enemy, and what is
happening. This is not a miracle of great knowledge or
psychic insight. It is that the truth is there and “here”,
Salu. May you pray and look beyond YOURSELF! if you care to look. It is obvious WHO blew the
What is happening in the murdering onslaught of building, WHO starts the riots, WHO gains from the
manmade virus in Zaire-is
in fact, YOUR OWN destruction, AND WHO HAS BEEN TRAINED TO
DOORYARD!
TAKE THE NATION AND WORLD. When YOU

know, you won’t act in foolishness-you
will become a
wise camper.
Do you realize that some states in your nation
HAVE LAWFUL MILITIAS?
California is one of
them! You don’t hear much about it these days, do you?
They were started and put into operation during World
11
Guard,
being called into foreign service. The problem with the
Big Boys is that they have no way NOW to SILENTLY
them down-except through total take-over, which
is being pushed through as we write. Bill Clinton, by
the way, is just the bilious tip of the hard place. He is
“NOTHING” OTHER THAN WHAT YOU “WATCH”
WHILE ROME BURNS.
But WHO did this to you? A mere handful of greedy
and corrupt men, that’s WHO! ! However, when THOSE
few control everything: the financial world, the banks,
the schools, all education, science, military AND THE
MEDIA/PRESS-you
are all but DEAD. They control
it all, including YOU, but you keep seeping out from inbetween their fingers because you haven’t yet been told
BY THEM that you are helpless. When they get around
to telling you THAT, then you will behave or die. A lot
of dying is planned, as well. So far, all you do is hit or
kill the messengers. However, I would say that a lot of
those thinking they are your messengers-work
for the
very Evil they proclaim to be against. And look where
it gets you-worse into hot water. VIOLENCE against
these trainedbastards will NOT DO ANYTHING, SAVE
GET YOU KILLED, READERS! Your “patriots” are
so busy forcibly trying to proclaim and get back YOUR
RIGHTS that you are losing all
rest of that freedom
which you had. You have no RIGHT to act violently.
You are not, mostly, acting FOR GOD; you are trying
to establish and get YOUR RIGHTS! Fine, but if you do
it in the same way as the enemy guts you-you can’t do
it because they are bigger and
lots bigger things to
“getcha” from gas, to biologicals, to phasers and lasers.
GOD certainly is NOT going to give you help to simply
be as bad or worse than your so-called enemy. Just
because you proclaim yourselves to be somehow “patriots” or “Christians” doesn’t mean jack-phooey. I don’t
care if you want to carry your toy guns with you-that
is your business-BUT
it may very well get you killed
and, at the least, eventually incarcerated.
The “wardens” will see to it.
Good grief, readers, your “Clinton” worked for,
and still does, the KGB. Kissinger is a Soviet Agent
and on and on and on. You deny it, all right, along with
the lying lips (who actually don’t bother to deny any
more). There aren’t just UN Tanks and weapons in
your nation of America-THEY
ARE SOVIETS. EVERYBODY HEAR ME: THE “RUSSIANS ARE COME”
TO CALL AND CLAIM! These are NOT the nice
friendly Russians you met on the WWII battlefields or
in the theaters-these
are the Bolshevik Khazarian
WARRIORS who work for the families and controllers
who control the world banks, the money, the religions,
the churches, the schools-YOU!
So be it.
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now-He

DeadlyDiseasesHere
DespiteBuryingHeads!
‘s

Thank

God
of

And thank you, Father, for this day!
PESTILENCE.

depart in ignorance. The choices are YOURS. My task
is to bring information in TRUTH; yours is to do
whatever it is you are going to do.
I am now accused of making products to sell for
great profits against diseases that “the government”
tells you “will NEVER happen to you”. Then, my dear
ones, don’t get the products1 At the very least, however, the products offered will sooth the skin and heal
abrasions. Or, set them on the windowsill and watch
them multiply-it
beats pet rocks. But watch that old

Each time we sit to
write the doom and gloom
clouds descend closer to
our heads and hearts-or
do they? ONLY IN
can they touch
you, If you KNOW and
PREPARE in wisdomthey may well come, but
they are NO THREAT! If
you consider that we deal
in “fear”, so be it-for
that, too, is a perception
stated in ignorance.
If
you place a house on a hill
near a river-you
may
well live from season to
season during the floods
and keep your powder dry.
If you build that same
house in the dry river
bed-you
are eventually
going to be drowned! If
you build on an active
earthquake fault, you are
one day going to get a
good shaking.
Is it the
fault of the Earth, or you?
If you built in ignorance
and deception by the real
estate agent-is he not liable under the law for misleading you and wouldn’t
you probably sue him? But
if you chose and built and prepared wisely you would sun if you put them in a fish-bowl for they will intensify
have no complaint, would you? Moreover, if you put the sun rays and possibly burn down the house when
supplies in the upper levels of your house and PUT you aren’t watching.
PONTOONS ON THE BOTTOM-YOU STILL MIGHT
“But,’ yo,u ask, “how can you have something
WELL JUST GET A BOAT RIDE IN THE HEAVY harmless which will kill microbes?” ASK GOD!
RAINS.
How do you KNOW you will get caught somewhere
in your own nation (wherever you are) with something
and how can you know what to expect and when to
INFORMATION
IS OUR
GAME
expect it? By watching the non-news and your motion
picture presentations and reruns. You are, right now,
We make every effort to sort the truth from the flooded with rerun pictures like
deceptions, and offer information upon which you might
and so on. You are having terrorist pictures
make wise choices. If you perceive this as “fear mon- and terrorist bombings; you are having widespread
gering”, fine, don’t read our presentations or THOSE earthquakes and more expected--“they”
are showing
OF OTHERS WHO TELL TRUTH. Just go ahead and you the pictures and warning you to “prepare”. So be
continue to deceive selves by reading what you want to it. Listen and prepare and go about your business.
believe and prepare NOT. Those of you who prepare Don’t prepare and still go about your business-but
be
simply for soul passage and THINK, because someone expecting a bashing of one sort or another and great
tells you to be nice, that God will “rapture” you-fine!
inconvenience.
“God will take care of me.” I hear it
As you demand to STAY IN IGNORANCE, so shall you over and over again. Yes indeed, He will: like right

0

did, after all, SEND ME! You

MOVIE

I watch in amusement as you shout, “You should
GIVE us whatever we need. After all, I’m on welfareand can’t afford your stuff.” OH?? I note that most
people on welfare manage to have the wine, the beer,
the paper diapers, the instant milk, the movie ticketbut you can’t seem to have PROTECTION against
disease. I’m sorry, readers, they won’t even allow
REAL PROTECTION in the welfare clinics OR the
expensive hospitals. Those are for infecting you-not
saving you. It may not be the intent of the ones going
about serving you-but it is the end result. By the way:
who said you had’to get our “stuff? NOT Ml?. In fact,
we pray that too many of you don’t up and get our
“stuff’ all at once, for only a few hands can handle it
and we are overwhelmed already.
If I told you readers that we will have engines that
run on minerals and water-what would you say? What
would you say about delivering gold from a flame process which collects monatomic gold substance and
puddles it? What would you
say if we told you we can
grow fleas that can cleanse
themselves and the animal
upon which they parasiteand save the host? “B.S.!!”
is what you would say, but
not with initials. So be it.
However, those who watch
it happen
are saying,
“Thankyou, GOD, for these
possibilities.”
For those of our readers
who use the paper and journals for other than TP or for
lining the bottom of bird
cages, we offer the following “alert”.
[QUOTING:]

From:
May 19% Pg. 7
In 1976, Karl Johnson,
a world-renowned expert on
infectious diseases for the
Centers for Disease Control (CDC), received an urgent phone call: “An entire
hospital has been wiped out and we still don’t know
what’s behind the outbreak!”
Johnson boarded the next plane for Central Africa
and there, near the fetid banks of the Ebola River in
Northwestern Zaire, a horrible fever of unknown origin
was raging. Several hundred deaths later, the disease
vanished as mysteriously as it had appeared.
The
researchers eventually determined that it was a bloodborne virus, unprecedented until then in medical history.
The case of the Ebola virus is a warning that new
armies of deadly viruses-though
most are relatively
obscure and perhaps deceptively fragile-may
be waiting for the opportunity to infect unsuspecting human
populations. (You may recognize this scenario as the
basis for the biological movie thriller
starring Dustin Hoffman.)
An outbreak of the Ebola virus would be unthinkable at a modern, well-equipped hospital in the United
States, but that hasn’t stopped Karl Johnson from
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pondering the alternative outcomes. There are frightening “what-if’ scenarios that haunt him like a recurrent nightmare more than a decade later.
“What would we have done if the virus was spread
by cough droplets in the air?” he asks. “Ifthat were the
case, there’s no doubt in my mind that Ebola fever
could have qualified as the Andromeda strain, and we’d
have all died.” (As we go to press, there is a report of
another Ebola death in Africa as a result of a monkey
bite.)
to do with monkey
ones,
anywhere
about
posts and panic
death lay
person falls.

IS

THE

PRESENT

smuggled across borders in coat pockets, causing contern over the ease with which terrorists may acquire
such weaponry. Russia has passed regulations on the
control of these materials, but these are “quite loose”
according to the Stockholm International Peace Research Institute (SIPRI), a chemical safety group.
The Soviet organization for chemical weapons production, Biopreparat, employed over 25,000 people and
continued to operate even after the safety convention of
1972. In Koltsov, scientists experimented for years on
Obviously, Ashahara has not bothered to read the Bib- how to release hemorrhagic fever and Venezuelan en?
this cephalitis. Tests were also carried out in Leningrad,
lical Armageddon scenario.
with particular regard to the tularemia virus.
along with
There is also evidence that a terrifying new nerve
agent has been developed by renegade Soviet scientists.
anything but
Code named “Newcomer,” the agent is reportedly ten
The potential for biological/chemical terrorism is times more powerful than its American equivalent VX.
For a few thousand dollars, a terrorist Again, Russia denies the existence of “Newcomer,” but
frightening.
group can develop a biological weapon just as devastat- when scientist Dr. Vi1 Marrazayanov discussed it in ‘a
ing as a small nuclear bomb. For example, at the mere Russian interview, he was arrested immediately for
cost of SIO-20,000, one could obtain anthrax spores “revealing official secrets”.
(bacteria associated mainly with livestock and animal
infections) commercially.
THE
BIBLICAL
through the shield.
PERSPECTIVE

THREAT

In a span of less than 15 years, the United States
alone has been stricken by a wave of new infections.
Toxic Shock Syndrome, Legionnaires Disease, AIDS,
Lyme Disease and Hantavirus have emerged from obscurity to become household names. Infectious disease
experts fear an escalation of new and possibly more
deadly epidemics in the future. Indeed, some candidates already loom on the distant horizons, isolated in
tiny geographical pockets. Why this sudden explosion
of pestilence?
During the 1950s and ’60s the successful use of
antibiotics andvaccines led many people to assume that
the war on infectious disease had been won. Unfortunately, the war is still on due to changes in human
in the microbes themselves.
To be sure, changing morality associated with sex
and drug use have contributed to the spread of highly
lethal disease-AIDS
being a leading example. Also,
with air travel now more affordable, infectious agents
previously confined to one corner of the world can jump
across continents.
Among the more alarming infectious diseases laying siege to the current human population are tuberculosis, rheumatic fever, sexually transmitted diseases
and disorders caused by antibiotic resistant strains of
bacteriaorfungi.
Tuberculosis, as anexample, continues to take a toll worldwide. According to the World
Health Organization, one-third of the world’s population is infected with TB, and after three decades of
decline, TB is again on the upswing.
Researchers are also discovering a new, darker side
to summer’s vegetable bounty. Our nation’s love affair
with fresh, uncooked produce is now being conclusively linked to outbreaks of disease, and this time it
isn’t pesticides
toxins.
In a series of recent discoveries, epidemiologists
are now beginning to take full measure of what has been
an unrecognized problem: bacteria and viruses hitchhiking on fresh vegetables.
In 1988, iceberg lettuce
gave 200 people in Louisville hepatitis; in 1989-90,
fresh melons sickened hundreds with salmonella.
Microbiologists think these are the culprits in a
quarter of all U.S. viral stomach diseases-an astonishing conclusion for viruses so new, no one’s figured out
how to grow them in the laboratory!
BIOLOGICAL

Bruce Nelson in the April 3, 1995 edition of
Commenting on recent police raids of a cult in
Japan, one newspaper reported that
group nad
sufficient chemical materials to wipe out 4.3 million
people. The leader of the cult, Shoko Ashahara (who
calls himself “today’s Christ”), wrote in his book
that
Armageddon will arrive via a gas cloud from the United
States (which is said to be ruled by the Freemasons)

Most of us are familiar with the plagues inflicted
go
A mere upon Egypt in
5. After the Egyptians were
eight grams would inflict heavy casualties in a one- stricken with a series of plagues, including infestations
square-mile area. An airborne bacteria, anthrax would of lice and flies, Pharaoh condemns himself and his
land by stating, “I and my people are wicked, and
cause death by pneumonia and suffocation.
Marvin Cretron, president of Forecasting Interna- deserve what is brought against us,” and he allows the
tional Ltd, a Virginia-based think tank, co-authored an Jews their freedom. (H: B.S.!]
exhaustive study for the Pentagon last year. He thinks
a chemical or biological attack on the U.S. is increas[END OF QUOTING]
ingly likely “perhaps within the next live years.”
I am warning you-that if you piddle around trying
BIOLOGICAL
WARFARE
EXAMPLES
to decipher the “bible” you are going to be incredibly
mislead.
At best, the “Revelation”. friends, was a
Biological materials have always been a part of VISION of a self-proclaimed psychic (at best). The
ending cycle for world domination
modern weaponry development. Biological agents have facts
been used in previous wartime environments, with the would be through these means. You do that which you
most recent alleged use in the Gulf War. Although wish-but1 warn you thatyou hadbest takesomeREAL
there are a number of international agreements
PERdecry the use of biological weapons, its research still TELL YOU, WILL BE TO “TAKE” YOU
continues.
HAPS YOU WON’T EVER LIVE LONG
In 1972, the Soviet Union signed an international
KNOW THE DIFFERENCE! GOD OFFERS YOU “A
agreement to end biological weapons production. How WAY” THROUGH THIS ASSAULT. WE WILL SEE
sincere the USSR was in signing that agreement was HOW MANY LISTEN AND ACT.
demonstrated seven years later, when experiments in
SALU.
biological warfare caused an outbreak of anthrax in
5121195
Sverdlosk, killing 69.
Although the new Russia denies it, experts agree
that there are stores of biological weapons still hidden
in the vast country. Many of these weapons can be
I have promised to keep you informed on physical

TERRORISM

“Now that extremists are willing to use weapons of
mass destruction, they have crossed the threshold that
experts have watched with dread for two decades,” says

(See

Next-To-Last

Page

for ordering

information)
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enhancers as they are created or acquired for your
benefit.
However, if I write on something in great
length, I have to depend on the paper people to offer
that again and again until life settles down for you and
the deliberate assaults against your health cease and desist.

primary germicidal agent. It is both lawful and within
regl.ations to offer it as
intaken product but there
has been no challenge to the laws in court-to
our
knowledge. Since we onIy desire the “frequency” of
gold and we can achieve that with smaller amounts of

From New Gaia

Products

“As it seems the burdens close in upon
your shoulders, stand back from that which
IS and allow perspective to overcome the
confUsion.
“As was promised, the organized chaosthe planned upheavals-keep
the minds flitting and searching for respite.
Now,
personal impact occurs on life-styles,
morals, jobs-all
facets of life impacted
with alien input and degradation.”
-HATONN

of the important topics discussed are:
*The Ground Wave Emergency Network
(GWW
You must be in realization of products which are
offered through New Gaia for your use- and we shall
try to turn up the speed for output so you don’t have to
wait long for order filling. However, please understand
the problems here with logistics, facilities (there really
aren’t any), and my proficiency at producing new problems (products) and formulas that then have to be
developed and packaged-ACCORDING
TO REGULATIONS.
We now have the products for topical application
and I am pleased to say that aesthetically, as well as for
offering protection, they are without peer. For topical
application
we can have the colloidal gold as our
__
:

‘1
.;
I

‘.
:

to

gold colloid than the silver colloid-we
choose to go
with heavier silver for the internal use colloids and
OxySol. You get two far different products in the
OxySol and GaiaCol so, please, if you can do so, use
BOTH. If you use both you can cut in half EACH
amount used. One is the antimicrobial while the other
is ionized silver, gold catalytically colloidalized but
with remaining particulate of the minerals necessary
for perfection of cell fluids for perfect DNA-RNA
reproduction. This has a conversion rate of 100% and
a frequency rate beyond the limits of the apparatus for
measuring, as do the Colloids we offer. Since the base
of life is “carbon”. we have colloidalized carbon into
the cellular solution. These products, in the presence
of Gaiandrianas are so far clocked “off the charts” for
“frequency” readings. This means that every known
thing both visible and invisible with lower charges can
be eliminated if desired. We have already set the
frequency levels to only enhance living cells and most
“friendly bacteria” (easily replaced however), BUT we
find that all attacking organisms, especially man-tampered or man-made, are negated and the broken organism cells are then used by the Drias as fuel, as the viral,
bacterial, etc., particulate are then BOUND and discarded.

Our unsung creators here are so startled by that
, which happens when they follow instructions as to be
alwavs without cameras and recording devices in the
1.1 mid; of the “miracles”.
I gave Dcarma, Charles,
Kathy and E.J. a full-spectrum frequency zoom when
we added certain things to the Gaiandriana (at only
half-strength solution) which, within only minutes, the
freauencv uroduced full seectrum color exPression as
thebriai
donverted the minerals to LIGHT. First the
bronze, gold, purple, lavender, cobalt blue-silver and
‘.. finally to the &l&blue
clarity which will now move
on as maturity comes to the living cells, of that which
is beyond any frequency you have on your place, as it
moves on into living cosmic frequency.
Now, we are taking that Dria base, GROWING it
within the colloidal solutions, full strength, adding
other natural emoluments and aloes to allow for use
externally. I have asked that applications be available

*A HISTORY OF
SECRET MIND CONTROL IN U.S.
*GAIANDRIANA & SPELT BREAD,
WHY??
*The “300” Conspirators’ Hierarchy.
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ASAP for body sprays, skin creams, lip balm, lotions
and washes-even
to scalp application in an aloe base
to be worked into the scalp AFTER shampooing and left
to dry (it will only enhance the hair health). We are not
in competition with the cosmetic industries (although
it may become the thing to do to insure coverage of the
body for shielding). We will ultimately offer even tearformula eye drops and nasal spray or drops. Our intent
is to at the least OFFER what will coat your bodies (and
it won’t take more than a small amount) and provide
shielding from assaulting microbes. We fully intend to
have douche wash and rectal applications, for obvious
reasons as well as for unseen reasons.

TION IMMEDIATELY
AND SHORE UP YOUR
SHIELDS. It is interesting to note here that it can only
enhance your acceptability as well as physical wellbeing, as our testors are finding that from bath to bath,
even while working out or doing hard sweat-producing
labor, that the deodorant qualities surpass any product
on the market-just
sprayed under the arms and anywhere else odor-causing bacteria are found. Foot odors
are gone-when
the microbes are gone and the feet
heal. Sweat-caused “stinky feet” automatically “go”.
Just please allow a few days to let the body work out the
toxins before bringing down negative judgements. We
are trying our best to bring you pleasing products along
with the antimicrobials.

Note that last night on Dr. Quinn’s Television
program about early Colorado, she mentioned giving
SILVER NITRATE for the prostitutes who contract
venereal diseases. Well, we have something lots more
effective and less traumatizing than silver nitrate.
BACK TO BASICS MAY WELL SAVE YOUR BASIC
SELVES!
Medical miracle drugs may well have been wondrous-(for the drug houses and chemical companies)but they have put a population of human species at
death’s door with total vulnerability to the intended
assaults against you.

SEX
NORMAL
Obviously you have behaviors taking place which
jeopardize your well-being from natural causes as well
as sexual practices.
I simply make statements here
without any “moralizing”. If you are introducing AIDS
and other microbial-causing
entities within body orifices-YOU
MUST START TO SEEK AND HAVE
a

The lovely side-effect of our products is the healing
of the reproductive systems and urinary tract systems.
The living organisms causing venereal diseases will be
cleansed away as well as the fungal and yeast infecting.
organisms which are worsened by the usual antibiotic
treatments of other maladies such as flu and colds. And
yes indeed, we have a foot spray and deodorant. We
find that athlete’s foot is cleared in one applicationbut we suggest spraying the inside of shoes and allowing to dry and respraying the feet after each bath or
whenever.
Our people here are “barefoot prone” and feet
sometimes look like prickly pears so they have been
testing the lotions and creams on their feet-to find all
the cracks and hard skins healing. Our testors are
finding that dry skin lines and wrinkles in the face and
skin are softening and “going”, as acne-causing bacteria are removed, pimples and blemishes are going away
also. This is being tested on the young adults and
puberty-aged family members. Since a lot of aloe is
used, expect a flare up of skin eruptions as the pores are
cleansed and then expect wonderfully soft and glowing
skin.

I believe it will suffice to say that if you have fullbody armor on, you are going to be far less accessible to
whatever is thrown at you. We still have a bit of a
problem as to shielding but I can take that further in a
minute. The important thing when the microbes and
biological “things” are thrown at you is to have your
internal IMMUNE SYSTEM UP TO ABOVE
ERAGE AND STABLE.
Next, you will need that
second immune system which is supplied by the colloids for a microbial shield and ready-team of warriors
to confront and take out any invaders. Then you need
the backup cellular structure to take out any invaders
that make it past the first two systems-to
take out the
invader and vanish or destroy the dead invaders.
Now, do I believe you have to use ALL THIS STUFF
every day? Yes and No. You must do what you feel
comfortable in doing and to what extent you feel proper.
By that I mean that I am not going to spray you down
every morning-but
you will want to probably do that
to your children. What would home be without colds,
sore throats and misery?? What would life be without
the regular trips to the doctors? However, I am not
interested in the regular things of life assaulting you
BUT you need to get clear and act wisely enough to keep
clear. AND THEN, WHEN THE BAD-BUGS COME
(AND THEY ARE PREPARED AND WAITING TO BE
RELEASED ON YOU) YOU CAN MOVE INTO AC-

The body NEEDS its digestive living enzymes and
microbes for breaking down the debris and compost. IF
you are regular users of Gaiandriana, your flora and
“fauna” should be high enough in frequency, along
with your body cells, to withstand all but the heaviest
assault by the colloids. That flora will move on through
the higher frequency toleration easily WITH you. However, don’t fret about it for the friendly bacterias are
MADE to live WITH you and serve you, so simply
replace them if you feel yours are jeopardized or damaged by all the colloids. Remember something: if you
are creaming up and spraying up all your “self’, then
you are getting quite a lot of intake through membranes. Under the tongue, nasal passages, eye conjunctiva, rectal application, vaginal application (all that
nice soft mucous tissue and surface blood-supplied
tissue-absorbs).
To get the most value immediately,
for instance, intake to the blood supply system is under
the tongue, short of intramuscular or intravenous application. This is why I suggest you use your GaiaCol
under the tongue-for
after all, it is just a few drops and
it has its carrier Drias. OxySol should be added to
water (for purification of the water) and you need those
minerals in your food supply. Don’t get hung up on itthese are natural products and a little goes a long way.
If you get totally paranoid about it, you will simply
overtax selves.
How do I mean this7 Well, the mouth-spray will
protect your mouth through a few squirts a day (and
your friends will like you better), a lotion or spray after
washing hands will do the trick along with softening
the skin. Everywhere you put colloidal gold and silver-you
cleanse the area and if you have a holding
ingredient-it
will adhere for quite a while, never
losing its ability to “work”.

We have had to get practical as the demand outgrows our ability to gear up to production needs. Remember, we are dealing now with living cells and, like
a garden vegetable, you can enhance growing conditions but Mother Nature requires her “time”. Therefore
we want to serve our family first-as we can do so. This
means subscribers to
and readers (even if
they don’t subscribe), we ask that you not hoard supplies right off here. We will be upgrading constantly as
we go along and THEN you can “stock up”. We will
also be eventually offering “refills” so you can use your
own containers and lastly, but not leastly, for large
families (our own Ences for instance, have seven wonderful children) who need more quantity-tell
us and
discounts will be forthcoming. Ences will get theirs,
though, for helping fill bottles or something.
We CAN’T GIVE IT AWAY, READERS.
We
suffer slings and “unfair practices” assaults continually for underpricing everybody. My goodness, you as
a public have truly gone insane. I thought this was
called “capitalism” at its finest, you know, the product
better, the price better-the
better the product the
better for all! Forget it, the better the product, the more
lawsuits!
CHEMICAL

ASSAULTS

This requires attention, readers, but the problems
outweigh that which we can fully counter at this time.
If you are taking Gaiandriana along with these other
products, you are getting to be in better overall health
and your body will be ready to heal after damage.
However, the enemy thinks of every nasty trick to play
on you unsuspecting citizens. Usually, before letting
loose an infecting biologic assault, there will be carriers for the microbes OR irritating gas infiltration in the
environment. This is to insure the irritation of mucous
membranes, skin eruptions, etc., which then allow
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entry of the organisms. One reason there is additional public access.
upstart in the Black population of South Africa is that
I remind you, readers: the adversarial troops HAVE
their skin is less susceptible to invasion of either DONE THEIR JOBS WELL. BUT AT SOME POINT
frequency assault, pulse assault or microbe infection.
THEY TOO NEED TO
THESE
That makes the poor people of those more primitive THINGS ALWAYS COME BACK AGAINST THE
areas the test sites of choice. The disease organisms PRODUCERS. THERE IS NO
AMONG THE
can be easily isolated and controlled trials can be run. PRETENDERS TO THE THRONE OF THE WORLD.
Note that in Zaire, the foreign White medical workers BUT, HAVING NO LOYALTY OR HONOR-ONES
fell more quickly than did the Black populationIN THE TRAP OF SERVICE-WILL
NEED HELP IF
although both were totally vulnerable. It has NOTH- THEY ARE TO ALSO SURVIVE. EVEN THE ELITEING to do with monkeys-any
more than does YOUR
1
ANCESTRY. Remember they told you that AIDS came
from green monkeys-until
that didn’t fly in the face of
facts, either.
If you think your government “protectors” are looking out for you-GO
LOOK AGAIN AT THE PIGTURES OF YOUR FRIEND AND RELATIVE,
RUSSELL HERMAN [see
’ Whatever is done on your place-must
be done by
“say” you want. If you can afford a rented movie, a bag
YOU. I can offer, serve and guide. Even if environof potato chips, a piece of candy, worthless bread-and
ment might be better if I be your master-keeper, the
MEDICINE-you
can afford ANYTHING we offer.
facts are the same. Enslavement through force by
You have to make some decisions for selves in favor of
anyone is unacceptable! YOU have a right and duty to
selves and STOP BLAMING GOD AND OTHERS FOR
have freedom for growth, service, failure or, in general,
STATE OF MIND AND AFFAIRS. IN FACT, LEAVE IT WITH “POOR STATE
experience within all laws. It is my THRUST to attend
all regulations laid forth and follow all laws involved
from God and Man and if we can’t act within those
TRUTH IS MY STRONG SUIT, READERS; 2” x
rules-then
we don’t act. I have to bring that informaWE 4”s ARE MY SECOND BACKUP IN THAT TRUTH.
IN THE
tion which is fully within all regulations and write
LIE IS My NEXT1 YOU DO WHAT YOU WILL! I
that all journalistic rules and laws are met. We would
be no better than your worst enemy, Satan, if we
BE TOTALLY TOUGH-BUT I ALSO LOVE YOU ENOUGH
brought FORCE or COERCION upon you. We abduct
no one, we harm no one and yet-WE
WATCH EVYOU
TO RELEASE YOU TO YOUR CHOSEN JOURNEY.
ERYONE! We are not going to interfere-for
you are
When you STOP all those things you do only in the
GOING TO LOSE! I dark so as not to be seen, even by self-and walk in the
free to make your choices-but
we will assist with
passagea JOY. Protection
guidance EVERYWHERE WE CAN FIND A WAY.
GOD DOES NOT ALLOW HIS PEOPLE TO GO WITHis available and wonderful; hiding, however, in FEAR
OUT RECOURSE IN ALL CIRCUMSTANCES. You
1 of the unknown, is foolish. Your ENEMY will come to
must, however, come to see and recognize the alterna- KNOW
I only
get look in all your HIDING places-for
you and your
things. Remember it! Sometimes the most wondrous
tives in each expression. And DO NOT confuse GOD
won
and Political circumstances.
You can go for your
HOW safety placeIS IN FULL LIGHTED VIEW AND know:
Constitutional Law-BUT,
that is not the SAME as
? I thought so! It 1s THERE
NOTHING
PHYSICAL MATTER
YOUR PREgoing for TRUTH IN GOD! When God TRUTH is more a
important to your passage than is even freedom of
CIOUS HEADS. YOU CAN LIVE WITHIN
expression under GOOD Constitutional Law and OrGod does not present a crooked, dark path. Stay in TEM, FUNCTION WITHIN THE SYSTEM-AND
der, you will have achieved the ultimate realization.
the STRAIGHT-AS-AN-ARROW
pathway and keep
THE ENEMY
Each is important but only ONE is THE WAY!
the LIGHT full blast and you won’t get lost-nor
ARE SHREWD-THEY
ARE
THEY
HAVE TO HAVE TOTALLY FOOLIt is sad to note, but must be recognized, that most forsaken, save by the ones you want to lose back into DO, HOWE-R,
people will NEVER use nor acquire the very things their dark worm-holes anyway. You have the control ISH IDIOTS TO WORK FOR THEM-SO
DON’T
which willSAVETHEMFORTHEMSELVES-through
and power-you
just don’t want the RESPONSIBILPUSH YOUR LITTLE GUNS IN THEIR FACESwhat we offer. So be it. Make it available and then ITY-EVEN FOR SELF! When you step forward, take THEY WILL SHOOT YOU1 b6w.,$Do&f’ WILL WIN
release it. In this place we have these things which the responsibility, provide that which you need, and THE GAME.
offer safety and security-and
then families won’t use quit whining that you “can’t” (afford money, time,
May you be intelligent enough, wise enough-to
them for any number of “excuses”. However, as we ask learning, visibility, etc.) you will GET that which you choose the
Salu.
that families keep the useable things, i.e. colloids,
around for that day it may be needed, they will usually
do so-to please and shut-up Mother, if nothing more.
When the foxhole is needed, however, the things will be
used. When users find that there is painless and totally
effective “stuff’ to attend a child’s cut or abrasionthey will use it-BECAUSE
IT IS BETTER AND
CHEAPER. Always note the”cheaper” because it is the
current mindset. If we have something that WORKS
EFFECTIVELY
IS CHEAPER-we have a double
whammyl Greed=
will note here and now-is not
FOR HELP
acceptable here. This reminds me to urge you people
(here) to check some of the pricing, like on vinegars,
I am now directly asking for YOUR HELP! Some few of you have ‘carried”
etc. I want prices to reflect quantity supply-always.
I
never want to have to readjust any price upwardthis newspaper and to you I give abundant appreciation.
has been
always downward, please. Our goal is always to grow
able to ‘borrow” (on nothing) a bit to keep a paper in press for the most part.
to a size of production where a unit cost is small indeed
The
price of gold is down into the “buying” market and at low-level enough to
and yet ability to “have” is available to everyone as a
not allow for supporting the paper by the Institute. I am told that our team is
safety-net for society. It is sad that we won’t ever be a
competitive factor to the Big Boy Controllers.
Most
again to the edge and cannot meet obligations or postage costs. If ‘miracles”
people will never harken to the call and will always
do not happen within the next few week-the
party is over. This is not a good
rush to the hospitals and sacred places of the priests of
time
to
be
without
CONTACT’.
I
promise
you,
it
is NOT GOOD TIME TO BE
drugs and knives. Nor, I suppose, should they for there
WITHOUT INFORMATION.
are some things which cannot be attended well in other
environments wherein supplies and items are denied
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LEASE!
R.R. chose to continue to carry a weapon on parole
and take it into a courtroom, no less, we are told! What
is wrong here? You want God to come and whisk you
out so you can play again and call it patriotism? NOIT IS WRONG! People HERE have to have no reflection of dishonor OR non-law-abiding intent. NONE. I
am not a whisk-away nerd-1 stand for GOD in this
place of service. I don’t want a bunch of gun-totin’
swaggers out there representing me or mine. We don’t
do drugs, or actually have “time” for any of the other
vices-such as self-pity, We will help wherein we
DO SO, no more and no less. If this seems harsh, then
I suppose you aren’t on the team but rather just another
person wanting it “your way”. That is FINE!! It is not
fine to demand of us. And furthermore, WE NEVER
want her to do “something”. Well, she has, again, ten PUT ANOTHER IN JEOPARDY, MUCH THE LESS
piles of things so deep in depth as to grow until they fall OUR TEAM, CREW OR WORK.
over and still, daily, come the stacks of books and tapes,
papers and FAXES for my attention. We get through it
all someway-but
to then sit and respond to your
IT WAS NOT OK TO TAKE
TANK IN SAN
personal “bad days”, when the days here are a whirlwind of hardly being able to go to the bathroom, is not DIEGO AND RUN OVEREVERYONE’S PROPERTY;
IT IS NOT OK TO CARRY WEAPONS AND
exactly food for soul balance.
The letters of love and support, even the letters of THREATEN OTHERS; IT IS NOT OK TO BREAK
complaints which demand nothing in return from her, LAWS; IT IS NOT OK TO FORM ARMIES TO REare what keep us going, and going, and going. How- FLECT ON YOU-THE-PEOPLE WITH YOUR SILLY
ever, to take time to answer each one’s private inquiries GAMES. IT IS NOT OK!! It is, however, ok with me
is impossible if not downright WRONG in approach. for you to do anything you want-just leave US out of
What do you have classes “FOR”? I usually find that if it! I neither respect nor condone any of the “patriot”
you have ALL the materials, you can both survive nonsense. You win by building, not threatening like
nicely, live in total security and protection, and realize bantam roosters or ego-monsters and destroying. You
your own path. If you do not use them, so be it, for we set yourselves up for the kill (of all freedoms) by your
have 6 BILLION people to attend-on
NOTHING. thoughtless actions. You have the right so far to bear
Somehow ones expect “us” to supply you with place- arms-then go bear them but stop getting your brothers
killed by your silly games. If you build bombs, it is
ment, income, direction and a settled job. NO-from
now on, EACH WHO COMES-COMES
AND SUP- easily suspected that you fully intend to use them
sometime, somewhere! In your foolishness in the name
PORTS us! !
of serving Country and God-you
destroy the very
IF you cannot find your way in a daily environment,
support responsibly your obligations and families, how thing you tout! Ponder it, for your enemy NEVER
expect you to simply move into my environment where SLEEPS!
we work 36 hours a day while YOU work out your
A
inclinations, depend on us with nothing for your support, and stand around asking us to direct every step
GROW UP! GET A LIFE! HAVE MISERABLE
and move you make? No, you each longingly seek for
someone ELSE to do it FOR YOU. Friends, there IS NO DAY UNTIL YOU REBUILD YOUR RIGHTEOUSGET WITH THE TRUTH OF CIRCUMONE ELSE TO DO IT FOR YOU: NOT GOD, NOT ME NESS!
STANCES and, NOW THAT THE BOX IS OPENED
AND CERTAINLY NOT ANYONE “HERE”.
To sit and respond to personal-direction
finders, AND THE TROUBLES ARE OUT-WORK ON YOURTHE BOX. KNOW YOUR ENEMY
usually anonymous (DFA), means that the very things SELF-NOT
of survival coming from us-have to wait-for human (WHICH IS SELF) AND STOP THE BLAMING, WHINonly has so much time and the energy is all gone. ING AND TWIDDLING. HOW THINK YOU THAT I
Dharma would as soon die of the damned plague, WOULD PUT YOU IN A PLACE OF LEADERSHIP
friends, that is how weary we are. After we produce the OR SERVICE WHEN YOU CAN’T ATTEND YOUR
product, we then have to somehow convince you that it OWN “DOWN” DAYS WITHOUT FALLING APART77
LIFE IS HARD. WONis alright for you to use it-like have a fleet of craft land HARD? YES INDEED!!
on your head. I DO NOT ATTEND YOUR BUSI- DROUS-BUT HARD!
I get lots and lots of people telling me that “if you
NESS-NOR YOUR LIFE, NOR YOUR HEALTH. I
OFFER, YOU TAKE OR REFUSE, BUT YOU ARE would just bring me there-” (wherever “there” is), or
GOING TO GROW UP OR YOU ARE NOT. THAT IS take me aboard (what are you going to do aboard my
YOUR CHOOSING, FRIENDS, NOT MINE AND well-run, orderly ship when you can’t change your
CERTAINLY NOT DHARMA’S. I, further, weary of breakfast bib?), and all will be apple pie and whipped
you going forth and deliberately breaking laws in my cream. If you can’t make it where you are-how think
face and then, when it goes WRONG, back you come to you I can use you in the middle of this operation? You
can perhaps “BE” with God-you cannot sit and “BE”
me to “fix it.”
IN MY COMMAND. I may well whisper sweet things
into your ears-but I am recognized as the most severe
SELF-MADE
PRISONERS
Commander in the Cosmos! I allow bitching, moaning,
I have something to say to you people in prison who complaining and then, if the jobs aren’t done-“please
are there under the excuse, or otherwise, of breaking stand down.” Your soul must be taken up with GODthe law! I don’t appreciate the minute the wardens not a space-commander trying to do a physical job in
come down on you you whine and cry innocence and the worst of worlds. I don’t handle it well, readers. If
abuse. Maholy was involved in DRUG RUNNING, some of you who have been with me for years now can’t
readers. I am grateful and respectful of his predica- figure it out-then perhaps I have failed. But because
ment and will help any way I, or you, can do so in his some have done so-1 think I might have done my job.
current plight-but
HE BROKE THE LAW AND GOT Have you done yours? IF ALL YOU WANT IS YOUR
ARE
INCARCERATED.
WHEN THE CHARGES ARE OWN SELF-CENTERED DIRECTION-YOU
CORRECT, IT BECOMES ALL BUT IMPOSSIBLE NOT THINKING ABOUT YOUR RELATIONS AND
TO DO ANYTHING-MUCH
THE LESS GAIN RE- YOU ARE GOING TO BE MISERABLE! I CAN’T

WhoseJob Is It
To Run YOURLife?!
S/19/95

As you go through life in these days it would seem
difficult to sort that which is living from “survival”. In
the “rush” and push of desperation for companionship
and associations of relationships, oftentimes there are
painful lessons to be learned for foolish allowances of
life to have you instead of you having life. The mind
says, as in marriage, “Well, if it doesn’t work out, so be
it!” Children, that is WRONG in approach. I watch
some of my closest friends making plans for “doing it
again” before their bodies are “cold” from the last time
they said the same thing.
Agape means LOVE, but a higher level of mature
LOVE. The words come from the Greek language.
Agape does not mean a roll in the hay, a romp through
emotions-it
is sound, solid, forgiving and ever GIVING. I do not know WHY ones pray to “me” for
guidance in their relationships-for
(1) you pray to
God, not me, if you want help and wisdom, and (2) if
you can’t see your own direction, how expect you that
I might see it? Perhaps you like hard lessons and those
around you as well! You act as if somehow being alone
with self is a horrific thing to endure-while
it is the
gift of gifts for your sanity.
BABYSITTING
I still have ones who have udone it before” asking
me to make plans FOR you, tell YOU where you need to
be, what you need to be doing and how am I going to
save you, protect you, guide you-into
infinity. I am
not going to do any of those things. Those are things for
you to work out with GOD and self. I can only tell you
that, in your lack of wisdom, you shall dearly pay a high
price from haphazard decisions which you ultimately
blame on me or another. Don’t do it-for I will NOT
accept that burden!
My job is to bring truth and “the way”. Your task
is to take it, know it, and make your own way. I have
neither the right nor inclination to baby-sit ANYONE.
I cannot tell you your purpose or your directions.
I
cannot make a PLACE within other’s spaces for YOUR
homing. You need not be in anyone’s presence, save
God’s, to “do your thing” and to be doing it RIGHT. I
certainly am NOT GOING TO
YOU, so please,
Ron S., STOP ASKING ME WHAT I AM GOING TO
DO TO PROTECT OR SAVE YOU IF YOU SPEAK
OUT IN TRUTH! I think the phrases to cover that as
response are: “Get a life” and “That is a do-it-yourself
project.”
If “you” don’t seem to know the way for
YOUR OWN DIRECTION and career, placement, or
why you don’t feel good today-it seems to somehow be
MY PROBLEM. No thank you because, for one thing,
it instantly becomes Dharma’s problem and Dharma is
doing the work of ten full-time people and doesn’t
recognize her own directions.
She does everything
from create new antibiotics and life-cells to typing
hours and hours every passing day. Your direction is
NOT HER PROBLEM OR HER BUSINESS.
If you
send a letter for Hatonn directly to her-it means you
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HELP THAT, FRIENDS-I CAN’T EVEN BEGIN TO
BE HEARD, MUCH THE LESS HELP.
P.S.: If you can’t write a book for a person who has
already done the work on same-how think you I would
put you to the task of writing the history of the universe? If you can’t tend of self, how think you that you
can tend billions of blind lambs‘? If someone else has to
come along and redo the grammar, spelling, structure
and thus and so-how think ye that your work HELPS?
STOP it! We are worn out with mouths who tout
offerings only to take our time and our substance for
keeping (MAYBE) one more paper served.
‘I marvel at the numbers who show up and state:
“I’m here now, support me, find me a place and I’ll
work-on
my own time and in my own way. And, oh
yes, sir, I am ‘important’ so I want a job in manage” Say what? How dare you? You can live any
confounded place the government will allow you to
dwell and do anything you can get away with doing or
not doing-until
they close all the doors and the support stream. We are not a welfare point, a commune, a
cult, a business-we
are simply people DOING WHAT
WE CAN. I have TERRIBLE NEWS: YOUR PROBLEMS ARE NOT MINE.
THEY AREN’T EVEN
GODS. THEY ARE YOURS!
I will continue to inform you to the best of our
ability-the
rest is up to you. I have ONE obligation to
YOU: to allow you to grow and learn as you will. I
certainly have no RIGHT to interfere with your growth
OR YOUR BUSINESS.
GOD’S HOST ARE CERTAINLY MORE
A BUNCH OF FLYING
DISHES 1 I ATTEND MY RESPONSIBILITIES,
WHICH ARE CONSIDERABLE AND, WHEN YOU
ATTEND YOURS, WON’T THIS WORLD BLOSSOM
IN GOODNESS? By the way, you who threaten suicide
if I don’t show you the way or make myself “known”.
So be it! It is your life, your death, and I don’t accept
threats. Get with responsibility for self and I will break
my back to serve you; threaten me and I will applaud
silly antics and their consequences. How dare
think so little
that you would demand such
attention to SELF? If you can’t stand the fire in your
little kitchen-STAY
OUT OF MINE!
JAPANESE

CULTS

There seems to be a lot of moaning and groaning
about the circumstances of “Christianity” in groups in
Japan. Spare me, chelas! If the facts be true, “that”
was
with materials, if not actually
using same, for possibilities of “gassing”, etc. BUT,
THE IMPORTANT FACT IS THAT THE LEADER OF
THAT GROUP SET HIMSELF Up AS THE &&
TI/RNED CHRI,~T~ NO1 IF YOU SET YOURSELF Up
IN A LIE-YOU BECOME THE LIE. DO NOT ASK
ME TO WHISK A SERVANT OF SATAN ANYWHERE! IS HE INNOCENT OF CHARGES? WHO
KNOWS?
IS GUILTY OF OTHER MORE IMPORTANT INDISCRETIONS.

Recent
Messages
d

MY FELLOW AMERICANS:
S/13/95: The Senate is flexing its muscles again
and interfering with private business and product Iiability. Government says that it is the voice of the
people, and yet, it does not know how to tend its own
store. When current
on trial for usurpaof rights and
I doubt there Will be any
flexing of any
other than their vocal cords.
Hell, that’s all we have now!
is coming soon to interview me.
While I have rejected the mainstream media requests
for interviews, I will grant this one because I have seen
a faint glimmer of some truth in some of their programs. I admit this program is classified by some as
one of the “rags” of television and only what they do
with my
determine if they are a viable
news entity in my eyes. While my
that, mine, I have found that many people in this
country share my views. Not one of them belongs to the
KKK or “Skinheads”.
Former President George Bush just quit the National Riflemans
Association and is defending law
enforcement officers of one agency or another. Who
a

of those law enforcement
have been threatened
by patriots or sovereign state citizens, who demand that
government follow the law, is making a stupid fool of
himself. His statement merely demonstrates how far
government and certain individuals will go to promote
a One World Order. With the exception of truth being
absolutely certain, the only other one that I know for sure is
George Bush’s retirement checks are about to end!
S/14/95: Government must bring down the rest of
the building in Oklahoma City. The public safety is of
secondary importance, as the government must make
sure no further evidence can be found incriminating
them. (A previous example of this tactic was demonstrated in the total destruction of the Davidian complex
in Waco.) What you are being told by the investigating
agencies will point the finger away from the original
My fellow Americans, when are you
perpetrators.
going to demand truth? Isn’t it enough that we have a
cheap tin horn in the White House? Start demanding
answers! How many more of our fellow citizens are you
going to permit government to butcher?
Another way that your government deceives you, is
with the Food and Drug Administration. For example,
ulcers were proven two years ago to be caused by a
micro-organism in your system. You simply remove
the “bugs” and your ulcer is gone. The drug manufacturers, which are controlled by the FDA and are owned
by doctors, make products like Rolaids or Turns. These
are big money-making items. It is very easy for one or
more of the makers of those products to fill campaign
coffers or give vacations to members of government.
Senator Arlen Specter of Pennsylvania came right out
and said his job was one of accommodation and coalition You know, my fellow Americans, when government, or members of it, right out and say they “want
their cut” and you permit them to get by with it, it
makes you deserve anything you get.
S/15/95:
Due to the horror of the bombing in
Oklahoma City, there are details that we all tend to

overlook. One such detail is the daycare center where
many children lost their lives. Several members of
families who utilize that facility are part of the very
agencies that are investigating this tragedy. Not one
was present in the explosion! This information is a
matter of public record. The only conclusion that can
be drawn is the agencies investigating this occurrence
had prior knowledge of it! My fellow Americans, when
are you going to decide that the United States Government is responsible for the bombing in Oklahoma City?
S/16/95: Every faction of government keeps pointing fingers on the Oklahoma City bombing. The FBI is
making arrests and still nothing is being said about
government involvement.
Their power is being used
quite effectively and that is truly what our government
has become. Not the servant of the people, but the allpowerful entity to enforce what it says, whether it is
right or wrong! These people who are our government
can only do what you allow and permit them to do. They
are proceeding without your input on the formation of
a World Government and thinking you are just going to
sit back and not say anything. Tyranny can only exist
if you permit it. The eroding of your rights can only
exist if you permit it. The Oklahoma City bombing
happened because you permitted it to happen.
5/18/95: This month, May, 1995. the following
will occur: (1) 225 employees of the federal government will retire with an annual retirement of S 100,000
annual retirement pay; (2) 6,250 new sovereign state
citizens will fall within the poverty category; (3) the
new estimate by government of the homeless in this
country is 5,400,OO and growing.
I want any sovereign state citizen to come forward
and tell me the United States Government is for the
people.
The truth is absolute and cannot be changed or
denied. 1995 is the year that our nation is returned to
a republic as a direct result of the spirit of freedom and
the dedicated work of its patriotic citizens. The
shall prevail for all of history!
S/19/95: As I have stated in many previous communications, the federal government always has a hidden agenda. In order for a gigantic entity such as our
government to function, they must control a large
portion of your money and make you believe you are
controlling it. Case in point: Government is making
block grants available to the states, suggesting that the
states, with these large amounts of money, can be more
effective with social programs. Over the years, with
many of these programs, government has increased its
band of people and has made them dependent on government. In other words, right now, many sovereign
state citizens are depending on Social Security to eat,
Medicare to cover health costs, and other programs
which they could not get along without. This places
these individuals in a position of being unable to survive without government. The rationale is: our money
was contributed and the benefits are pay-back time.
Each working person is now working to pay for oneand-a-half retirees.
Soon that will be one on one
(November 1995). After that the numbers go up where
the ratio is less. My fellow Americans, the bubble has
already burst. The government is just prolonging the
announcement.
Several parts of the mainstream media have ap-
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plied to the prison system to interview me. I have
rejected most, as it is their job to sell newspapers or
television time. Further, each entity answers to the
Council of Foreign Relations. An example of how the
media works is on the reporting of the Brady Bill, None
of the media explained that the law was non-positive.
None of the media explained that the law only applied
to the federal United States. None of the media explained that the Brady Bill was outside the jurisdiction
of the United States Government, as it applied to the
sovereign 50 states. Many of your problems, my fellow
Americans, exist because you don’t take time to find
out that “federal law” does not apply to you. The Brady
Bill does not apply to the United States of America; it
only applies to the federal United States! You need to
find out for yourselves what the difference is!
5/20/95: Well, the people of this country have been
had again. The Supreme Court, which does not have
Constitutional
authority (that’s right, neither the
Camanetti Act nee Admiralty Law, nor the Judicial Act
of 1789 were ratified by Congress) and the decision
vs U.S. said it was alright for the government
to lie. My fellow Americans, how can you permit your
government-your
employees-not
to be honest with
you?
S/21/95: On May 25th, the Senate Subcommittee
on Terrorism is holding a hearing, and it will be on CSpan. Invited to testify are several sovereign state
citizens, who are exercising their right to be part of
unorganized militias. The government will be in for
quite a surprise when they find out these people are
nothing more than freedom-loving people who obey
even the unconstitutional laws and demand their government obey those same laws! Watch the hearing and
encourage your friends and neighbors to do so. It will
be pretty hard for the mainstream media to distort a live
telecast, but you can rest assured, Bill (Hillbilly-Socialist) Clinton and his merry band of traitors will try.
Many government employees write me and ask
what the future of this country will hold. While there
are no absolutes other than Creator and Truth, there
will be a point in time when all sovereign state citizens
will have to decide between the
which is
“freedom and liberty”, or the alternative, the United
States Government. You cannot have both!
S/22/95: The trade deficit is another joke that the
government used to play with your mind. While this
country does buy more products from, for example,
Japan, than it does from certain areas or manufacturers
in this country, it does so because Japan offers products
that are needed. For government to try in any way to
interfere in this process is nothing more than a way to
express their stupidity. Government believes they must
be in control of every facet of your life. As long as
government continues to produce people like Bill
Clinton and Newt Gingrich, our state of affairs and
country will stay in shambles.
The developed nations and their energy credits
mean nothing to the freedom and liberty of the citizens
of this country. While it can be argued that all things
interconnect, the
is the supreme law of the
land and it will be observed by all people in this
country. If a One World Order is put in place, it will be
at the hands of the people of this country-and
neither
Bill Clinton, Mikail Gorbachev, Ted Turner, the Trilateral Commission, the Bilderbergers, the United Nations, nor any other Socialistic meatball Khazarians
will have a damn thing to say about it. How do you like
me now, Mr. Schwartz?
P-0. Box 4014
Pahrump, Nevada 8904 1
Phone: (702) 727-0546
Fax:
(702) 727-7496
In Light and Freedom,
/s/ Ronn Jackson 33866
SNCC Box lOO-lB5A
Jean, NV 89026
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Russell

S/20/95
12 HATONN

I am often asked, “How can you be patient with your
own abusers?” I am not always patient with my abusers
who lie, cheat and steal. I AM quite patient with ones
such as “Grandma”, Vina Herman, who simply responded as in the way she was prodded by the selfcentered liars who set her up. “But why do you bother,
now that she has gone her way?” She hasn’t gone
anywhere-she
is living in the hell of trying to sort her
nightmare and effort to maintain SANITY.
I am asking that the pictures of Russell Herman’s
body be shown here in this paper [see
I would also like to tell you that the “DOCTORS” caring for Russell were part and parcel of “the
system” who murdered him, and were Khazarian
Mishpuckas. They did everything they knew to do to
“make him give up secrets”, banking codes, etc., even
to CLONING HIM, hoping to pull out and download his
brain. They literally tortured him and the only thing
allowed him to eat was a spoonful1 of mashed potatoes.
a bit of applesauce and white noodles. If you think this
doesn’t (couldn’t) happen anywhere, much the less in
America-THINK
AGAIN. This WAS in America! In
addition to this PROOF of living death, you may as well
get used to the fact that
Holocaust pictures touted
as German war camps were pictures
the close of
AND some were taken of men in the CIVIL WAR,
U.S.A.!
As you look at the pictures, say a prayer for yourselves-for
there go you if theElite have their way.
There is nothing I can add to the pictures except
that you can only see them in copy black and white and
you miss the “really” bad body sites where color is so
much more vivid in saying more than any words could
ever conjure or express. Yes, indeed, I believe we can
be quite forgiving of any outbursts or anger “Grandma”
may wish to express to us. When your loved husband
has suffered at the hands of such as the CIA, etc., and
someone comes along and tells you there is valid proof
that Commander Hatonn is but CIA Intelligence garbage-WHAT
WOULD YOU DO? Moreso-what
have
you done or said or thought? There isn’t anything I
know of that can be done about this other than whatever
Vina is doing and, yet, she too has to survive-stripped,
battered and badgered.
This is the PAYBACK the
“services” give you for “patriotic service”, readers.
They do this along with putting others in prison, such
as Maholy, Snell, etc.
We will hear back from this run of
TASTE
“bad taste”.
hear constattily about running all that
“awful” stuff on Kelly Wilson, O’Briens, Snell’s execution, etc. Well, readers, that is the name of the only
intent we have with this paper and these journals. We
present the truth in its own presentation-not
cleaned
up to disallow any reflection on the extent of your
invasion, but in hopes you will LOOK AND SEE!
The handlers are doing the exact same thing to

suicide although they did, in the end, murder him so
that he could not “talk”. I want to remind you of what
we were told: the BIG HONCHOS, such as Bush, came
right to Russell’s bedside trying to “reason” with him
Herman
abouttheBankAccounts.
What do we here know about all this? Nothing!
But then we DO have eyes to see
pictures! “They”
never in God’s world thought the bodv would ever be
seen and, much the less, photographed. They actually
blundered because they usually take these murder victims and incinerate (Holocaust) them before anyone
can touch them. Ashes don’t tell secrets of poison,
torture, DNA biopsies, etc. Ashes don’t show dislocated joints and skin bags after being “blown up” like
balloons. Ponder this carefullv. readers: this is
thanks offered to servants who -handled the heavy responsibility of years of government Intelligence work.
(guilty until proven innocent [which will never be Do you think a gun would have savedthis man? It
allowed to happen]) McVeigh of Oklahoma City fame. didn’t!
If I have a botheration with Mrs. Herman it is her
How long do you think he can last before they make him
a “suicide” victim? Poor Russell was not even allowed unending efforts to try to GIVE money to
Clintons

To; Contact, Ina; THE PHOENIX PROJECT
(808)822-9658
Dear

On this date, May 12, 1995, I did foreward on to the COMMANDER
the PHOTOS of Russell Edward Herrmann/HERRMAN/Hermann/~~N,
for
The Commander, and Rick Martin to allow you to know WHAT EXTENT this
Government of the New One World Order will go, to get the FINANCES
they need to CONTROL THE WORLD. (photos in the U.S. Mail)
Aside from WWII Europes CONCENTRATION/EXTERMINATION CAMPS at
heniovs
acts such as these
not existed,
Auschwitz, Daccahu
etc;,
nor been allowed to exist under the GENEVA CONVENTION AGREEMENTS Of
and
What happened to RUSSELL , can happen to any of you, who have some
thing which is desired by these people. They have no conscSousness
of Evil, of Ri#~t or WRONG. They do as they dammed.well please. Even
in the United States
of America.
I must warn you, the photographs are very explicit in their very
nature, and most American
EYES are not used to this sort of inhumane
act againet
another fellow American, here in THE UNITED STATES OF
AMERICAN.under a CONSTITUTIONAL GOVERNMENT of the people, by the people
and for
people.
For some unknown reason, when looking at these photographs, I
begin to think, RWSSELL WAS CLONED, there is no other possible reason
for these fnvasives and extractions in or cn his Body,
I can think
of, as this is not normal for PREPRATION FOR BURlAL.
all be aware; Russell was still alive when these barbarious
and henious acts were executed upon his person. Only the Lord knows what
he must have thought while suffering this excruciating and painful death,
giving his life, that
WE MAY LIVE as 'FREEAMERICANS.
I must tell
my fellow Americans, this could easily happen to
any one of us under this form of government. From what is on the grape
vine, 214 concentration camps exist in America right now, as do 2 crematoriums with a 3000 body capacity for each unit.
It is believed by me,
Russell Herman, that the Commander and
Rick will agree, each of you should write and call your Senators and
Congressmen, even your Governor6 for a FULL FORMAL FEDERAL CONGRESSIONAL
INVESTIGATION INTO THIS "MURDER".
It will be left to the Commander to tell you what actually did happel
to
a8
is far more experienced and knowledgeable than I in
these matters. Also, I would appreciate RQNN JACKSONS IMPUT,*
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A HistoricalOverviewOf The
Occult Conspiracy
6

CONTACT,

Let us try to get through another segment of the
material.
[QUOTING, PART 13:]
ARCHITECTURAL
MASONRY
(Continuation>
In the interim, the Freemasons were busy as ever
behind the scenes with their own dastardly intrigues.
On October 16, 1646, the English antiquarian Elias
Ashmole was made a Freemason at Warrington and
then attended meetings at.Mason’s Hall in London. A
Royalist in the Civil War, he later published an exhaustive history of the Order of the Garter. Ashmole was a
close associate of Rabbi
with whom
he studied Hebrew. In fact, the Abbe Larudan in his
book of that period,
attributed
the origin of Jewish-controlled
Masonry in England to
Cromwell, in 1648, which was used to advance him to
a position of supreme power. The mid-Seventeenth
Century was also the period that a bloody Civil War
broke out in France (1648-53) known as the
that the Jesuits created their’ subversive
in Paris,. and that the Jews of Amsterdam
also fomented serious trouble in Poland. In Mullins’
(Pg. 84), we find the following
details: In AD 1655, while the Jews were consolidating
their power in England, they were also secretly aiding
Charles X of Sweden’s invasion of Poland, an invasion
made successful because the Polish-Jewish leaders sent
emissaries to the King’s tent and gave him in-detail
intelligence information on the Polish defenses. “After
he conquered Poland, Charles X made the Jews high
offtcials of his occupation government.
So viciously
did the Jews abuse their power that a Polish patriot,
Stephen Czarniecki, led a revolt against the conquerors
and drove Charles X from the country. No sooner had
the Swedes gone than the Poles fell upon the Jews and
massacred 300,000 of them in payment for their treach” One wonders if this will one day happen in
should the people ever awaken to the truth of
enslavement!

It was also during this exact same time that the
Jews of Amsterdam set their sights on
as easy
pickings, as well. Mullins reveals from his compendious sources that the first Jew to officially emigrate to
America was
who came over to New
Amsterdam (later New York) in the year AD 1654.
According to an extremely rare volume entitleddmericompiled for private publication in 1960 by the Jewish New York scholar Malcolm
H. Stern (only 550 copies printed), 1654 was the year
that the “Jewish Mayflower” arrived in NYC loaded
with wealthy Sephardic Jews from various places in
Europe. This amazing book traces the ancestry of some
25,000 American Jews all the way back to the Sixteenth
Century. Among the families listed were the Stevensons,
the Goodwins, the DeLanceys, the Livingstons, the
Lodges, the Tifanys, the Hopkins, and the
(who had fled Spain for Turkey, and then moved to
France, and finally America, having changed their
family name from
Prior to that there had
been five “Maranoes” who came to Hispaniola with
Columbus but never actually set foot on NORTH American soil. The
to follow Barsimson was the Dutch
who was soon joined by Nicholas
and
Simon-all traders in cheap goods to
the Indians. (They may well have been with the Dutch
West India Company.) But it was Lowe, we read, who
conceived the idea of trading rum and whiskey to these
peaceful Eastern Seaborad Indian tribes, and soon set
up a distillery in Newport, Rhode Island-the
in North America. “Within a short time there were 22
distilleries in Newport, all of them owned by Jews,
manufacturing and distributing ‘firewater’. The story
of the debauching of the Indians with its resultant
of the early settlers, is a dramatic story in
itself.” In due time, says Mullins, Newport was also
commonly referred to as “The Jewish Newport-World
center of Slave Commerce”. By the late 16OOs, there
were six Jewish communities: Newport, Charleston,
New York, Philadelphia, Richmond and Savannah.
But I digress.
After the Convention Parliament had restored
Charles II to the throne in England, thus beginning the
Commonwealth (with this man also becoming King of
Scotland),
troubles with the Jews began as well,
especially when they came back to England en
during 1664 in a fleet of boats.
a
a
.
a

75,000

1666
brought on the Great Fire
of London, which burned from September 2nd to
9th, destroying four-fifths of the city, including 13,000
houses, 84 churches, and also St. Paul’s Cathedral,
even the Guildhall, markets and wharves. Trouble, it
seems, always comes in threes.
Unaccountably, in 1670 there was a secret treaty
signed at Dover between this new British monarch and
Louis XIV of France-to
restore
to England! The French King, a flaming homosexual, ruled
for fully 72 vears (1643-1715) as a tyrannical dictator
and persecutor of the Huguenots.
Two years later,
William III (of Orange) became the hereditary ruler of
the Netherlands, with the approval and
of the
Jews therein, of course. And in 1686, James II began to
appoint Roman Catholics to public office in England,
which immediately stirred up both the Jews and the
Freemasons to action against him. There then followed
England’s “glorious Revolution” of 1688, which, as
Capt. Ramsay reveals in
“was
financed by Jews, notably Solomon Medina, Suasso,
Moses Machado and others”. These wealthy private
bankers, we find, “invited” William III of Orange to
save England from Roman Catholicism, and upon his
arrival James II again fled to France for refuge. The
“Merry Monarch” was now out of a job.
Following in the considerable entourage of William III to London, writes Capt. Ramsay, was his chief
financial backer and adviser,
who
eleven years later would be knighted by the King for his
efforts. Another prime stooge of the wily Medinas, we
find, was an early ancestor of a much later Prime
Minister, for the: “chief figure amongst those who
deserted [Charles II]... was
first Duke
of Marlborough. It is interesting to read in the
this Duke for many years received
not less than 6,000 Pounds a year from the Dutch Jew
During
new constitutional
Solomon Medina.”
monarchy of William of Orange, as for the past century
and more, the office of Secretary of State would continue to be held by a carefully-selected Freemason and
Intelligence officer. On May 18, 1691, there was then
held a great
of such Accepted Masons at St.
Paul’s Church, at which time Sir Christopher Wren was
adopted as a brother.
Next in line, as we now read in detail in Mullins’
New History of
“In the year 1694, William of
Orange.. . needed money to pay his troops. He feared an
which attempt by the Stuarts to regain the throne, and he had
to maintain a large standing army. His advisors sug-
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gested that he confer with the merchants of London,
many of whom were Jews, because they could afford to
lend him the money. They were willing to lend William
the money on one condition, that he allow them to issue
bank notes against the indebtedness.
Hardly understanding this unusual request, William agreed. Thus
was born the first central bank of issue, and now the
gentiles became enslaved by interest-bearing bank notes
issued by the Jews. Although William did not realize
it, the Jews had usurped the authority of the English
Crown, with his permission.
Sovereignty has always
meant the authority to coin money and now the Jews
[had] obtained this right for their Bank of England.
Millions of gentiles have died violent deaths because
William of Orange, not knowing what he was doing,
issued the charter of the Bank of England to the Jews.. .”
BIRTH
THANK

OF YOUR
USURY;
YOU.
MOCATTA

Established in the City of London, the Jews chose
as their Governor for this new bank Sir John Boublon,
and the Bank of “England” quickly became a moneylaundering and transferring agency for the burgeoning
DRUG TRADE of both the British East India Company
(now also known as “the United Company of Merchants
Trading to the Far Indies”) and the Dutch East India
Company. It also became a main focus
for
the activities of both the Freemasons and British Intelligence who, with the Jewish leaders, were still working in league against the Roman Catholic Church.
There was also a Portuguese-born Sephardic Jew named
Moses Mocatta, who had entered England in 167 1, and
with establishment of the bank became its official gold
bullion broker. He would then set up the international
bullion firm of Mocatta & Goldsmid [H: Hummnnn...],
which is still with us today. (For 300 years now this
firm, operating in tandem with a small group of British-Jew bankers,
a
Its partners
include-N:M.
Rothschild
& Sons Ltd., Samuel
Montague & Co. Ltd., Sharps Pixley Ltd., and Johnson
Matthey Bankers Ltd.) By their “terrible power of the
purse”, these powerful bankers have controlled the very
lifeblood of England since that very day, like vampires
sucking on the necks of their helpless victims.
As
further confirmation of this, Capt. Ramsay tells us that
with the creation of this bank there was also instituted
a National Debt, “securing for the Jew moneylenders a
first charge on the taxes of England for
on their
loans.” Sound familiar? It should. For this very thing
was to happen in America less than 100 years later.
Today, in England, there exists an exclusive
the Knights of Orange-Nassau, created during this
period, a very secretive organization commemorating
the Jewish-financed invasion and take-over of England
by William, Count of Nassau, and the subsequent establishment of the Bank of “England”, which confers the
title of Officer of the Cross [Mithraic?] on leftwing
Fabian Socialist types and other such fellow travelers
(one such modern recipient of this dubious honor having been
the radical Jewish,
quack who, in 19 13, took over the
American Medical Association).
S.W. Baron, in his informative book,
says on page 3 19 that, uas
early as 1697, the London Stock Exchange, soon to
become the world’s leading bourse, reserved permanently for Jews twelve of its 124 seats.” And those one
dozen stock brokers were backed by unlimitedfunding
from The City of London, but to say that they used that
money to its full potential would merely be stating the
obvious.
Regarding Freemasonry during this period, in Nesta
Webster’s 1924 classic,
(page 126), we read: “In the matter of
the Stuarts we are on firm ground with regard to
Freemasonry. That the lodges at the end of the seventeenth century were Royalist is certain, and there seems

Jordan Maxwell’s exceptional
lecture and
slide presentation called
was taped in Tehachapi in February of
this year. In this video tape set, Mr. Maxwell
outlines his background and the enlightening
information
that he has uncovered about the
secret societies; i.e. Illuminati,
Freemasonry,
etc., as well as the occult symbolic origins of our
modern-day religions.
This fascinating video
presentation
will answer many questions for
those already informed as well as shock ones
who are just beginning to wake up to the secret
society realities in this world.
This two-tape video set is 3 hours and 38
is $35.00,
postage
minutes in length and
included.
(Quantities are limited, so orders will be filled on a
first come, first served basis. Thank you!)
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good reason to believe that, when the revolution of
1688 divided the Royalist cause, the
who fled
to France with James II took Freemasonry with them.
With the help of the French they established lodges in
which, it is said, Masonic rites and symbols were used
to promote the cause of the Stuarts. Thus the land of
promise signified Great Britain, Jerusalem stood for
London, and the murder of Hiram, represented the
execution of Charles I. Meanwhile, Freemasonry in
England did not continue to adhere to the
cause
as it had done under the aegis of Elias Ashmole, and by
1717 is said to have become
In the year 1701, the Act of Settlement established
the German Protestant
succession in Britain, followed very shortly by the death in exile of the
deposed James Il. This same year, with total financial
power now firmly in their grip, the Jewish invaders
instituted their
in The City of
London. The following year, upon the death of William
ll, Anne became the Queen of both England and Scotland. Elsewhere, to the east, the year 1703 brought the
Hungarian revolt against Austria,
Then in 1714, and completely
without precedent, George I, the son ofthe late German
Guelphic Duke Ernest Augustus, elector of Hanover,
became King of Great Britain and Ireland (to reign
supreme for the next thirteen years).
JUNE

24TH:

WATCH

OUT

There next occurred one of the most important
events in English Freemasonic history.
officially
legitimized the hitherto secret society of the Freemasonic
Order, and as Nesta Webster goes on to explain, in
1716, four old London lodges met together at the Apple
Tree Tavern, “and having put into the chair the oldest
Master Mason (now the Master of a lodge), they constituted themselves a Grand Lodge,
in due
was named in
form.” (This
honor of “The Four Crowned martyrs” of the College of
Architects in Rome, wrote Manley Palmer Hall, during
the reign of the Emperor Diocletian, who had been
tortured to death on his orders.) On June 24 of the next
year, said Webster, “the annual assembly and banquet
were held at the Goose and Gridiron in St. Paul’s
Churchyard, when
was elected
Grand Master and invested with all the badges of
It is important to note at this point, as we find
from several other sources, that
24, in ancient
Babylon, was regarded as being sacred to the ancient
fish god Oannes, a name by which
was known.
This same date, specifically chosen by the Freemasons

in 1717, hadyearsearlier
beencelebrated by the Druids
with blazing fires in honor of
God, and it is
celebrated as the
and

bols, according to Lucien Wolfs

(Vol. II, P. 156...)”
As if that weren’t proof enough, in his curiously-titled
1722 manuscript,
which he dedicated to
the Grand Lodge at London, author Robert Sambers
tells of a mysterious “Illumination”, and of an equally
“mysterious
working through the higher
grades of Masonry, the secret esoteric language used
being that of a kabbalistic alchemical code. Furthermore, as revealed by the French author LBon de Poncins
go
go.
in his important 1928 work,
Freemasonry originated in England where
a
The Catholics, however, would label
24
“the Judaising Cabalists” grafted it onto the old Corpocalendar.
rations of Mason-workers from the dark primordial
days of King Solomon. They introduced it everywhere
[END QUOTING OF PART 131
throughout Europe over the next three decades. In the
book,
Some of you seem to think we simply delight in also read: “The foundation of [the] Grand Lodge in
dropping bombs on you ahd spoiling your lazy days of London had been followed b)r the inauguration of Maignorance and misperceptions.
I can’t help it, read- sonic Lodges on the Continent-in
1721 at Mons, in
ers--this is MY JOB. I repeat and repeat and repeat: 1725 in Paris, in 1728 at Madrid, in 173 1 at The Hague,
in 1733 at Hamburg...” But, says this author, the Grand
You don’t have to do a confounded thing with truthbut when you come to pushing me and mine around Lodge in Paris “did not receive a wurront till 1743”.
because you don’t like what you hear and see -watch
And the men who founded
lodge, “far from being
out, the next bone-crunching sounds you hear may well non-political, were Jacobite leaders engaged in active
be your own neck-right
after your destruction of schemes for the restoration ofthe Stuart dynasty.” The
BACKBONE!
leader of this latter group,
find, was
Salu for one more session. Thank you.
who: “had been imprisoned with his brother,
the ill-fated Lord Derwentwater who was executed on
Tower Hill [in England] in 1716. Charles had succeeded in escaping from Newgate
made his way to
[QUOTING, PART 14:]
France, where he assumed the title ofLord Derwentwater
[himselfl.. . It was this Lord Derwentwater-afterwards
ARCHITECTURAL
MASONRY
executed for taking part in the 1745 rebellion-who
with several other Jacobites is said to have founded the
/Continued\
Grand Lodge of Paris in 1725, and himself to have
Among the British founders of this Grand Lodge, become Grand Master.”
as honored by King George I, were such “Protestants”
as
and
lodge
the country
Also involved were wealthy individuals connected to
both British Intelligence and the Bank of England.
efforting
And as the Jewish writer of the last century, Bernard
Lazare, admitted in his history of the trials and tribulations of this race,
(Page 339), “there
each
were Jews around the cradle of Freemasonry.” This is
confirmed by Nesta Webster in her book on secret case,
societies, who stated: “Thus it is said that the preceding
century, the coat-of-arms now used by the Grand Lodge
had been designed by the Amsterdam Jew,
colleague of Cromwell’s friend the Cabalist,
Manasseh ben Israel, according to the
This coat is entirely composed of
symJust for the record, all of Freemasonry is based on

is a unique and inspired newspaper for concerned citizens
everywhere, though it particularly focuses on the United States because of
this country’s special mission in the affairs of the world. That is, “As goes
the United States, so goes the world.”
is a vehicle for Commander Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn’s most
recent writings on important current affairs, plus those from other enLight-ening sources, on matters critical to a responsible and informed
public at this time of planetary transition and final days of battle between
the Forces of Light and the “Evil Empire” forces of darkness.
exists to counteract the manipulating lies and clever halftruths put out (on purpose) by the regular print and broadcast media
prostitutes of the Satanic .Elite controllers-parasites
who are in the
process of economically, physically, and spiritually collapsing this once
great country (and actually the entire planet) down to a slave-state level of
existence under their diabolical control plan called The New World Order.
This newspaper,
began life on March 30, 1993, risen, like
the mythical bird, with great determination “up from the ashes” of its
internationally acclaimed predecessor called

in turn, began life in mid-October of 199 1, having
evolved from an earlier newsletter called the
which itself came into existence as a faster way to get THE TRUTH out to you
readers than was possible with the more substantial“book” farmat of the
Much incredible ground has been covered so far in that mission.
While the
‘s motto reminded all that “The Truth Will
Set
Free”, the
motto, displayed prominently in the masthead,
takes that thought another important step forward and proclaims:
The “Phoenix Project” is about those preparations needed-at body, mind and
soul levels--to both understand and survive the great healing changes which are
beginning to energize this beautiful little planet, now so frazzled and tcrtured from
abuses of all kinds. We look forward, with great expectations, to the
with all of you-a coming together that is rapidly taking place as the entire Phoenix
Project “ground crew” continues to connect, solidify, and gain strength through
becoming informed of THE TRUTH. Indeed, welcome aboard, friends!
Editor-In-Chief,
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the structure of King Solomon’s Temple as well as the
Judaised Kaballah motif of the Tree of Life. Their
modern temples are all aligned
East and West (as
are all pagan structures in ancient Egypt). They hold
in special veneration the two stone pillars that stood on
the porch before Solomon’s Temple: the
pillar
being known as BOAZ, placed on the sinister side as a
symbol for the Moon-representing
SATAN, and the
pillar as a symbol for the Sun-representing
LUCIFER. Contrary to what you may have been led to
believe, these two demonic entities are NOT one and
the same. They are not actually enemies but RIVALS
in the age-old battle for total subjugation and control of
a planet Earth. [H: Hold
hearts
you
may
able to begin to
out who
what
“1”
?
you
are
evil
all
a major
havenow a play-off
what
The first
degrees of Masonry, as
practiced by the Grand Lodge, are known to these
people as Craft (or Blue) Masonry-that
is to say,
Entered Apprentice, Fellow Craft and Master Mason.
As Nesta Webster then explained: “On this foundation
were erected, somewhere between 1740 and 1743, the
of the
Solomon-13°]
and the
first of the series of upper degrees now known as the
Scottish Rite or as the Ancient and Accepted Rite.. . The
R.A. degree, which is said... to be contained in embryo
in the 1723 Book of Constitutions, is purely Judaica glorification
On October 8, 1990 the
Masonic cornerstones were secretly laid on Temple
Mount in the Marxist State of Israel for the Antichrist
Zionist-Khazar Temple of Solomon III, as overseen by
the New Temple Builders’ Association (or Temple
Coordinated by the British
Freemasonic Quatuor Coronati Lodge of London, this
prophetic date marks the beginning of the ‘Trampling
down of the Sanctuary’ of
prophecy. That it was
derived from the Jewish
seems
probable, and Yarker, commenting [in his book,
stated that]. . . ‘the Royal Arch degree,
when it had the Three Veils, must have been the work,
even if by instruction, of a Cabalistic Jew about 1740,
and from this time we may expect to find a secret
tradition grafted upon Anderson’s system.“’
Speaking of the Jews, in 1723 King George I (who

“Another thing, General Washington,
wouldn’t be able to say you inherited
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died four years later) offtcially acknowledged them as
full-fledged British subjects. This came just short of a
century after these foreign invaders had selected
Cromwell as their agent to help them in their plot to reenter and subvert England. Seven years later, following the coronation of George II, there was established
at Philadelphia
another branch of the Mother Grand
Lodge of London, the first such Lodge of Free &
Accepted Masons in the New World. This occurred
shortly after the war between Great Britain and Spain.
1773, as earlier mentioned, saw the formation in Germany of a closer branch of the English lodge (one which
would grow larger, grander and more politically powerful until exactly 200 years later when Hitler, now
Chancellor, would order it forcibly
and all
Jewish Freemasons driven from the country). In the
meantime, the French had already formed their own
such branch, the
In fact, the
Chevalier de Malet, tracing the history of this particu:
lar Paris-based lodge in his 1817 volume,
confirmed our own earlier
research that the true origin of the “Free Masons”
began shortly after the execution of Jacques de Molay
(whom he further identifies as Jacobus Burgundus
Molay).

The Juggernaut was beginning to roll faster and
faster now as more and more secret societies were
formed in England and all over Europe, and more and
more conspirators entered the fold. But one of the most
bizarre of this period was the one formed in 174 1 as the
of Wycombe, or the Hell-Fire
Club. Quietly set up on the estate of Sir Francis
15th Baron le Despencer, this British secret society was made up of Satanists and homosexuals
who usually held their rituals and orgies in a grotesquely appointed underground grotto. They are also
known to have met on summer nights in the ruins of
Medmenham Abbey, to indulge in obscene parodies
upon Roman Catholic ritual. Among its wealthy and
prominent ringleaders were not only
(of the Guelphic House of Hanover) and the
of the City of London;
the first Lord of the
Admiralty,
(Lord Sandwich);
(MP); and
(Baron
Melcombe), a Lord of the Treasury.
Its mad and
profligate founder, Dashwood, was Chancellor of the
Exchequer and then Joint Postmaster General of England. With Dashwood’s demise in 1781, this club
ceased to exist.
Continuing on with this chronological outline of
conspiracy, across the English Channel to the east, in
Germany again, yet another of those foreign lodges
being founded was the New Templar Order, under the
name
Observance.
It was set up in 1751 by the
Baron von Hundt, as a purely German association
composed of gentlemen drawn entirely from the intellectual and aristocratic classes.
Nesta Webster
reveals, among
members was
Charles
Hesse, a powerful and extremely wealthy German ruler
who also just happened to be a higher initiate of the
of French Illuminism. We will
come upon the important name of Hesse again in short
order, so please keep it in mind. Also please keep in
mind the fact that all of these far-flung Masonic lodges
were in constant touch with one another, usually by
Kabbalistically-codedciphers,
hand-delivered by trusted
messengers. Why all the secrecy? Because another
was in the offing, this one in
[H:
Still think there isn’t a “revolution” festering in the
the
thing is that “the people” no
a

Turning now to Mullins’ New
we are informed that in the
1749, the first
Masonic Lodge in the New World was created, at New
York. But it was not for just any Jews, only those of
prominence, with wealth and position. Nevertheless,
at least 10% of its membership (oddly enough) were
non-Jews, said Mullins. At this very time the PortuJew,
was the single largest dealer
in America of Black slaves from the jungles of Africa.
In fact, reveals this author, by 1750 one-sixth of the
population of New York City was made up of such
unfortunate slaves. During this period, of 128 slave
ships unloading at Charleston, S.C., within just one
year, 120 were actually undersigned by the Jews from
and Charleston.
Meanwhile, according to
Josef Kastein in his
(Pg. 377), but on the other side of the Atlantic again,
“In 1750 the stock exchanges of both Amsterdam and
London were controlled by the Jews.” (Surprise!)
The Socialist philosophy behind revolution and
Kastein, by the way, is a
author, so this cannot Communism, in fact, can be easily traced by the conbeascribed to the babbling ofa wild-eyed“anti-Semite”.
cerned student of The Conspiracy back to the discourses of Plato and Pythagoras in ancient Greece, then
forward to Frederick II in Germany, and onward to
Thomas
(1478-1535) in England. From there we
have merely to scan the scribblings of
(1694-1778)-better
known as Voltaire-a
French radical who had been educated by the Jesuits as
a youth. [H: Here,
Voltaire
translate Newton’s
Small
you suppose a

if you were the first President, you
your problems from somebody else.”

About the same as the clerks knew about
We then follow this
revolutionary thoughtstream to
(1712-1778) and Gabriel Bonnet
Mably (17091785). Significantly, Voltaire and
were
Freemasons!
By now, France was beginning to stir with revolutionary anti-Catholic fervor, but just below the surface
calm. Nesta Webster continues in her chapter on “The
Grand Lodge Era” as follows: “In France, occultism,
reduced to a system, adopted the outer forms of Masonry as a
to the propagation of its doctrines. It
was in 1754 that Martines de Pasqually (or Paschalis).. .
founded his
(Elected Priests),
later known as Martinistes or the French Illumines.
Although brought up in the Christian faith, Pasqually
has been frequently described as a Jew. His disciples,
in fact, inherited from him a large number of Jewish
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Manuscripts.”

Elsewhere, in A.E. Waite’s century-old
(Vol. II,
Pg. 17S), we read: “The ceremonial magic of Pasqually
followed that type which I connect with the debased
Kabbalism of Jewry.” Waite had himself been a top
occultist in England and was thus well versed in this
arcane subject. But to nail the lid shut on Pasqually’s
coffin, we havt but to also read
(19 14), by
R. le Forestier, who tells us that the Order of Elus
Coens (Elect Coens) of the Eighteenth Century
a
subversive order founded by Pasqually, “said to be a
Portuguese Jew”, and that it operated within Freemasonry at the upper levels1 The name Coen, as given by
Pasqually to his devoted followers, “is an adaptation of
the Hebrew term
which designated the highest sacerdotal caste, constituted at Jerusalem, under
Solomon, to
divine service in the Temple.. . The
Coens thus claimed to be heirs and depositories of the
secret Jewish tradition.”
They also used the
Judaised Kaballah as their devilish guidebook in all
such matters, as well as the terrible Rites of
Mithras for their secret initiations.
This
radical Jewish cult, also known then as
was graftedonto and
propagated within the higher grades among
the Masonic Lodges of France by Pasqually.
Later on, all their higher initiates were
among the leading firebrands in the horrible
and bloody French Revolution to come.
The year 1754 seems to have been an
important year on the Timetable of the Conspiracy for as we read in Manley Palmer
Hall’s
“The
Rite of Perfection, or Rite of Heredom, was
established by the Chevalier de Bonneville
in the
of Clermont in
Paris, in 1754... [It] consisted of 25 degrees. . . [which] reappear in the Ancient and
Accepted Scottish Rite. . . which also passed
into the Rite of Strict Observance, [and]
held that Freemasonry was derived from
Templarism and that consequently every
Freemason was a Knights Templar.” Hall
further states that: “in 1754,
von
claiming authority from Superiors Incognito (Unknown Supervisors), established the Rite of Strict Observance,”
having been “initiated into the mysteries of
Freemasonry in the Lodge of the Three
Thistles at Frankfort-on-the-Main,
probably
in 1742. First, he was initiated as a Knights
Templar in 1743; second, at the same time
he received the appointment of a Provincial
Grand Master with ample powers to propagate the Order in Germany.” Hall, by the
way, has nothing but
for all these
conspirators in his many works.

book,

abominable
grandson of George II, would
take the throne as King of Great Britain, and then reign
as an arrogant and despotic sovereign for the next 60
years. Three years later, the Treaty of Paris ended the
7-Years War among Britain, France and Spain, and
Britain gained control of Canada and virtually all lands
in America east of the Mississippi. There followed the
infamous Stamp Act of 1765, passed by the Townsend
Acts, which also taxed various imports into North
America. Thus actually began the root cause of the
American Revolution.

by the prolific British patriot, Nesta H. Webster, in her
superb 192 1 classic (published in London),
its Grand Master
was the wealthy Due le Char&es (later Philippe E’galitd),
for this was “an undeniably subversive body, and by a
coalition with the Grand Chapter in 1786 acquired a far
more dangerous character.” Two years later there came
to the throne of France the much more tolerant Louis
XVI with his lovely young Queen, Antoinette, a very
charitable lady who went out of her way to help the
people of her country. Nevertheless, fate had marked
them for a grisly death at the hands of the Freemasons
and their fellow conspirators. Also in 1774, the British
JOSEPH
SMITH
Parliament passed further repressive acts against the
In 1769, the by now very wealthy Jewish Sephardim American colonies, causing the First Continental Conleaders in America created their second Freemasonic
gress to meet at Philadelphia to protest. The following
enterprise, the
At that time the year, the War
Independence began, led by
chief Kabbalistic spokesman for all Jewish Freemasons Gen. George Washington and a host of Christian patri‘in North America was one
who ots:
While the British Aristocracy was beginning to
twenty years later would approach President George
Washington with a petition demanding that
civil have its problems in the Colonies due to its overbearing
rights be considered in the new Colonial Government;
antics, their German cousins to the east were then
unknowingly beginning to have their
problems, but of a completely sinister m+
ture. For in Bavaria, on
1, 1776, a
radical 28-year-old fewish professor of
Canon law at the

[END QUOTING OF PART 141
Let us take a break please, as there,are
many things needing attention today. Thank
you.
#3
ARCHITECTURAL
MASONRY
{Continuation1
[QUOTING,

PART 15:]

As mentioned briefly, Freemasonry spread far and
wide during this incredible century from its home base
in London, and by 1760 it was also firmly established
in Czarist
having been brought there from
Scotland and England. We will have more to say on
branch in due course, but it was in that year that the

many years after that, a grandson of this same Jew
named Joshua
would become the Kabbalistic
instructor of a young man
JR.. and thereby greatly influence the totally Zionist
days, fully
nature of this man’s new church). In
99.7% of the population in the American colonies was
made up of White Christians.
Following this, there was also formed the
of
but at Paris, in the year 1772. Also
known as the
its members would go on
to become perhaps the most murderous of all conspirators in France.
23rd
.) Described in considerable detail
the

(whose father had also been a
professor there), quietly initiated the soonto-be infamous-secret
Interestingly, says Nesta Webster, “A German sect of this name professing
with which Weishaupt’s
Order may have been connected, existed
in the Fifteenth Century.” As we have
seen, the Jesuits tkemsclvrs had two earlier orders by that same name. In fact, any
real study of occultism (as I have done
since 1953) will readily show that the
words “Illuminati” and “Illuminism” have
been used by many such groups, all the
way back to ancient Persia. Nevertheless,
the stated purpose of Weishaupt’s Illuminati was to destroy all religions and overthrow all Monarchies, by any and all means
possible. He and his well-born members
were not just atheistic,
they were
that is, they had declared
on God! Although raised in his
youth by Jesuits, Weishaupt later turned
against them totally (or so we are told).
Born February 6, 1748, this Socialist lawyer would then take on the nom de guerre
of ‘Spartacus” (the Roman slave who had,
from 73 to 71 BC, led an unsuccessful
slave insurrection). As we are assured by
Manley Palmer Hall in his occult study,
“the
Order followed exactly in the footsteps of
the Knights Templar,” and it was only a
of a much larger world movement.
Furthermore, as pointed out by James
Billington in his work, Fire in
of Men, this Illuminati used geometric
forms as symbols [as had the Templars]
and their communications were based on interconnetted 3-person Triangular structures.
But several years before the official formation of
the Illuminati, after Weishaupt had taken a violent
dislike to Roman Catholicism (molested perhaps?), it is
said that he was indoctrinated into the Left Hand Path
of the Black Occult, primarily that of the evil doctrines
of the
of Egypt, by a mysterious
occultist known only as
who traveled Europe
during 1771 in search ofadepts. Kolmer may well have
been the alias for the Black Occultist, Altotas, said to
have been an Armenian initiate who studied his dark
craft in Egypt, Syria and Persia, and was an agent of an
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secret society such as the
His ideas
were founded on Mauichaeism, which also made use of
the word---u Illuminati”-during
the Third Century AD.
Having even earlier been a wide-eyed protege of his
strange godfather,
and as a result
having been influenced by the secret and subversive
Adam
Weishaupt was ripe for recruitment into the World Revolution
when two members of the Parisbased Lodge of Strict Observance
initiated him into the “Higher
These were the
wealthy
German
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Masonry flourished and was patronized by the
nobility, and the Emperor, Peter III, acted as
[Grand] master.. . . In 1783 a National Grand
Lodge was organized, but the opposition of the
Russian
state was so
strong that open meetings were dispensed with

Weimar, and
both of whom
were Freemasons. It is said that
Weishaupt then spent the next
five years thinking about, and
working out, all the details of his
forthcoming
illuminati Order.
Manley Palmer Hall, a great admirer of Weishaup~ then reveals
that in 1777: “Weishaupt became
a member of the
and he was initiated into
the
at Munich. The Lodge
was virtually absorbed into the
Ill~mi~ist Order almost immediately.‘” In a rather short period
of time, the Illuminati had attracted some 2,000 members to
their banners, primarily men of
wealth and position in Society.
As Hall confirms: “A considerable percentage of the Brothers
were men of consequence, including reigning princes, noblemen, prominent educators, scientists, and men of letters. Most
of these intellectuals were addicted, at least in private, to the
opinions so eloquently espoused
by Rousseau and Voltaire.” And
so it is to this very day, for the
Il~~minati is now running the
world, in league with those
equaily devious organizations
which I have already
mentioned-as
well as those I will mention shortly. Yet
Adam Weis~aupt, although now given almost full credit
for having
the World Revolution by most Conservative writers, in reality, as we have seeu, was but a
Joh~~ie~ome-lately.
The year 1778 saw France enter the fray against
Great Britain on the side of George Washington and his
Colonial Army, as well as joining the war against
Britain in jts War of the Bavarian Succession. This
immediately galvanized British Intelligence into dividing its considerable forces between spying on the
Americans in the Colonies and on its longtime protagonist, France.
To do this, it enlisted the aid of its
Freemasonic allies in both areas. Two years later, even
the Christian Russian Czar came to the aid of the
Americans in a powerful naval blockade against Britain. Which brings us back to the subject of Russian
masonry. As revealed in the July 1962 issue of
Age, the offtcial magazine of the Scottish Rite of Freemasonry:
“Until 1763 Masonry made but little
progress in the country where the Empress
Catherine II declared herself the protectress of
the Fraternity.” In 1771, ua warrant was issued
by the Grand Lodge of England for the formation of a Lodge in St. Petersburg. For a while

was introduced to
the grandson of the old Landgrave William VIII, who resided at
Hesse. This Prince was the son of
of
Hesse, who had married a daughter of King George III
of England (another member of the same House of
Hanover). And Frederick II, as we learn from other
sources, was the patron of the first
Freemasonic Lodge at Hamburg,
17331 He was also
the Great
(171201786), as Ring of Prussia he
invited
to live at his court
in 1750,
this
as head of
the Scottish Rite
well as head of
the
almost a reincamation of his namesake of the Thirteenth Century.
Through constant intermarriage,
the House of
.
Hanover.
“The relations of the ruling
House of Hess with England and
Denmark,” writes Corti, “were
be fraught with the most important
consequences for the rise of the
House of Ro~~h~~d.~ Rut before
this, the old Landgrave William
VIII died and Frede~~k assumed
the government
Cassel, while.
William became Crown Prince.
Mayer Amschel Bauer was then
but sixteen. It was three years later
that Bauer was actually introduced
to the Prince, who had himself,
taken up coin collecting. Through
this important channel, we read,
on Septem~~ 21, 1769, the now
twenty-five-year old Bauer became
“C!rown Agent to the Principality
of Hesse-Hanaum. Corti described
this clever young Jewish coin dealer
as having been tall, a ~pro~o~~d
Hebraic type” with a”smal1 pointed
black beard”. Almost a year later,
he married the daughter of Wolf
Solomon Schnapper. Furthermore,
as Corti reveals, Bauer was also in
close touch with Goethe’s patron,

and all communications
secret manner.”

were held in the most
to be reckoned with.

This was also the period of the notorious dealings
of
in
Germany, which figured mightily in all the intrigues
and double-dealing during the later years of the Eighteenth Century, as we shall soonsee. Asdetailed in the
highly laudatory 1928 book by Count Egon Caesar
Corti entitled,
this
Ashkenazim-Jewish entrepreneur was born in Frankfurt-on-the-Main in 1744, and as a boy of ten he was
“employed by his father in changing coins of every
kind. ..” His father was a prominent bunker, and the
Bauer family lived in the house in the Jewish ghetto
upon which was affixed a small
@on whence
the later name of Rothschild came into being). After
leaving school at Furth, where young Bauer received
training as a Rabbi, he entered the firm of Oppenheimer
at Hanover, where he soon made the acquaintance of
the Hanoverian General von Estorff, an ardent coin
collector. This man was connected with the House of
Hesse, part of
Dynasty-from
which the earlier-mentioned
Prince of Hesse had his origins (and became a member
of the French Illuminati during the early 1750s).
Through General von Estorff, w find, young Bauer
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From Corti we also learn that Landgrave Frederick
had transferred 12,000 of his Hessians to England
during its war against the Colonials in America, “and
amassed an enormous fortune in the process”,
the
same way “William sold to England
1776
small
Hanau regiment...” During all this rent-a-troop busiRothschild was firmly ensconced in a
position
to reap
share of the profits, as the close friend of the
Prince’s Treasury official,
[with whom Rothschild had entered into a conspiracy
to use the Prince’s millions for their own personal
gain]. Turning now to another source for further light
on this subject, in Mullins’ New History of
(Pgs. 125-126) we read that:
Jewish moneylender named
suggested to King George that the Germans
had plenty of good soldiers for hire; af: usual,
the Jews were active as flesh-peddlers.
Monteflore ascertained from a German Jew,
Mayer Rothschild, that the Elector of Hesse
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had fifteen thousand [?I firstline troops whom
he would send to King George for twenty milIion dollars. King George borrowed the twenty
million dollars from Montefiore, and the money
was sent to the Elector of Hesse. The Elector
dispatched the mercenary troops to America to
crush the rebellion, and he handed the money
over to his court banker, Mayer Amschel
Rothschild for safekeeping.
Rothschild sent
the money back to Montefiore for reinvestment, and within a month, Montefiore had
another twenty millions available for loan, although it was the same twenty millions he had
before, and which King George now
him,
and which belonged to the Elector of Hesse...
The money was lent out several times during
the next ten years, and Rothschild returned the
money, with interest, to the Elector; but the
delighted ruler insisted that Rothschild continue to handle it for him, thus the basis of the
Rothschild fortune was the sale of troops to
crush the American people, and the Rothschilds
have been profiting from their attempts to cmsh
us ever since.”
The Montefiore

existed on the Colonial side during the Revolution....
Its target was the New York area, which was, of course,
British headquarters.”
Indeed, it was Townsend’s
sisfer who, by chance, overheard a private conversation
between the British Intelligence officer Major John
and an American named Benedict Arnold that
led to the capture of the latter as a traitor and spy.
In the meantime, Benjamin Franklin [a deadly
enemy of the Jews] headed a small American mission in
France as a good friend of the Court, since France was
helping in the American cause through LaFayette and
others, and maintained his own ring of spies in England. But British Intelligence planted a double-agent
of their own next to Franklin, a man named
who had been born in Massachusetts
[one of the “Cambridge Crowd”] but educated in England.
Franklin’s tmsted assistant, Bancroft: “passed
his messages to the British Embassy in Paris by depositing them in a bottle hidden in the hollow root of a tree
in the Tuileries Gardens. They were written in secret
inks
the lines of love letters.” This man’s
duplicity would not be clearly established until a full
century later. In fact, British Intelligence had anotlicr
top turncoat working closely alongside Gen. Washington in his Colonial headquarters, although Dulles nefamily spoken of here had come to glects to identify him as such. We read, “At George
Washington’s headquarters
one of the few entrusted with ‘developing’ and reading
and no
copies were made.” An incredible accusation on my
part, you say? We’ll see.

England from Italy in 1744, the year of Rothschild’s
birth, and his two sons later married into
family, the gold bullion dealers for the Bank of England. Almost a century later, a wealthy Jew named
Levi Barent Cohen, who had moved from Amsterdam
in 1770, would marry his daughters with the English
Rothschilds, Montefiores and Samuels. All of these
early Jewish families who came to England at the time
of Cromwell and thereafter referred to themselves as
“The Cousinhood”, and became immensely
in
this new land of milk and honey.
COLONIAL
INTELLIGENCE
SERVICE
It was during the American Revolutionary War
against Great Britain and the bloated King George III
that there began the evolution of a Colonial Intelligence Service, commanded by Gen. George Washington. As briefly outlined in
Dulles reveals that it was after the capture and execution of the volunteer and amateur spy, Nathan Hale,
that: “Washington decided to organize a secret intelligence bureau and chose as one of its chiefs Major
Benjamin ~allmadge... his close collaborator was a
ce~ain Robert Townsend. Townsend directed one of
the most fruitful and complex espionage chains that

many years.
Indeed, George Washington publicly
warned of the diabolical tenets of Weishaupt and his’
treacherous Illumined Ones as soon as he learned of
their subversive designs on America. He wrote several
letters
the llluminati and their attempts to
take over all the Masonic Lodges in North America
(which included those of the tmly benign Rosicmcean
Lodges as well). Later on, on March 23, 1798, President John Adams issued a proclamation
warning
“against the threat of an Illuminist invasion of the
United States”, and a number of prominent Christian
ministers carried on this worthy crusade. But let’s
return now to Europe.

read on Page 18 of
“The years 1781 and 1782
were rem&&able for the growth of another movement
which found expression at the Congress of Wilhelm&ad,
namely the emancipation of the Jews. During these
years a wave of pro-Semitism was produced throughout
Europe by Dohm’s great hook, Upon the Civil
of
Jews, written under the
influence of
of the Ha&&h
finished in August
1781. ‘Itwasthus,‘~tethtAAbbtLemann,‘thatc~~t
years before the [French] Revolution the programme in
This book
favor of Judaism
ant of Pm&a....
had a considerable influence on the revolutionary movement; it is the trumpet call of the Jewish cause, the
signal for the step forward.’ Graetx, the Jewish historian, himself recognizes the Immense lmportanee of
Dohm’s
‘painting the Christians as cmel barbarAs we read in Mullins’
ians and the Jews as illustrious martyrs.’ . ..Meanwhile.
Prussian Baron and
one of the principal Rothschild-Illuminati
operatives in 1781,
in America [actually, British Intelligence as well] was “pure Illuminatus”], the future author of
wrote his pro-Semitic pamphlet called
a decorated soldier, an able lawyer, and a noted states‘Lettre sur les Juifs.‘...” And thus the stage was set for
man who had served as Washington’s confidential
secretary. Xis name was
This the acts that followed.
man. Mullins assures us. had an embarrassinrr skeleton
AND
IT CAME
TO PASSin his closet, for he was in fact the illegitiru&e son of
a Scotsman with whom his Mulatto mother had had au
In 1782, one year before the Treaty of Paris ended
affair. But at the time that Alexander was born, we
find, his part-Negro mother was married to “a Danish
Jew
Levine”, a prosperous West Indies merchant! Somehow the British or the Rothschild Intelligence network learned of this damaging background
and then apparently blackmailed Hamilton into submission, and to do their bidding.
We find confirmation of sorts in
Madam Helena P. Blavatsky’s 1877 occult work, Isis
wherein we read: “During the 18th Century,
America was freed from the grasp of tyranny of England by the actions of certain Secret Societies of the
Right Hand Path, namely the Brotherhood of the Rosie
Cross (the Rosicmceans).
Washington, LaFayette,
Franklin, Jefferson and Hamilton were Masons of this
little known Masonic sect. Of this enlightened group,
however,
was led astray by the Rothschilds
in 1791 to form the first Bank of the United States.”
further revealed by Nesta Webster in her Secret
the
group in
all of Europe or America that actually gave Weishaupt
and his Bavarian Illuminati any real
were the
Rosicruceans, a basically fraternal and alchemical society who were (and are) the complete
to the
Illuminati and all those groups operating on the Left
Hand Path of the Black Occult (although a few small
breakaway groups were led astray from the original
Christian-Mystic tenets of the Rosy Cross Masons). the American War of Independence, there wds held the
Webster wrote that Weishaupt expressed “nothing but aforementioned top secret
contempt” for the Rose-Croix Masons, looking upon in Germany, on July 16, wherein delegates from all the
them as enemies whom it was “necessary to outwit at
every turn” (Pg. 2OI). Contrary to what many othernowledgeable Christian Conservatives have been
led to believe in recent years, the Founding Fathers
were most definitely not Freemasons, but Rosicruceans,
a patriotic group of which I
a member for
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gether all the leading subversive secret societies of the
day. Needless to say, the Bavarian Illuminati was very
much in evidence there, as were top initiates of the
Mother Grand Lodge of London. Also present were
Prince Charles of Hesse (a patron of Mayer Amschel
Rothschild) and Duke Ferdinand of Brunswick, descendants of the German Guelphic Black Nobility, as
well as Adam Weishaupt, Bode and von Knigge. The
Duke of Brunswick, whose title began circa AD 1235
(thanks to King Frederick II, secret chief of the
Luciferean Vehmgericht
of Germany), was actually
the President of that Congress and presided over the
various sects of the Freemasons, Illuminati, Jewish
Kabbalists, Humanists, Necromantists and renegade
Rosicruceans.
Some careful researchers have suggested that not only was Rothschild in attendance at
that Congress but that he helpedfinance the operations
that followed. Whatever the truth, a horrified delegate,
the French Comte de Virieu, shortly thereafter confided
to a friend that: “There is a conspiracy being plotted so
well planned and so deep that it will be very difficult for
religion and governments not to succumb to it.” But
this plot was not aimed at the
monarch, it was
aimed primarily at the Aristocracy of Christian
It was also resolved at that Congress, wrote Webster:
“to remove the headquarters of Hluminized Freemasonry to
which incidentally was the stronghold of Jewish finance, controlled at this date by such
leading members of the race as Rothschild, Mayer
Amschel.. .Oppenheimer, Wertheimer, Schuster, Speyer,
Stern, and others [according to Werner Sombart in his
book,
Pg. 1871. At this
head lodge of Frankfurt the gigantic plan of world
revolution was carried forward, and it was there that
the deaths of Louis XVI [of France] and Gustavus III of
were definitely decreed [according to Charles
d’ Hericault in his
Pg. 1041.” There
a good many Jews in attendance, thanks to
the invitation of
the Jewish Librarian to the Duke of Brunswick who was a chief
spokesman for their cause.
But were there really that many Jews involved in all
this subversive plotting and falderal, you might ask?
Apparently so, for as we read in
published in 186 1,
And that
choice admission was in a French-Jewish publication1
Years later, in 1930, Freherr von Stolzinger, a leading
German Freemason, wrote that: “One is hardly mistaken in affirming that today the greater number of
Lodges are subject to Jewish influence, and that they
form the spiritual storm-troops of Judaism.” (No wonHitler drove all the Freemasons out of Germany,
just as Mussolini had earlier done in Italy!)
Masons?
Reduced to a simple formula, said Webster, the
secret aims of Weishaupt’s Illuminati could be summarized as follows:
of Monarchy and all ordered Government, of all private property, of all inheritance, of all patriotism, of the family (i.e., of marriage
and all morality, and the institution of the communal
education of children), and the abolition of all religion.
She went on to state that “certain of Weishaupt’s
doctrines are not incompatible with the principles of
orthodox Judaism.” What’s more, one of those who
Weishaupt’s work was said to have been
the Jewish philosopher of Berlin. In
fact, Mendelssohn was also a close friend of the Comte
de Mirabeau, a noted Freemason and an Illuminatus
who was perhaps one of the most demented leaders of
the French Revolution, and the author of the sickening
little book,
Mendelssohn, the father
of the bankers Joseph and Abraham, had also created a
special school for the training of the Jewish revolutionaries of that era, and was a generation later greatly
admired by Karl Marx. For further confirmation of the
deep involvement of the Jews in all this mayhem, in Le
(The Jewish Problem), George Batault

many years ago wrote: -... the Jews have drawn profit
from all revolutionary movements in history since the
fall of the Roman Empire. From the Revolution of 1789
came the emancipation of the Jews in France, and their
principal advocate was Mirabeau, largely under the
influence of Moise Mendelssohn and Dohm; the revolutions of 1830 and 1848 brought further amelioration to
them.”
NOW

ENTERS

Yet another such Jewish radical who operated at
the upper levels of this conspiracy against Christianity
was the
of the distinguished
Royal House of Rakoczy in Transylvania, whose grandfather had headed the 1703 insurrection in Hungary to
extend his own political power (but was defeated by the
Austrians five year later and forced into exile). An
exceedingly wealthy and educated man whose main
base of operations was in the Carpathian Mountains, he
was an acknowledged adept of the Black Occult.
Rakoczy was furthermore a “notorious liar, criminal
and fraud”, who masqueraded throughout Europe under the cloak and name of the by-no-means “Holy”
Comte de St. Germain. [H:
a11
a
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a
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We all get

OF
As for the equally dangerous
this Jewish conspirator was “received into the Order of the Illuminati during his visit
to Berlin in 1786.” As if all that weren’t damning
TIMES.]
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enough, during the 1920s a writer for
went on to further name those prominent and wealthy
Jews in the immediate circle around Weishaupt and the
French Revolution as, “Moses Mendelssohn, Wessely,
and the bankers Itzig, Friedlander, and Meyers.” Finally, according to an article on Freemasonry in the
compendious
of 1905, we are also
informed that: “Jews have been most conspicuous in
connection with Freemasonry in France
the Revolution,” as well.
FRENCH

REVOLUTION

The French Revolution, over which all this hubbub
was about, and which took so many years to prepare for,
officially began on July 14, 1789. To fully describe all
the events surrounding this awful conflagration would
take several volumes. We are here mainly concerned
with those who carried it off and the groups they
has been carefully chronicled by
belonged to. The
historians far more versed in all its intricacies than I.
Suffice it to say, it is known that numerous British
Intelligence agents were directly involved, working
under directions of the repulsive and gluttonous King
George III, as well as in league with their Grand Lodge
in London. These agents were among the
of the scurvy leaders of the revolution and their ravenous street rabble. In
de Poncins further stated that: “In France, where
in open ferment, Freemasonry found a
favorable soil and under double influence of the
Encyclopaedists and the Illuminati in Bavaria it evolved
quickly to the point of being one of the preponderant
elements ofthe great revolutionary movements
1789.”
One of the most concise and cogent descriptions of
the overall tenor of what actually happened in France.
two centuries ago can be found on Page 102 of Mullins’

d
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wherein we read: “After they
had incited the crowds to murder the gentile leaders,
the
thousands of nuns and
out of
the churches, and chopped them to bits with axes and
hatchets, or they murdered them before the altar of
Christ, so. that the Christian cathedrals became hellchanged
with gentile blood and echoing with the screams of
dying women and children. Hundreds of helpless Christian men and women were stripped naked, tied together
in couples, and thrown into the rivers to drown, while
Jews stood on the banks and jeered at the victims of
these ‘Revolutionary weddings’. The French Revolution had been hailed as the
of the
Jewish Communists.”
From the book,
we learn that at Nantes alone,
children
were wantonly slaughtered in the most horrible fashion
at the same time. Later on, after The Terror really
swept into high gear, fully 300,000 men, women and
children were massacred throughout France, in cold
blood. In September 1792, the Jacobin Society perpetrated the terrible murders of some 8,000 people being
held
of the Revolution in Paris, and a great
many more across the country that
Walter Scott wrote in his
(Vol. 2, Pg.
30), “The demand of the Communaute de
was, of
for blood.”
in

Orient Freemasonry, and were backed and organized by
cabalistic Jews...” Ramsay continued: “In France, the
splendid and historic names and titles of counties,
departments and families were scrapped, and France
divided into numbered squares occupied merely by
‘citizens’.
blocks, by satellitephotography
and computer.. Even
the months of the calendar were changed. The national
flag of France with its lilies and its glories were
banned...”
Regarding some of the key shadowy
behind all this wanton death and destruction of a people
and their culture, the Jewish writer ofL
(1894), Bernard Lazare, made a very startling revelaHe stated that among the Jews of
involved in this plot were-“Benjamin
Goldsmid and his
brother Abraham Goldsmid, Moses
ner, and his nephew Sir Moses Montifiore”, as-well as
“Daniel Itsig of Berlin and his son-in-law David
Friedlander, and Herz Cerfbeer of Alsace” (Page 24).
These English Jews were all members of the
Synagogue (Sin of Cog?) of London. A full century
later, Directive #7 of the
was found to contain this remarkable
sentence:

One of its
main assaults was upon Roman Catholicism, and during September 1792 there was a massacre of the priests
carried out all over France.
were then
enthroned in all the churches as revolutionary goddesses replacing the nuns, who themselves had been
raped and then murdered.
It was but a foretaste of
things to come.
The Red terrorists that swarmed through the streets
like rats devastated the manufacturing centers of France,
they burned down the libraries, and led all
opposed
them to the guillotine.
All men of intelligence and
talent who were not part of their scheme were persecuted and tortured. These Illuminati-trained terrorists
also destroyed priceless treasures of art and literature
in a feverish attempt to eradicate White Christian
culture in that beautiful land. The main instrument of
The Terror, as carefully orchestrated by the Illuminist
was the
(Committee of Public Safety), headed by Robespierre. Due to
the vast number of hungry and unemployed people
throughout France, as a result of this Reign of Terror,
the Comite de Salut Public embarked on a fearful
project-the
It was decided by the leaders of this Revolution that the
population of France be reduced from 25 million down
to 8 million! Fortunately, their savage plan was aborted
in time, but the main author of this scheme was the
Illuminus
Today, the spiritual descendants of these very conspirators have hatched a
chilling plan
bv
20001 This modern
depopulation plan was
creation of
created in 1968 by a group of 75 carefullyselected Marxists, the head of which was
Two years later, this Illuminati-front
was
funded to the tune of $250,000 by the Volkswagon
Foundation to set up a global computer system, headed
by MIT’s
for the purpose of dividing
up the world into Ten Regions as a prelude to One
World Government. [H:

After the overthrow of the Monarchy, the ruthless
work of demolition had begun on a grand scale as long
planned by Weishaupt and his Jewish backers. The
tricolor banner of France was replaced by the
of the social revolution. The Masonic watchwords of
“Liberty, Equality, Fraternity” were but an Illuminati
Capt. A.H.M. Ramsay, writing in
stated that the revolutionary zealots of 1789-1794 slogan to deceive the masses, just as had been the call
“swept away every feature of the national life and for a new Constitution.
These words summoned the
class of Europe to rise in revolt against all
tradition [of Christian France], from King, religion,
nobles, clergy, constitution, flag, calendar, and place ordered government and were the first trumpet-call to
names to coinage.. . the revolution was not the work of World Revolution. Two other important fronts set
Frenchmen to improve France.” And they succeeded by Weishaupt during this period were the
1789
2,000
(179 1) and the
too well.
Lodges in France affiliated to the Grand Orient [the Yet this was not a movement of the working class, for
As further incontrovertible
of exactly who
of the conspiracy in France], the direct tool of it operated from the top down, a creation of the wealthy and what was at the very heart of all this rapine and
international revolution, and their adepts numbered leisure class. [B: Gosh, readers, getting any ideas desecration, we have but to refer to the massive Black
This was the result of both Jewish about what is going on around
here today? This Occult work of Gen. Albert Pike, entitled
over 100,000.”
Illuminism under Mendelssohn and Masonic Illumi(1871), Pg. 823) wherein we read: “A Lodge
nism under Weishaupt, wrote Ramsay.
inaugurated under the auspices of Rousseau, the fanatic
ism was a secret revolutionary society
Freemaof Geneva, became the center of the revolutionary
movement in France, and a Prince of the blood-royal
sonry.. . [which] penetrated into all the lodges of
went thither to swear the destruction of the successors
of Philippe le Be1 on the tomb of Jacques de Molai. The
registers of
Order of Templars attest that the Regent, the Due d’orleans, was Grand Master of
formidable Secret Society, and that his successors were
the Due de Maine,
Prince of Bourbon-Conde, and
the Due de Cosse-Brissac...” As mentioned, this Conspiracy has always operated from the
down, and it
has always been the work of the very rich. It merely
uses the poor and the downtrodden, the slaves of
Elite, for its own devious ends.
Let us now take a closer
at some of the more
of this
bloody upheaval in France, something which you will
not readily find in your local high school or college
course on the French Revolution:
*
was a Sicilian
“Jew from Palermo”, actually believed to be one
Giuseppe Balsamo, a desperado wanted by the police
for his part in an assassination plot there and one
described as a Black Magician of sinister mien. After
fleeing Sicily, he traveled to the Island of Rhodes where
met Emmanuel Pinto, Grand Master of the Knights
of Malta. Traveling to Germany, where he was known
as the Grand Cophte of the Egyptian Rite of Freema“And on and after January first, 1657, by order of Oliver Cromwell,
sonry, in 1774 he “had been initiated into
IllumiLord Protector of the Commonwealth,
it is forbidden
nati in an underground cave near Frankfort-on-the
Main,” by Adam Weishaupt.
Also an agent of the
to enjoy
Templars, he was next invited into British Freema-
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sonry on April 12, 1777, inducted into the Jewish
#289 at London, which
was closely affiliated with the Illuminati-front Order of
Strict Observance at the Hague, in the Netherlands. He
was also associated with the
then meeting in Middle Temple, London. Furtherm&e, as revealed by Nesta
Webster in her Secret Societies
book, Cagliostro is believed to
have been a protege of the “Ba’al
Shem of London”, a Cabalistic
Jew named Eayyim Samuef
infamous sorcerer and Black
Magician of ill-repute,
says
Webster, Falk was well-known
to his followers in the
“the
celebrated Falk &heck, first
Rabbi of the Jews”, and one of
the “Concealed Superiors” behind the French Revolution.
Falk’s “principal friends were
the London bankers Aaron
Goldsmid and his son”, according to Margoliouth in his History oftlw Jaws (II, Pg. 144). In
the
Royal
Mosoric
gnwe find a long and
detailed article devoted to Falk.
As a result of this and other
evidence, it is believed that Falk
may have been among those
Jews who first introduced Cabalistic learning into the socalled Higher Degrees of British Freemasonry, as an initiate into its “highest mysteries”. Next, T&e
tells us that Falk
is “believed to have given the Due d’ Orleans, to ensure
his succession to the throne, a talisnrlrn consisting of a
ring.. .” What’s more, Falk was also a close friend of a
“great seeker of the Philosophers Stone”, Marechal du
Richelieu-the
grandnephew of France’s Cardinal
Richelieu.
earlier known as the Due d’Chartres, was a flagrant
homosexual dilettante who used the revolutionary nom
de guerre of Philippe-Egalite.
He was described as a
“vain and ambitious libertine”, a very well-to-do conspirator who became Grand Master of the Grand Orient
of France (the Lodge of Strict Observance), and raised
large loans for the Revolution, in Amsterdam, London
and Frankfort. It was he who caused famine to sweep
across France by buying up all the bread and other
foodstuffs and then shutting down the bakeries, and
blaming it on the King. Nevertheless, he was later
devoured by his own henchmen, sentenced to death at
the guillotine by the Revolutionary Tribunal in 1793.
Years later, however, his son
was chosen bv the French Rothschilds to be their ourmet Kine
of Fr&tce (1830-48).
yo;

rituals “were patterned upon the Greek and Egyptian
Mysteries.” (There were 66 Rites practiced by the evil
Amun Priesthood of Egypt.) Rakoczy, an accomplished
Black Magician, “was practicing Masonic... rituals
with Egyptian symbolism, in secret tombs and hidden
cellars of the palace of Prince Karl of Hesse Cassel at
Eckernforde.”

notorious perversions that we derive the illness known
as “sadism”; for the scandalous conduct of this truly
demented individual caused his ~p~~~rne~t
by King
Louis XV for many years, in the Bastille.
He was
mysteriously spirited out of that old prison in Paris just
shortly before the raid on it occurred. on JuIv 14. 1789.
after which he took a leading part in the Rev&ution.
the author of the perverse and obscene book,
and other such works, he was later confined in an insane
known as “the Incor- asyhun at Charenton and surv&d the
ruptible”, was the rewas a Swiss-born revolutionmorseless and venge- ary politician who published a paper cafled
(The Friend of the People) in 1789, which,
ful leader of the Illuincited the French people
minist Jacobin Club when distributed far
who also became the to violence. Another key member of the Jacobins, he
recognized ieader of was exactly four years later assassinated by Charlotte
Corday, while taking a bath.
the vicious Leftist
**Jacques
was a noted French painter
(The
Mobntain).
Chosen and Jewish associate of Robespierre who became anas a member of the other bloodthirsty member of the Committee for Public
second Committee of Safety, which “tried” its many victims. “His voice was
Public Safety (July always raised calling for death.”
Gabriel
1793)[E:
a talented French orator who lived and studied in
England during 1784, then made three trips to Geroversaw the slaugh- many over the next several years. One of the most
ter of the innocents important figures duringthe first two years of the
Revolution, this sadist
‘so foul a libertine that he
and was responsible
for much of the Reign was shunned by his own [upper] class.. . He is known to
Mendelssohn,
of the
of Terror. Sir Walter have been financed by
Jewish Illuminati. ..” (2%~Nerveless
As President .
Scott in his
(Pg. 56) of the Jacobin Club, this sick and twisted fanatic enwrote
that:
“The joyed watching his helpless victims being tortured.
power of the Jacobins
[END QUOTING OF PART 151
was irresistible
in
where
Paris,
This seems like a good place to break the writing.
Robespierre, Danton and Marat shared the high places
in the synagogue.” He was so ~ncon~io~ble
that he I find a bunch of you in shock of some kind about
even sent his own close friends, Desmoulinsa~d Danton, Germain. Germaine, Gerrmain, etc. How many differto the guillotine.
He himself was later overthrown,
ent men wear the name of Jones. Smith or Brown? Stop
then arrested, shot, and beheaded by the Revolutionary
it. Are you so naive as to think that angels and Godly
men are simply spawned like a breed of fish in the sea?
Tribunal on July 27, 1794-thus ending The Terror.
L&s
de Saint-Just, known as I would rather have hardened crook who CHANGES
“The Angel of Death”, was an intractable revolutionary
than all the so-called “Saintfy” men you can send me.
But it DOES help to get your people straight! This
madman and an “intimate associate” of Robespierre,
who, as another member of the Committee of Public what and why alI the tenacious objections to all the
with people
Safety helped bring
the Reign of Terror. Perhaps the garbage thrown about
most viciously-dangerous
of them all, he was later who are half-informed,
It was NOT a nice surprise to
arrested by his friend Robespierre and guillotined.
realize that Germain (when the thought was you were
dealing with Germain[e]) was actually re-giving his
Thus should be the fate of all traitors.
a radical lawyer and information on alchemy and LIGHT--especially
to a
didn’t know up from down. With others
revolutionary, he fled to England for sanctuary (and Texan kid
perhaps further instructions) in 1791, but returned and before, he had picked the elite of the Royal Elite lineage
soon incited the Tuileries riots. After assuming lead- and prominent Elitists of England. Oh my, are we yet
ership of the revolutionaries as the heartless Minister having fun? Come on in, just as soon as you settle
of Justice, he was elected President of the Jacobin Club down, out of the darkand turnon the light-switch. This
anything, it
(March 1793) and also then became another butcher on does not degrade one St. Germain-if
the Committee of Public Safety. He was beheaded
brings his HONOR beyond that which was priorly
attributed to him through the Elite Honor Societies.
year later.
GOD? Amen!
better known as the Marq&e de Sade. It is from hi6 Which is which? Why don% we leave that to God?

be
** Comte

Saint-Germaine
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[H: No, calm your-

whose real name was Rakoczy, had been
years earlier employed by King Louis XV as a diplomat
on confidential missions, and was supposed to have
retired to Schles~g-Holstein
in Germany around 1775,
where he “studied occult sciences in association with .
Eesse.” A top Jewish Freemason, and an agent of the Knights Templars attached to
the Grand Orient Lodge, according to Hall’s Masonic
during 1778 he was known to have
held secretive meetings in Germany whose Kabbalistic
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“This journal which comes in ‘fantasy’ format is,
in fact,
“It was decided that we would first bring forth an
‘acceptable’ story line that would bear a particular
message to the ones awaiting instructions and the
knowledge that the time of final instructions and ‘countdown’ is at hand...”
-HATONN
This journal is about the adventures of three people
and their encounters with Native Americans of the
Sipapu and their Space Brothers.
It describes their
amazing experiences after showing up at the Nevada
nuclear bomb test site for a protest.
You will also find revelations large and small, from
the ancient past and the future.
“. This was THE first work by “dharma”, thought
to be a Fantasy but now appreciated as the beginning of
an en-Light-ening
Reality Journey. With help from
Little Crow of the Lakota, Dharma’s public mission of
translation for Higher Teachers begins here, as a sensitive love story of the Purification Times, which brings
together a mystical “ancient” group from the “past”, a
Pleiadian space expedition from the “future”, and some
‘awakening volunteers from Earth’s “present”.
Sipapu Odyssey is in the early stages of being made
into a motion picture utilizing the Pleiadian advanced
technology of Futuronics.

JOURNAL

“Who is Ashtar? I I
have been w&ten &our AsnIar, me ennqr. 1 ~11 1y.j; j:::::i::.;
j:,.:;
;:,I::.
;;.yz..:
.,.~>:.J,::.:
::..:‘.;‘-‘:
.. ; :-‘.’
.. ::.. ‘.....‘..‘.
:.:.:..‘..‘.
....
endeavor to identify m -- so that
- ilourishes
-are not
added by cherished one 1s. I have been called a ‘Chris“enus’, a ‘Supreme Director in
tian Commander from ’
charge of all of the spiritual Progr -am’ for your planet.
it would be more
“I am honored, brlt -1 -believe
-.
m a dominant commander from
suitab1e to state that I a
confront trouble, for
the Etheric realms. Her ‘e, 1
your words do
not actually
“You and I know that millions have
define my podied for freedom. And we appreciate
sition. I shall
beyond all human understanding the efattempt
at
forts and lives they gave so we could
simple explaenjoy a certain measure of freedom. We
nation,
will carry on now to regain those free“I
have
doms stealthily stolen from us by those
been around
who were supposed to watch out for our
for a very, very
interests. Instead they have looked after
long time. Untheir
own selfish interests ahead of the
der the sponcommon
man. Way ahead. Let us now
sorship (I suptake up the pen, which is mightier than
pose is a good
the sword, in the singular struggle to
enough word)
regain our constitutional rights.
of
Lord
“Let this be your clarion call if you
Michael
and
ahave not heard one yet. This is it. Take
the tireat Cen- 1
tral Sun goveffective action now in your own sphere
ernment
of
of influence and keep at it. The battle of
this, your galwords and wits has only begun. With
axy. I suppose
God the Creation backing those who
I rank overall
struggle for freedom there is only one
second in comoutcome: Victory! Take action now.
mand.
I am
“Your inner self will urge you what
not
a
to do. Do it as long as it follows
discarnate enrules. Of course, you all (readers) are
ergy (spirit); I
doing the best you can. This is meant for
am an etheric
-A Friend
the fence sitters.”
being. I have Some of the important topics in~ never
taken
cluded are: St. Germain and our 4th of
human embodiJuly (Independence Day)--Where
ment upon planet Earth. Many have inferred such; it is
gone?-Pan
Am flight 103 and its links to
not true. I have been far too involved with affairs of the
the CIA, the Syrian-Lebanon hostages and the
Universe to prattle around in human format on Earth.
I serve at a very high involvement as a member of the
Clinton connection, etc.-Details
of the Monarch
councils scattered throughout this Universal Sector,
Mind-Control ProeramminK-Bo
Gritz connecserving in an advisory capacity at strategic levels of
tion--’
nave
nation and Corrsfitrcintergalactic affairs. I share responsibility with Esu
THOSE WHO HELP
Immanuel (Jesus) Sananda for the airborne divisions of
THEMSELVES.-You
don’t like my reli-ASHTAR
the Brotherhood of Light.”
gion??-Continuation
of
USURPERS-More
Some important topics covered are: EARTH = BOTfrom Ronn Jackson-Militias
& ADL-O.J.
TOM OF LADDER. Space people and Spirit peoplenection-Linda
Thompson on armed militia and
Contact since late 1940s-How dark brothers workinsurrection-U.N.
Committee and sodomyReincarnation
begins-The
Martian influenceGlue
bombs.
eye
Dormers-Map
Nuclear war could damage fabric of space-CHRIST’S
The
to get informed is NOW! Though
TEACHINGS SHOWED THE WAY. Signs: Time is
most will remain blissfully unaware.
here. No dead martyrs.
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The times we live in do not afford us the opportunity to keep life simple enough that health can be
taken for granted by just ingesting food and water.
The game rules have been changed by bureaucrats
(directed by crooks higher up the ladder) who dietate questionable farming practices which, when
added to the already choking pollutions of our
atmosphere and water, ends up depleting the soil,
the food supply, plus the air & water we breath of
many of the essential nutrients that would otherwise
allow our bodies to function optimally.
Without these “food’‘-based essential nutrients
our immune systems and body physiologies are
sitting ducks for any attack-from
chemical and
biological “warfare” practices, to increased nuclear
radiation pollution, as well as from other highenergy photon bombardment as this planet prepares
itself for the upcoming changes.
It is up to every individual to take personal
responsibility for their health and prioritize the
needs their bodies may have at this time as well as
pay special attention to the needs of their children.
I hope to describe here some good products available to you so that your search for a basic, complete
arsenal against disease can come to an end.
New Gaia has presented many products to the
public that you can pick or choose for individual
needs. But there is a core of products, which should
be taken regularly, that is felt to be essential to
health and well being. These products
are:

Each of these provides a service to the
necessary assistant to the other. We will
each one individually to provide you with
the information you need to.understand why these
items are necessary.
The physiology of the body is basically governed by the actions and programming found within
the cell. The cells make up the tissues of the body,
the tissues make up the organs such as the heart or
liver which, in turn, make up the organ systems that
work in harmony with each other to keep the entire
If the cell structure has been
body functioning.
altered or is malfunctioning (for whatever reason),
every organ system is affected. To what degree they
are affected depends on the offending substance
that has caused the cell’s breakdown or the length of
time that cell has been subjected to abuse.
is a product that is said to help
that is
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correct the faulty programming that has occurred at
the cell level by correcting into perfection the cell’s
DNA/RNA blueprint. Viruses, unlike bacteria, have
the ability to fuse with the DNA strand within the
cell, creating a mutation to that cell.
perfecting
the DNA/RNA blueprint, the cell may be returned
to a level of vitality which allows it to fight off an
incoming virus and maintain the homeostasis within
the cell and, in turn, within the organ systems.
This is essential for the immune organ system,
because without healthy cells that can fight off
offenders like free radicals, viruses, and cumulative
levels of radiation, the immune system is overtaxed
to the point of exhaustion -eventually
leading to
dis-ease.
Another benefit from consuming
Gaiandriana is its ability and nature to thrive on
the invisible, higher photon frequencies which are
bombarding
is able to speed
the frequency levels of the cells to more nearly
match the energies pouring in and assaulting the
body. This, in turn, can offer a two-fold benefit:
One benefit is the ability ofthe cell to withstand and
actually adapt to these otherwise damaging energies; the other benefit is to help protect ourselves
from mind manipulation through pulse beams that
are irradiating mankind relentlessly. Originally the
dose was 10 drops, 3 times per day, under the
tongue. However, with the growing number of
“manufactured” epidemics and other stepped-up

1 Bottle Gniandriann
1 Bottle AquaGnia(

plans for our demise
the Elite, perhaps more is
better. One
or more per day may produce
faster and more effective results.
was introduced to benefit the mitochondria system that lies within the cell. The
mitochondria is the energy producer of the cell and
is essential to convert the food we eat into usable
cell fuel and to
necessary for survival of the body system.
is also said to feed on vessel plaques
adhering to blood vessel linings. Most all of us, by
the age of twenty, have plaques developing on the
arterial walls due to the American diet that is filled
with saturated fats, high protein, white flour prodand limited consumption of fresh fruits and
vegetables. This product provides added fuel to any
compromised system to assist in strengthening the
immune system. as well as cleaning out blood vessels and enhancing the pliability of the vessel walls
Both
and
throughout the body.
work in harmony to strengthen and eliminate mutations of all cells by working together
within the cell structure itself.
Another product that you will find essential in
This is a fully
your daily regime is
integrated electrolyte liquid that is brought forth
from the
The combination of tea
and juice, vitamins, minerals, Gingko Biloba,
Echinacea,
oxygenators, Aloe Vera and

(1 Quart)

4 Packages Spelt Bread Mix
5 Audio-cassettes

l/2-02.

$180 (for non-subscribers)

1 Bottle
(1 Quart)
2 Bottles GaiaLyte (2 Liters each)
4 Packages Spelt Bread Mix
COST: $90.00(for CONTACTsubscribers
$115 (for non-subscribers)

P.O. Box 27710
Las Vegas, NV 89126
onlr)

For credit card orders, call:
1 (800) NEW-GAIA (639-4242)
order form at back
of naner for more information.)
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are a powerful combination that helps
boost energy levels as well as provides electrolyte
balance within the body to help enhance the performance of the
within the cells. Electrolytes are substances which dissociate into ions in
solution and thus become capable of conducting
electricity. The balance of these electrolytes in the
body will aid in the protection from the various
high-frequency energies that we are now subjected
to as well as enhance the effectiveness of all the
other products you are consuming for your health.
Another beverage that should be taken in a dose
of approximately 8 ounces per day is the
Enough can not be said
about this fermented drink from the mushroom fungus found long ago by a prominent Japanese woman
in a town called Kargasok, Russia. What she found
amongst these villagers astounded her. The women
were virtually without wrinkles or other signs of
aging and the overall population was comprised of
unusually healthy people. She was told that these
people drank
ounces of
daily.
She brought the mushroom fungus back to Japan
and, today, over a million Japanese people drink the
fermented tea daily. With the high content of
special proteins and enzymes, this tea is said to
reduce cholesterol, restore hair growth, strengthen
eyesight, help insomnia, aid in weight reduction,
help with allergies, bronchitis, asthma and a myriad
of other debilitating conditions including the prevention of certain cancers.
While these are claims from people who have
used or researched the product, it would simply be
prudent to regard
as a must to add
to your daily health regime. Many people make
their own tea with the mushroom that is available
through New Gaia Products, but for those of us with
limited time, the ready-made tea in the 1-liter and 2liter bottles is both delicious and convenient. Try
mixing the tea with the
and your favorite
juice, or just drink it straight.
There is a
that has been
developed which offers similar properties to unpasteurized apple cider vinegar, which has been used
for centuries to care for all types of ailments. This
product packs a punch when fighting off the common cold and is great as a digestive aid. Many are
using this product in their salad dressings or other
recipes to enhance the nutrition that their families
receive. While
is not recommended for canning or preserving, it certainly is
recommended for general consumption.
is the membrane that is found in
the mushroom fungus of the
bathed
in a nurturing amniotic-like fluid of
to aid the body in repair of connective tissue. This
product was designed to replace the need for Shark
Cartilage supplement, which has been well researched and documented in recent years and which
is said to program the body to never develop cancer
tumors. By mixing one teaspoon in to any of the
above mentioned drinks, you add one more weapon
to your arsenal in the quest to build the immune
system to its optimum healthy state.
14-day program called
developed that assists in the elimination ofthe nasty
parasites found within the body.
few people
realize the kinds and types of diseases that these
parasites can contribute to, such as Cancer, AIDS,
Hepatitis, Hodgkin’s Disease, Diabetes, just to name

a few. There have been
that
have
been able to turn their conditions around by utilizing a program such as the
to
eliminate the myriads of parasites, such as flukes,
keeping house in their internal organs.
The beauty of this program is that 14 days every
3 months is all that is required to insure a body that
is free of most parasites. The GaiaClcanse line
includes tinctures that can be mixed in any one of
the above beverages or in juice. There is also an
intestinal cleanse that comes in the kit to ensure
proper elimination and cleansing during the two
These steps to health are important if one
is to realize optimum health within the cellular
structure and organ tissues of the body.
ChloreBa is a single-celled, fresh-water algae
which is a nutritionally balanced whole food that is
extremely high in protein (60%) and contains more
than 20 essential vitamins and minerals, 19 of the
22 essential and non-essential amino acids, enplus
growth factor, The combination of these factors results in a product that has
been found to be excellent in the healing of wounds,
injuries and ulcers, immune strengthening, age retardation, protection against radiation, normalizing
digestion and bowel function, andprotectionagainst
toxic pollutants, to name but a few of the benefits.
is a rich source of chlorophyll, which
is extremely effective in controlling body odor both
internally and externally. The suggested daily conis 3 grams per day, but dosages should be
adjusted to your individual needs. Many times the
alkaline reserves in the body are so depleted that
Chlorella, in larger doses, is warranted.
Moreover, because of its superb food value..
is an important addition to anyone’s
emergency food storage stash.
part of an ongoing nutritious diet, the grain
of Spelt (Triticum Spelta) should be added to every
diet in replacement of the standard wheat grain.
is
to wheat in that it contains more
protein, crude fiber, and fats than wheat. It also
contains special carbohydrates (Mucopolysaccharides) which help stimulate the all-important immune system.
Many people who are allergic to wheat find
to be easily digestible. What is most exciting
the
offers to any
is the
baking needs. Another advantage of
amount of vitamin B- 17 found in the grain
(also known as Laetrile) which has a reputation for
retarding cancerous cell growth and aiding in the
healing of other serious illnesses.
also has an
exceptionally thick husk around the center grain,
which protects it from all kinds of pollutants and
insects far better than happens with other grains.
The Spelt grain can be ground up into flour and
used in any recipe where flour is required. New
Gaia offers the whole Spelt grain bread mixes, or
the grain itself to be ground into flour, or the flour
simple
already milled for your convenience.
addition to your family’s diet can provide a wealth
of extra nutrition for your loved ones as well as a
great taste experience.
The last product I wish to discuss is a newer
product ofwhich you may not be fully aware.
of you have heard ofthe latest craze using a product
called “Pycnogenols”. Pycnogenol comes from the
bark of the pine tree and is said to have remarkable
anti-oxidant properties that are aiding in the relief
1.

of a number of chronic conditions.
The 3-111-l
product offered by New Gaia has been found to be
superior to Pycnogenol. The research that has been
conducted on the elements found in Pine Bark were
primarily conducted on Grape Seed Extract because
this, too, had the components that offered the
rior’anti-oxidant protection.
What was discovered is that the Grape Seed
Extract was even superior to the Pine Bark in that
it contains a hiaher level and higher potency of
OPCs (Oligomeric proanthocyanidins) which are
the active ingredient for free-radical scavenging.
These OPCs found in the Grape Seed Extract are
known for their instant bioavailability to seek out
nasty free radicals and produce rapid counter-effect
results. While no claims are here being made for the
healing qualities of any product, the OPCs found in
Grape Seed Extract have been identified with: Antiaging protection, improved vision, decrease in
wrinkles, resistance to mental deterioration, reduced risk of heart disease, reduced risk of stroke,
enhanced immune system, faster healing, subdued
PMS, and reduced inflammation of arthritis.
The other substances found in
are EsterC and Aloe Vera. Ester-C is found to get into the
blood stream faster and in larger amounts than
other forms of vitamin C and wastes only a fraction
of what other vitamin C products lose through
It is also found to penetrate white
elimination.
blood cells more efficiently, which is necessary for
their metabolism. There is also a reduction, if not
an elimination, of the side effects from the acidity of
regular Vitamin C because Ester C has a neutral
pH. Each capsule also contains 150 mgs. of Aloe
Vera which is the equivalent of one-and-one-half
ounces of natural Aloe Vera juice. Excerpted from
an article by John C. Pittman, M.D., we read:
“Acemannan, a mucopolysaccharide, is a long-chain
sugar which is found as an active ingredient in
Processed Whole Leaf Aloe. It interjects itself into
all cell membranes. This causes an
in the
fluidity and permeability of the membrane, allowing toxins to flow out of the cell more easily and
nutrients to enter the cell. The net result may
improve cellular metabolism
resulting in a boost of energy Production.”
These three powerful ingredients
one product called 3-10-1. It is a potent
that should be utilized by anyone suffering from a
chronic condition or for those wishing to maximize
the functioning of their immune
on a day-today basis.
All the above products discussed:
Vinegar,
more vibrant life by reinvigorating the immune
system, increasing the metabolic
ceils, providing more complete nourishment to althe organ systems to function in harmony with
one
frequency levels to withstand
onslaught of varihigh-frequency energies that are thrown our
way. These products work synergistically together
to maximize the effects of each Product.
Of course, right thinking, right exercise, and
right eating are absolutely necessary to add to any
health regime, but the benefits and gifts found
within these various products are priceless to our
well being in this high-stress world.
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MAN TO BECOME
AWARE OF LONGSTANDING
DECEPTIONS
AND OTHER
MATTERS CRITICAL TO HIS SURVIVAL
AS A SPECIES.
ARE
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10 OR
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3. SPACE-GATE,
THE VEIL REMOVED
4. SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC DISASTER
*6 SURVIVAL IS ONLY TEN FEET FROM
HELL
7. THE RAINBOW MASTERS
9 . SATAN’S DRUMMERS
**lo. PRIVACY IN A FISHBOWL
* 11. CRY OF THE PHOENIX
*12. CRUCIFIXION
OF THE PHOENIX
*13. SKELETONS IN THE CLOSET
14. RRPP-RAPE,
RAVAGE, PILLAGE
AND PLUNDER OF THE PHOENIX
15. RAPE OF THE CONSTITUTION
*16. YOU CAN SLAY THE DRAGON
*17. THE NAKED PHOENIX
* 18. BLOOD AND ASHES
19. FIRESTORM IN BABYLON
*20. THE MOSSAD CONNECTION
21. CREATION, THE
UNIVERSE
*23. BURNT OFFERINGS
*24. SHROUDS OF THE SEVENTH SEAL
*25. THE BITTER COMMUNION
“26. COUNTERFEIT
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ANTI-CHRIST
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MARCHING TO ZION
56. SEX AND THE LOTTERY
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DIVINE PLAN VOL.11
58. FROM THE FRYING PAN INTO
THE PIT OF FIRE
59. “REALITY” ALSO HAS A DRUMBEAT!
60. AS THE BLOSSOM OPENS
61. PUPPY-DOG
TALES
62. CHAPARRAL SERENDIPITY
63. THE BEST OF TIMES
64. TO ALL MY CHILDREN
65. THE LAST GREAT PLAGUE
66. ULTIMATE
PSYCHOPOLITICS
THE BEAST AT WORK
68. ECSTASY TO AGONY
69. TATTERED PAGES
70. NO THORNLESS ROSES

7 1. COALESCENCE
72. CANDLELIGHT
73. RELATIVE CONNECTIONS
VOL.1
74. MYSTERIES OF RADIANCE
UNFOLDED VOL. II
75.
TRUTH AND CONSEQUENCES
VOL. III
76. SORTING THE PIECES VOL. IV
77. PLAYERS IN THE GAME
IRON TRAP AROUND
AMERICA
79. MARCHING TO ZOO
80. TRUTH FROM THE ZOG BOG
81. RUSSIAN ROULETTE
82. RETIREMENT RETREATS
83. POLITICAL
PSYCHOS
84. CHANGING
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85. SHOCK
THERAPY
86. MISSING THE LIFEBOAT??
87. IN GOD’S NAME AWAKEN!
88. THE ADVANCED DEMOLITION
LEGION
89. FOCUS OF DEMONS
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INTO TRUTH
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WITH THE CROOKS
93. CRIMINAL POLITBUROS AND
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94. WINGING IT....
95. HEAVE-UP (Phase One)
96. HEAVE-HO (Phase Two)
97. HEAVE ‘EM OUT (Phase Three)
98. ASCENSION OR NEVER-EVER
LAND?
99. USURPERS OF FREEDOM IN
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